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THE

LOANER’S BANK

Dr. C. A. BAR AES.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

Continental Life Bulling,

CAPITAL.................................................. . $500,00
Subject to increase to..*................... ............ 1,000,000
This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances''on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants
will receive special attention. •
ZST FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our
CUSTOMERS.
DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. Wilmabth, Vice-President.

JOHN J. CISCO

&

SON,

Bankers.
No. 59 Wall St., New York.
Gold and Currency received on deposit nbject to
check at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of
each month.
ALT, CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.
Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand,
bearing Four per Cent interest.
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the United States
and Canadas.
HARVEY FISK.

A. S. HATCH

OFFICE OF

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS AND DEALERS IN
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

7 06 W. Monroe Street

Chicago,
This Institute, organized upon the combined prin
ciples of

Magnetism and Medicine,
makes a specialty of all those diseases which, by the
Medical Faculty, are considered incurable. Among
these may be mentioned Paralysis, Scrofula, Rheuma
tism, Dyspepsia, Epilepsy, Neuralgia, Chronic Di
arrhoea, Diseases of the Liver, Spleen and Kidneys,
and especially all Diseases Peculiar to Women.
In this last class of complaints, some of the most
extraordinary discoveries have recently been made,
which surmount the difficulties that have heretofore
stood in the way of their cure.
The peculiar advantage which the practice at this
Institution possesses over all others is, that in addition
to all the scientific knowledge of Medical Therapeu
tics and Remedial Agents which the Facnlty have, it
also has the unerring means of diagnosing diseases
through

as well as the scientific administration of ANIMAL
and SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM in all their various
forms.
This combination of remedial means can safely be
relied upon to care every disease that has not already
destroyed some vital internal organ. No matter how
often the patient affected in chronic form may have
failed in obtaining relief, he should not despair, hut
seek it from this, the only Institution where all the
various methods of cure can be combined.
In addition to the cure of disease, Clairvoyant con
sultations upon all kinds of business and upon all
forms of social affairs can also be obtained.
Sealed letters answered.
Reception hours from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Invalids who cannot visit the Institute in person
can apply by letter. Medicine sent to all parts of th.e
world.
All letters should he addressed
Dr. 0. A. BARNES,
Healing Institute, 706 W. Momoe Street,.
Chicago, III.

The Sexual Question
AND

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
We make special arrangements for interest
on deposit of specific sums for fixed periods.
We make collections on all points in the
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the
Union.
We buy and sell at current rates, all classes
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of
the Central Papific Railroad Company ; also,
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.
We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange,
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.
Communications and inquires by mail or
thl8gr?!ph, will receive careful attention

A fearless, outspoken Monthly, devoted to Science,
Morals, Free Thought, Liberalism, Sexual Equality,
Labor Reform, and whatever tends to elevate and
benefit the Human Race;
OPPOSED TO
Sectarianism, Priestcraft, Dogmas, Creeds, Super
stition, Bigotry, Aristocracy, Monopolies, Oppression
of all kinds, and everything that burdens or enslaves
Mankind mentally or physically.
On January 1st, 1874, it will be doubled in size to a
A FULL SHEET.
Terms, $1 per year, dating from the enlargement;
or 75 cents a year, commencing with No. 1, and in
cluding the four numbers already issued.
To each Subscriber will he mailed EKEE, as a pre
mium, a valuable fifty-cent Book, entitled
“ CHILDHOOD OF THE WORLD,”
by Edward Cdodd, F. R. A. S., being a reprint from
a late English edition. It gives a succinct and instruc
tive account of Man in the Early Ages, and is admi
rably adapted to the comprehension of young and old.
Those friendly to the objects and purposes of The
Truth-Seeker are respectfully requested to give it
their support and encouragement.
Sample copies free to applicants. Send ,one-cent
stamp to pay postage.
D. M. Behnett, Editor and Proprietor, aided by
a corps of able contributors and correspondents from
among the leading minds of the country.
Address Box 1654, New York.

BANKING & FINANCIAL.

FOR SALE.
BY S. W. HOPKINS & CO,
71 BROADWAY

TOLEDO,PEORIA
AND

WARSAW RAILWAY,

SECOND

MORTGfAGKE CON-

VERTIRLE

7

PER

CLAIRVOYANCE,

No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y., .
22?“ Opposite V. S. Sub-Treasv/ry.

RAILROAD IROR,

REMOVAL
FEOM PAEIS, ILL., TO NEW YORK,
OP

THE TRUTH-SEEKER,

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,).

22 Nassau Street, New York.

PRICE TEN CENTS.

The Money Power.
Hoio shall this Power he made to serve,
instead of ruling us :

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS
Are being absorbed by an increasin ' Icmandfor them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road,
Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready
market.
■ A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage
Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis
tered.
Price 97j< an accrued interest, in currency, from
February 15, 1872.
Maps, Circulars, Documents and information furnisbed.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New
York.
Can now be had through the principal Banks and
Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.
TANNER & CO., Bankers,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.

A Lecture delivered by Lois Waisbrooker, at Jackson, Mich., Dec. 14, at the Annual Meeting of the
State Association of Spiritualists,, and published by
request.
“ Sist&r Lois—l am glad to see, in the last number of
Our Age, the names of so many who desire you to pub
lish your Lecture delivered in Jackson, December 14.
91 and 21 NASSAU STREET,
Add my name to the list of supplicants. Your ideas
upon the money power, how it can be made to serve,
instead of ruling ns, are grand beyond a mortal’s tell Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available in all
ing. The Lecture was deep, logical, argumentative, parts of the world through the
and should he sent broadcast over the earth.

AUGUST BELMONT

CO.,

Bankers.,

“M. L.

Sherman,

M- B.

“Adrian, Mich.”

Price 15 cents single copy; 10 cents if sept Iiy the
dozen. -

lyhh’egf QTJJ?; Alii

Qfeek, Mich,

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AND THEIR
CORRESPONDENTS.
Also, make telegraphic stv§ggf®?f qf

INTEREST

WARRANTS

PAYABLE

OCTOBER AND APRIL,

PRINCIPAL 1886.

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds ia
block. By act of reorganization of the Company these
bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares
of the Company, wMch amounts to only 17,000 shares,
and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated
at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover
tb entire line of ‘lid miles of completed road, to
gether with all the rolling stock and real property, to
the value of more than ten millions of dollars.

The

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect
with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi e
sippi at Keokuk and Burlington.

The income of the

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on
all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre
ferred shares,
Foi terms t pply to
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Tlie Spiritual Mystery;

FOR USE

OR,

“Tlie' Mew

m

A

FAMILIES,

Mola/9

Is in its third thousand, and revolutionizing human
thought on Spiritualism. It will he mailed for 60 cents
It contains what can nowhere else on earth he found
Address,

Kate ¥» €©rsom,
Toledo, Ohio.

THE EAMOUSj

HALF0ED LEICESTEESHIEE

THE PEOGRESSIYE COMMUNITY,
Cedarvale, Howard Co., Kansas,
Desire correspondence with persons washing for a
Community home.
Address (inclosing stamp)
Wm. Ebet, Secretary.

Jan. 17, 1874.

GL AFLIN’S WEEKLY.

MIDDLE-AGED MAN BEING OUT Publications of Walt Whitman, the

jrA of employment, would like a situation. Being a
Greatest of Poets.
Liberalist and Social Reformer, would prefer a situa
tion with one of similar views. Address, Thomas
LEAVES OF GRASS. New Edition. 504pp.
Carter, 316 New street, Philadelphia, Pa.
$3.
AS A STRONG BIRD ON PINIONS FREE. Just
WM. .DIBBLEE,
out. 75 cents.
DEMOCRATIC VISTAS. Political Essay. Prose,
75 cents.
LADIES’ HAIR DRESSER,
Also a few copies of John Burroughs’NOTES ON
WALT WHITMAN AS POET AND PERSON, $1.
854 BROADWAY,
Address
A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey st., New York.

Has removed from his Store to the

AGENTS WANTED)
FIRST FLOOR,
For our Radical and Reform Publications. Great in
where he will continue to conduct his business in all ducements. Catalogues sent on application, with
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PFR CENT. CHEAPER stamp to pay postage.
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
his rent.
36 Dey st., New York.
CHATELAINE BRAIDS.
THE
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.

Table Sauce,

Recent Radical Reading.
The Essence of Meligion,

Yictor ” S. M. Co.’s

THE
BEST
relish: and everything appertaining to the business will be
GOD THE IMAGE OE MAN.
kept on hand and made to order.
Man’s Dependence upon Nature the last and only
NEW SEWING MACHINE
source of Religion,
Translated from the German of Ludwig Feuerbach,
DIBBLE. YA) IA for stimulating, JAPONICA for
by Prof. A. Loos. 12mo. cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.
soothing ant the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting
Put up in any part of the world for Family Use.
the growth oi the hair, constantly on hand.
Materialism ;
Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Mondays,
Its Ancient History, its Recent Development, its Prac
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. 3i. till 3 p. m.
tical Beneficence.
Also, his celebrated
Etuns very Easy,
By Dr. L. Bueehner, author of “Force and Matter,’
“Man in Nature,” etc., etc. Translated from the au
HARABA
ZEHST,
Runs very Fast,
thor’s manuscript by Professor A. Loos. 25 cents.
Can be bought of any First-Class Grocer
or FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm
The Childhood of the World ;
ffturES very Still,
less preparation ever made for the corrp] exion. No
A Simple Account of Man in Early Times.
lady should ever he without it. Can he obtained only
HAS A NEW SHUTTLE SUPERIOR 10
By Edward Clodd, F. R. A. S'. ISmo. Paper, 50 TVTEW YORK CENTRAL AND HUD- at
cents. Cloth, IS cents.
^ SON RIVER RAILROAD.-Commencing Mon
WM. DIBBLEE’S,
ALL OTHERS.
day, June 23, 1873. Through Trains will leave Grand
The Meligion of Humanity.
85 Broadway, Up-stairs.
By O. B. Frothingham. Second Edition, with Fine Central Depot—
Steel Portrait. 12mo, cloth. Price $1.50.
8:00 a. sr., Chicago and Montreal Express, with
©PIRITTJA.LISM.
Christianity and Materialism Con drawing-room ears through to Rochester and St. Al
GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN
bans.
:
trasted.
9:00 A. m., Saratoga Special Express.
NEEDLE.
ALL ABOUT
By B. F. Underwood. A handsome forty-five page
pamphlet. 15 cents.
10:00 a. m. , Special Chicago Express, with drawing
Cannot
"be Set 'Wrong-.
room
cars
to
Rochester,
Buffalo,
&c.
ME, UNDERWOOD’S BEST LECTURE,
10:45 A. m., Northern and Western Express.
The Influence of Christianity on
AGENTS WANTED.
3:40 p. M., Special Express for Albany, Troy and
The Wonderful Medium.
Saratoga, commencing Saturday, 21st inst.
. Civilization.
4:00 p. m., Montreal Express, with sleeping cars from
Address The “YICTOR” S. M. CO.,
Eighty-eight page pamphlet. Price 25 cents.
New York to St. Albans.
862 Broadway, N. Y.
7:00 p.m,, Express, Daily, with sleeping cars for
The Meligion of Inhumanity.
The compiler of this work, George C. Bartlett, says
and Canandaigua.
in the introduction: “While making an extended
A caustic criticism of “ Liberty, Equality, Fraternitja” Watertown
8:30 p. m., Pacific Express, Daily,,with sleeping cars tour through the principal cities of the United States
By Frederic Harrison. Price 20 cents.
from Rochester, Buffalo and Niagara Falls; also for with Mr. Foster, I made it my especial business to in
Chicago, via both L. S. and M. C. Railroads.
vite the editors of the principal newspapers and jour
Lecture on JBwddhist Nihilism.
11:00 p. h., Express, with sleeping cars for Troy and nals to investigate the phenomena as they occurred in
Mr. Foster’s presence. Having confidence in the fair
By Prof. Max Mueller. Translated from the German. Albany.
2:00 p. sr., Hudson train.
ness and justice of the editorial corps throughout the
A brilliant defense of Buddha. Price 10 cents.
7:00 A. si., and 5:30 p. m., Poughkeepsie trains.
country, and believing that they would give truthful
9:10 a. m., 4:15, 6:20 and 7:45 p. m., Peekskill trains. accounts of their experiences during the seances, I
The Melation of Witchcraft to Be5:00
p.
3i.,
Sing
Sing
train.
have
in this little pamphlet republished a series of ar
ligion.
Tarrytown trains from 30th Street Depot, stopping ticles from the leading papers of the Union. The
By A. C. Lyall. Price 15 cents.
at all Stations, leave at 6:45, 8:25 and 10:20 a. 3i., 1:00, reader must hear In mind that in nearly every case
3:00, 4:00, 4:40, 5:15, 6:30, 8:00 and 11:30 P. m.
these articles have been written by men who are op
Positivist Primer.
Sunday Way Trains—For Tarrytown, from 30th posed to Spiritualism. In some instances, we are com
(Formerly at 137 Harrison Ave.),
A series of Familiar Conversations on the Religion of street, at 8:25 a. m., and 1:00 p. 31.
pelled to say, that on account of the unpopularity of
Humanity, dedicated to the only Superior Being man
For Poughkeepsie, from 4th avenue and 42d street the cause in some quarters, it was deemed inexpedi
Is
now
in the beautiful and commodious
can ever know, the great but imperfect God, Human Station, 9:10 a. m.
ent by the writers to give the more incredible and
ity, in whose image all other gods were made, and
C.\ H. KENDRICK, General Passenger Agent.
startling occurrences as they were witnessed. Not
for whose service all other gods ex’et, and to whom
withstanding this, this little volume is put forth with
all the children of men owe Labor, Love and Wor
the hope that it may lead persons to investigate these
Charles Bradlaugh’s Paper,
ship. Price 75 cents.
Dooms Nos, 6 & 7,
phenomena, who, unbelieving now, may be led to be
“ THE NATIONAL REFORMER.”
lieve
in a spiritual life. This accomplished, it will
The Tfuth About Love;
not go forth in vain.”
No. 9 MONTGOMERY PLACE,
A Proposed Sexual Morality, based upon the Doc
Price 50 cents, postage free.
BOSTON.
AGENCY IN A3IEBICA.
trine of Evolution, and Recent Discoveries in Med
For sale, wholesale and retail, by COLBY & RICH
ical Science. Price $1.50,
AsaK. Butts & Co. take pleasure in announcing that
at No. 9 Montgomery Place, Boston, Mass.
by
recent
mrangements
with
Mr.
Bradiaugh
they
be
Any of the above books sent free by mail upon re come agents in America for the sale of all the Pamph
Patients will find this a central location, easy of ac
ceipt of price.
cess by borse-cars, either on Tremont or Washington
lets amf other Work's of
THE ESSAYS READ BY
streets.
. Address,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
MRS. MAGGIE A. FOLSOM.
Mradldugh, Holyoahe, Watts,
36 Dey Street,
O. H. Frothingham,
tTohn Weiss,
New York,
This widely known Spiritual Clairvoyant examines
And other celebrated English Free-Thinkers.
JE. Jj. Yoilmans,
Dames Favion,
patients from nine o’clock a. m., to five o’clock p. m.,
And others,
A full supply of which is expected to reach us next
daily.
Before the meeting of the
month; and are also authorized to receive sub
DR. STORER will personally attend patients, and
scriptions for
whatever spiritual insight and practical judgment and
experience can accomplish will he employed as here
THE NATIONAL REFORMER,
tofore in curing the sick.
Held in Cooper Institute, New York, Oct. 14, 15 & 16.
A Secular Advocate and Free-Thought Journal.
HAS REMOVED TO
Patients in the country, and all persons ordering
Edited by Chaeles Bradi,aijgh.
In pamphlet form, 35 cents. (From the Tribune Dr. STORER’S NEW VITAL REMEDIES for Chronic
and Nervous Diseases, will address
S25 %¥est F©rty»''second St., Price, post-paid, .50 per year; single copies, 10 reports.)
Address the Publishers,
cents. Address,
Between Broadway and Sixth Avenue,
Dr, HL B, Storer,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
dsnerw yqriy.
36 Dey st., New Yorkv
36 Dey st., New York.
No. 9 Montgomery Place, Boston.

Defies Competition.

CHAS. H. FOSTER

Clairvoyant Medical Practice I
REMOVE A.L.

Dr.

Storer’s Office,

Banner i of Light Building,

DENTAL NOTICE.

DR.

AMMI

Free Religious Association,

BROWN,
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WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKL
nativity or previous condition, are properly the wards of the
nation, and should not be suffered to roam through the
streets of our towns and cities u'ncared for and neglected, do
hereby respectfully request:
That the various branches of useful industry may be insti
tuted by the government in all places where it has jurisdic
tion; that the persons above mentioned, applying therefor,
shall receive employment upon equitable principles of time
and compensation; and that the profits (if any there shall
be) of the industries so instituted and conducted, shall be
appropriated to the reduction of the taxes assessed upon the
citizens of the several States.

The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and
Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter he furnished, postage paid,
at the following liberal prices:
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Wood-

hul1................................................

$3 00

Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin..............

2 00

The Principles of Social Freedom......... ............... ..
Reformation or Revolution, Which ?..............................

25

The Elixir of Life; or, Why do we Die?................

25

Three of any of the Speeches........ ................................

50

25

INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE.
1. Go to, now, ye rich men; weep and howl, for your miseries that shall
come upon you.
4. Behold the hire of the laborers who have reaped down your fields,
which is kept back by fraud, crieth, and the cries of them which have
reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord.
Gen. Ep. James, v. 1.

y!]

8

the most of your letter, through Woodhull & Claelin’s
’Weekly, that net only you may be put into working order
with the the head of the order, but that others may at once
organize.

I have but one word to say to those who stand upon our
platform, viz.: Organize! Organize!! Organize!!!
Glad you are securing names. Get as many as possible.
We are in correspondence with all parts of the country, and
the ball is moving slowly in the Tight direction.
Rest assured of this, that we are not for blood, but for
peace, justice and the human race.
When you have organized a section of I. W. A., then you
Memorial hTo. 3.
may proceed to organize a section of U. O. I.s which is secret
To repeal the charters of the several Pacific Railroad Com in its workings.
panies, and authorize the government to run the cars on these
Work! Organize!
roads.
Your co-worker,
.
w. Madox.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States in Congress assembled: The undersigned citizens of
THE VOICE OE THE TIMES,
the United States, believing that considerations of natural
equity and public policy forbid the appropriation of lands
BY CHAS. MACKAY.
and money belonging to the nation to private citizens, to be
Day unto clay utters speech—
used for their own private gain, regardless of the rights of
Be wise, O ye nations! and hear
their fellow-citizens, because the professed objects thereof
What yesterday telleth to-day,
are thereby invariably defeated, the general welfare disre
What to-day to the morrow will preach,
garded, the rights of the people set at defiance, and legisla
A change cometh over our sphere,
And the old goeth down to decay.
tive, judicial and executive corruption engendered, disgrace
A new light hath dawn’d on the darkness of yore
ful alike to legislator, judge and executive officer, do hereby
And men shall be slaves and oppressors no more.
respectfully request:
That the several grants of lands made to the Pacific Rail
Hark to the throbbing of thought,
road Companies be at once revoked; all indebtedness in
In the breast of the wakening world:
curred for labor, material, etc., discharged; the roads com
Over land, over sea, it hath come.
The serf that was yesterday bought,
pleted, repaired and improved at the public expense; and
To-day his defiance hath hurl’d,
the entire business of the transportation of merchandise and
No more in his slavery dumb,
passengers over the roads transacted by government at rea
And
to-morrow
will break from the fetters that bind,
sonable rates.

Memorial No. 4.
RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE FEDERAL COUN
CIL OF I. W. A.
To prohibit the sale of public lauds, and provide for their
settlement and cultivation.
New Yort City, December 28,1873.
Whereas, The country is suffering for money to replace
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
the credit destroyed by the suspension of our industries; States in Congress assembled: The undersigned citizens of the
and
United States, believing that the public lands of the nation
Whereas, The property of the country is mortgaged (real should nev(er be converted to the uses of property, and made
and personal) to one-tenth of the people, who hold not the subject of traffic and monopoly, as are the products of
only these securities, but also the money in circulation labor, but that they should be preserved for the use of the
in the country, and who are driving the business por actual cultivator, in such a manner as to secure to all who
tion of the community into bankruptcy, through excessive may wish to settle thereon equal opportunities, do hereby
interest of from 40 to 365 per cent.; and
respectfully request:
Whereas, The government does not adopt the simple plan
That the further sale of the unoccupied and unimproved
of relieving the business of the country, by employing its public domain be at once prohibited, and that the govern
citizens and paying them in legal tender currency; now, ment shall either employ thereon the actual settler and
therefore, be it
superintend the cultivation thereof, or dispose of it in lim
Resolved, That this Council, in its official capacity, petition ited quantities to actual settlers, and aid such settlers by
Congress to issue, through the sub-treasuries of the large loans of money, implements of industry and provisions
cities, $500,000,000 of legal tender currency, and loan it on necessary for immediate use.
real estate security at seven per cent., and thus relieve the
people from the usurer’s exorbitant interest, and thereby
Ogden City, Utah, December 25,1873.
aid the government to pay its expenses.
Mr. G. W. Madox :
Resolved, That these resolutions he given to the Asso
Dear Sir—After reading the many words and steps of wis
ciated Press, and published in Woodhull & Claflin’s dom as chronicled in Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly I
Weekly, and a copy forwarded to the President of the
venture to take the bonds of mutual or universal justice as
United States, and to the Secretary of the Treasury, and the connecting link to draw and bind us together. ’ I am not
Benj. F. Butler, M. C.
one who need feel from necessity the monopolizing oppres
Attest,
Wm. A. A. Carsey, President.
sor’s hand; yet sooner than be the willing servant thereto, I
G. W. Madox, Secretary.
too will try the laboring paupers’ sphere. I cannot here give
Also this series of memorials were^adopted by the Federal the whys and wherefores of my present position on the
Council of I. W. A., and ordered that copies be sent to all many questions of the hour; suffice it to say, I feel to see,
the sections throughout the country.
hear, speak and work—yes, strike, in defense, if needs must
By order of F. M. C. of I. W. A.
be. Yet, O spare this last, if possible.
Every person receiving a copy of these memorials is re
Now, to be plain, and feminine in expression, I will say I
quested to circulate them for signatures, and return them admire the steps and expressions of the “ I. W. A.,” as un
signed to G. W. Madox, Secretary of the “U. O. L,” No. 42 derstood through the Weekly, and would know in full
John street, New York city.
about them in so far as possible. With none other than uni
Memorial No. 1.
versal justice can I combine. With me, ’tis down with
To abolish the Senate of the United States, and transfer priests, popes, lawyers, doctors, monopolists, and recognize
the veto power from the President to the people, the prin «nly those who build and support the whole human fabric—
ciple of popular sovereignty, as intended by the authors of the laborer. I have stood and been reared amidst abund
the Declaration of Independence.
ance, and seen stealing, robbery—legally so—carried on in
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United various shades and phases, until I have cried from very shame
States in Congress assembled: The undersigned citizens of to know men must bow down to such baseness as to even
the United States, believing that the principle of popular recognize such unjust legislation as we, the people, are the
sovereignty enunciated in the Declaration of Independence serfs of to-day. Shall we always be servants of law, or have
was thereafter grievously departed from by the framers of law to serve us ? To be honest to-day is to be a beggar in the
the Constitution of the United States, who, by the terms of streets. To he independent, to be wealthy in worldly goods,
that instrument, conferred absolute power upon Congress is to be as a highway robber, to pounce, prey and take from
(subject only to the veto of the President) to enact laws, all that come your way, caring, giving, nothing as a recom
grant privileges and appropriate public property without pense therefor other than a promise in shape of paper or
submitting their acts to the people for ratification;” and be coin, either of which is worthless as rags when not sufficient
lieving also that the corrupt use of this power threatens the to procure the necessities of this life.
extinguishment of those other popular rights and liberties
I wish to gain, if possible, all information I need and de
confessedly guaranteed, and to-day menaces the very life of sire. I have started a subscription-list to appeal to Congress
the nation, do hereby respectfully request
that we may have institutions organized throughout this
1st. That measures he at once taken to amend the Con country for the benefit of earth’s noblemen—the laborers of
stitution of the United States, so that the Senate, now elected all castes and colors. Now, if there is any information
by the Legislatures of the several States, and neither directly needed that I may become a colaborer in universal justice,
nor indirectly representing the people, shall be abolished, ’tis for such I ask, and I will forward you what names I can
and the entire legislative power of the nation confided to procure to the above-named petition. I have procured up
the House of Representatives, subject only to the veto of ward of twenty names now, and have but just begun.
the people. And
Eternally for justice,
Frank Dygert,
2d. That similar measures may be taken to amend the
42
John Street, N. Y., January 2,1874.
Constitution of the United States, so that all acts of the
Citizen Frank Dygert, Ogden, Utah:
National Legislature (save and except those which may ex
My Dear Sir—Yours of 25th ult. is just at hand. In reply
clusively relate to the decorous and efficient transaction of
would say, that the principles of the I. W. A. are as broad as
its business) shall be absolutely void until the same shall have
be'm submitted to the citizens of the several States and duly the human race and as deep as justice; therefore all who de
sire to co-operate with this institution, will get together as
affirmed by a majority thereof.
many persons as will stand upon our platform, and at once
«
Memorial No. 2.
organize a section of the I. W. A., forward the fact to our
To prevent pauperism and crime, by authorizing the United Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. H. M. Walton, 222 State street,
States Government to employ labor.
Brooklyn, N. Y., with ten cents for annual dues from each
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United member of your section, and then we will be happy to have
States, in Congress assembled: The undersigned citizens you select a representative, here, or at your place, who will
and inhabitants of the United States, believing that all pen be in constant correspondence with the Federal Council of
niless, homeles, involuntary idle persons, without regard to I, W. A. of Norflj, America, I publisji this, together with

And lift a bold arm for the rights of mankind.

Hark to the voice of the time!
The multitude think for themselves,
And weigh their conditions, each one.
The drudge has a spirit sublime,
And whether he hammers or delves.
He reads when his labor is done;
He learns, thoxrgh he groans under penury’s ban
That freedom to think is the birthright of man.
But yesterday thought was confined;
To breathe it was peril or death.
And it sank in the breast where it rose;
Now, free as the midsummer wind
It sports its adventurous breath,
And round the wide universe goes;
The mist and the cloud from its pathway are curl’d,
And glimpses of glory illumine the world.
The voice of opinion has grown;
’T was yesterday changeful and weak,
Like the voice of a boy ere his prime;
To-day it has taken the tone
Of an orator worthy to speak,
Who knows the demand of the time,
And to-morrow ’twill sound in oppression’s cold ear
Like the trump of the seraph to startle the sphere.
Be wise, O ye rulers of earth!
And shut not your ears to the voice,
And allow it to warn you in vain;

*

*

*

The day has a tongue—aye, the hours utter speech—
Wise, wise will ye he, if ye learn what they teach!
—Labor Reformer.
{Washington Dispatch to the St. Louis Globe.]

RAPID GROWTH OF THE FARMER’S MOVEMENT.
The weekly circular issued here from the office of the Na
tional Grange gives a statement of the number of subordi
nate and State granges, which illustrates in a striking man
ner the rapid growth of the orgauization. On Saturday, the
date of latest dispatch, the total number of granges was
8,574; the membership being 643,125. From the 1st to the
22d ult. the number of granges organized was 789. During
the last year the number of new granges ‘organized were
6,257, distributed as follows: January, 153; February, 347;
March, 666; April, 571; May, 696; June, 625; July, 612; Au
gust, 829; September, 919; October, 1,050; November (22) 789.
The highest number organized during any month of 1872 was
120; the lowest, 54.
The following States have as yet no State granges: Ala
bama, 266 subordinate granges; Delaware, none; Florida,
18; Kentucky, 68 ; Louisiana, 38; Maryland, 14; Maine, 1;
Massachusetts, 14; NewJersey, 21; New Hampshire, 9; Vir
ginia, 9. Of Territories, there are Colorado 24 and Washing
ton 5, while Canada has 8 granges.
State granges are organized in the following States and
Territories, while the number of subordinate granges names
are included in each jurisdiction: Arkansas, 93; California,
117; Georgia, 395; Illinois, 748; Indiana, 633 ; Iowa, 1,833;
Kansas, 679; Michigan, 130; Minnesota, 379; Mississippi,’480Missouri, 1,097; Nebraska, 350; New York, 24: North Caro
lina, 120; Ohio, 218 ; Oregon, 45 ; .Pennsylvania, 48 ; South
Carolina, 190; Tennessee, 229; Texas, 37; Vermont, 31; West
Virginia, 22; Wisconsin, 251, and in Dakota, 30. The total
number of granges in the South, or rather former slave
States, is 2,946.
In New England there are but 44 granges organized, and
none are found in Connecticut or Rhode Island. Delaware
is the only other State without a grange up to date. The
order has grown with great rapidity in the former slave
States, especially those in the further South. Singularly
enough, the order has its largest existence in South Carolina,
as far as the South is concerned. No question of color has
yet arisen, and it is believed that that matter is easily con
trolled. The largest number of organized granges are found
in Kansas, according to population, while Iowa and Missouri
give the largest percentage of membership. So far the South
ern adhesions ape from the small plantation holders, and
appear to be a desirable acquisition,
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THE INTERNATIONAL WORKINGMEN’S ASSOCIA sexual system, and I presume every man was too, but that I did
This can only come from the enlightenment that will re
TION.
not have the same opportunities .for learning. Though at sult from entire sexual and social freedom. Seeing this, let
At a recent session of the Eederal Council of the Inter tending physicians prohibited patients relating to each other
national Workingmen’s Association, held in this city, the their aches and pains, the atrocities causing these were often every lover of his kind lay ax to the root of the old upas
tree, marriage, and hurl it root and branch into the oblivion
following memorial to the Hon. B. E. Butler was adopted:
communicated from one sympathetic soul to another; and it merits—a relic of the worst form of barbarism that ever
B. F. Butlek, M. C.:
having been behind the scenes more or less in the intervening cursed the race. Let not conservatives, trembling in fear of
Sir—We woiild respectfully call your attention to a bili eighteen years, I can speak advisedly, when I say the same
losing their respectablity, waste their time and energies in
reported by Senator Pierce, Chairman of the Committee on things cannot exist to-day to the same degree, thanks trying to purify and resuscitate the decaying old system;
Public Lands and Labor, in the last Congress, and laid over to the few brave women wl.o have emancipated them there is not vitality enough to bear the amputations, it is seal
under the rules, providing that the United States govern selves and made possible the emancipation of all women, ed all ovrer with death, and left to itself would fall with the
ment shall provide all citizens of the United States who de just as the stripes from the driver’s whip fell less heavily weight of its own rottenness. We would remove it only to
sire to settle on the public lands, with transportation for upon the bleeding back of the black slave, when those old make way for something better before the race is any nearer
themselves and families, and also lumber, seeds, tools, food innovators and agitators began to talk of freedom for the doomed. Austin Kent says in a late number of the Crucible:
and all other measures for their establishment as farmers on negro.t Then hay wishes reached no further than to relieve “ We as radicals will never succeed in this war against des
the public lands for the term of- one year, the cost of the these women, suffering at the hands of men and their own potism until we .welcome the harlot to our ranks as the
same to be a mortgage on their farms, payable, with interest ignorance, placed in the hands of men for medical treatment, North did the negro; I ask, why not welcome the prostitute,?
at seven per cent., in 7 or 14 years, and a violation of this to be tortured in many instances by unnecessary examina Do not let us make ourselves ridiculous, as the boys in blue
contract by the emigrant to be a misdemeanor. The passage tions and exposures. And right here let me tell you in strict did at the opening of the rebellion, by refusing to fight be
of this bill would build up the Western States and Terri confidence, that there are many respectable married women side the nigger. We are all of a color; if there is a shade of
tories, and relieve our cities of thousands of strong men, who go to men to be debauched, and are eager for specu difference it is in favor of the public woman. I have far more
with willing hands, who are now starving in enforced idle lum examinations and to have pessaries introduced respect for her than I have for the one who hangs on to the
ness while able and willing to work. It is mockery to tell to support the womb who are horrified with the idea of coat-tail of a man she calls husband, because it is so respect
our idle laborers who have to struggle day by day for the social freedom and go into spasms if they hear Woodhull- able, and practices what she don’t preach. To men of the same
means of existence to go West. If they would they could ism mentioned.
ilk, too, if there were any, I would suggest what may possi
not, for they have no means, and are thus compelled to crowd
Since then my aspirations have grown and my vision taken bly be the cause of no male prostitutes; that is, men have
our cities and be idle half the year through inability to better a wider scope, and instead of tinkering at symptoms, I pro not far enough to fall from their normal standard.
their condi tion. Give .to the laborer the opportunity to escape pose, with surgeon’s knife,to laj bare the evils that are sapping
Let all join hands—prostitutes, married or otherwise—and
from the tenement-house, the filthy streets, the slavish life of the foundations of life and making a return to health impos heaven only knows how many forms there are that body
our cities, and you will receive the thanks and blessings of sible. I may be dubbed quack, if nothing worse, for my and soul are subject to. None have any reason for saying,
thousands of poor men, women and children, whose condi heterodoxy, but I assure you I. am a “regular,” howev
I am whiter than thou! So labor for universal emancipation ;
tion to-day is worse than negro slavery ever was. We would irregular I may speak or act. I believe and know that all the work to make conditions that prostitution will not be a ne
call your attention to the fact that the Canadian government diseases in all their varied forms and manifestations that cessity ; then it and the evils which are its offspring will
made arrangements with Joseph Arch to give to every Eng afflict all humanity, including crimes and insanities, are the vanish like mist before the rising sun. Light is in
lish laborer who emigrated to Canada 160 acres of land (five direct results of perverted, inverted and misdirected sexu direct antagonism to the conditions that foster and perpet
acres cleared), a good house, food, seeds, tools and work on ality, that have their fountain-head in our present marriage uate it; hence the call is light, more light.
the public roads at good wages. Brazil, Australia and other system. This: is why I deal blows at marriage: I would
countries do the same for its people. We hope this govern direct my effotts at the source of supply. The true physician
THE STREET WALKER.
ment will not refuse to do as much at least for its idle, starv studies the pathology of his ease as well as the symptometol
ing, homeless citizens.
ogy, and I am.entirely convinced that Mrs. Woodhull’s inves [Read before the Primary Council of Chicago, Dec, 23, at Union Hall.]
„
„
'
W. A.. A. Caksey, President.
tigations have led her to correct conclusions as expressed in
Out in the night! hurrying past,
G. W. Madox, Secretary.
her “ Elixir of Life,” that it is only through the sexual func
All in the wild and the pitiless blast,
The foregoing elicited the following reply:
Walks a young maiden, stricken and sad,
tions that the world can be redeemed and the race saved
Boston, Dec. 26,1873.
The world it looks on and calls her “Bad;”
This subject is occupying the best minds of the profession,
Dear Sir—Your communication containing valuable sug
And brutes In human form reel by
as well as the head of this little woman. Prof. Bronson, of
gestions as to colonization has been received and shall have
With drunken oath and leering eye— New Haven, in an address before a medical convention three
eareful consideration.
Her slight form shivers, shrinks \\ ith fear,
years ago, said: “ The prevalent belief that the sexual faculty
Accept thanks for the interest in pubiic affairs which dic
As their hideous curses fall on her ear.
cannot be restrained or directed; that it must always be left
tates your communication. I am yours, truly,
to the guidance of senseless instinct; that debauchees
Out in the night and out in the snow,
Benjamin F. Butler.
Onward and on with her burden of woe!
scoundrels, cripples and other incurables should have a right
W. A. A. Carsey, Esq., No, 42 John street, N. Y.
Down past cathedral and sanctified dome,
to ne represented in the next generation is irrational, not to
In
all the grand city, poor soul, she’s no home!
say monstrous.” And he further adds: “ Our national welfare
Churches, O, Churches! who knocks at your door?
is
in
greater
peril
from
reckless
breeding
than
it
ever
was
from
SOCIALISTIC.
Not the wretched and hungry, the sinning and poor;
rebeldpm in arms.” TLAquestion, “ What shall we do to be
Icy and cold gleam the spires of the town,
saved?”
is
ascending
from
earnest
hearts
all
over
the-land
Seeming to shriek, “Prown her down, frown her down!”
A PROTEST AGAINST MARRIAGE,
and it has a deeper significance than it ever had before
READ at THE CONVENTION OE SPIRITUALISTS HELD AT
Out in the night out in the snow,
While the profession are muddling their brains over the how
JACKSON, MICH., DEC. 12, BY H. J. NEWCOMER, M. D.
Onward and on with her burden of woe!
a woman steps forth and points the way.
Do thoughts of a happy home rise o’er her way?
Under the new dispensation, we, Drs. Geo. and H. J. New
It will not be gratifying to their self-love or personal inter
Thoughts of an innocent youth far away,
comer, from a legal point of view husband and wife, release ests that the people be taught truths in advance of what the
Ere the tongue of the tempter had taught her to stray,
each other wholly and unreservedly from all claims which profession have; the question of bread and butter is largely
And turned into darkness the light of her day?
the law, as such, gives'either party over the other. We utter involved in this agitation of the social question. If the peo
Ah, yes, she was once the joy and the pride
ly repudiate and refuse allegiance to any and all man-made ple in more natural relations become healers of each other!
Of the sunny-faced mother who long ago died.
laws that assume to hold control ever body or soul of either the next question to settle will be, What shall we do with
Woe, woe, Christian mother, there’s something amiss.
man or woman. We hold in horror and contempt the pres the doctors ? Whatever the various theories declare as to
What if your little daughter should e’er come to this?
ent marriage system, that enslaves women, sanctions prosti methods, one truth is potent, stands out clearly defined, and
Out in the night and out in the snow,
tution in its most hideous forms, rapes, murder and the that is, that we must come back to first principles—funda
Onward and on with her burden of woe!
transmission of diseases and crimes to future generations. mentals. Our theories have all gone to seed on soul salvation
Where are the priests and where are the saints?
We welcome any departure from the old system of des The salvation of what bodies are capable of being saved and
Have they no ear for her heart-broken plaints?
potism, and will do what we can to inaugurate in its stead an generating others that will not need regenerating is the
No; they’re asleep on their couches of down.
era of individual freedom.
What
do they care for the girl on the town.
thought of the present. Physiology of reproduction has just
Further, we pay just as little respect to divorces as we do begun to unfold its hidden wonders and possibilities—hid
On* in the night and out in the snow,
to marriage laws. Recognizing the fact, that where the posi den only because of want of insight. Our teachings on
Onward and on with her burden of woe!
tive and negative forces of the two individual Jives do not these subjects thus far have been from men, whose declara
Leaving her lair in yon low, drunken den,
chemically assimilate, there is divorce; therefore, we have tions have been based upon their observations of phenomena
Filled with the fallen ones, women and men;
nothing to ask of legislators or self-constituted authorities from an intellectual standpoint alone. It is eminently fit
On past the hell-hole where nightly they meet,
in matters that concern our personal interests alone.
ting in this time of the world’s great need, that woman’s keen
All those poor out-casts, just from the street,
We have got along with entire satisfaction to ourselves intuition, based upon knowledge gained from experience,
With a sigh for forgiveness, a'last prayer to Heaven
acting upon these principles for the last two years, with of should come to the world’s aid and bring new rev lations in
On, on to the river she’s recklessly driven.
of course, all due credit to Mrs. Grundy’s oversight. She will the laws that govern sex, and as highly fitting and proper
One splash! thank God she’s courage to sink
doubtless elevate her brow and roll up her eyes in horror at that she give these truths to the people from the rostrum,
Down ’neaththe river’s cold, icy brink;
this added evidence of total depravity, but her facial contor the people’s educator.
Sinking to soar and falling below,
tions give pain to no one but herself, for we cannot be reach
The world’s great need is informed women to teach sexual
All her deep bitterness, sorrow and woe-.
ed through our sympathies. We object to her having the fem science; and the time will come when men will not think it
Down fall the snow-flakes over her face,
inine appellation entirely; he is quite as appropriate. We are beneath their dignity to sit at the feet of woman and learn
Veiling her brow with a beauty and grace,
very sure, as to sex, the old lady is hermaphrodite, and at a wisdom from her lips and be obedient to her commands.
Printing a kiss on her bosom of snow,.
loss to know which most becomes her, petticoats or breeches.
The
only pure kiss since the days long ago.
The scalpel reveals organs, their location and attachments,
On the cold wave, with a smile on her brow,
P As for myself, individually, I have nothing but uncompro and may claim to, all of nerve and tissue, but not the fact that
Floats the abandoned one, happier now;
mising war to wage against the institution of marriage as it is. spirit is generative in a larger sense than the body. It is my
Icy and cold gleam the spires of the town,
opinion
that
the
most
far-sighted
have
caught
but
faint
I cannot feel otherwise as long as I see, as I do daily, the abomi
Seeming to say “ Cast her down, Cast her down!”
He, the All Father, living and kind,
nations it covers with a pretended sanctity in the name of glimpses of the possibilities that inhere in the cultivated
Can see where humanity’s vision is blind;
law and religion, when the whole.earth is filled with the wail powers of a perfected maternity; nor can they till all re
She whom men cursed as a “ strumpet and bawd,”
of agonized hearts in bondage worse than death, and the at strictions be removed that prevents full use of her powers in
The angels have borne to the gateway of God.
mosphere loaded with the stench of its pestilential exhala experiment.
Hattie Carpentee, 706 W. Monroe street, Chicago.
tions. I could give “clinical cases,” as the profession say, from
Maternity is drawn in with the first breath of the female
now till next week this time, of the horrible diseases and infant, if not before, and is manifest at a year old as the little
miseries, direct results of the beauties of the system, that mother embryo caresses her first doll with wise direction,
Under the heading of “A Happy Couple,” the San Fran
have come under my observationm the years I have given at during the formative period of girl-life. This germ in woman cisco Figaro sends us the following report. It is a singular
tention to these things; but instead of this or any elabora hood would blossom into beautiful fruitage in a state of free specimen of insane legislation on the Social Question:
tion of the special functions of generation, which would be ser dom.
“Anastasia Holt brought suit for a divorce agaiust her hus
viceable to the student, I will give a few ideas only, suggestive
Objectors to social freedom, compare this with the
of thought, on basic principles; hoping that Mrs. Woodhull’s precious young lady of the period, of ten years, conversant band, Thomas W. Holt, on the ground of cruelty. Thomas
prediction may not prove true, that it will never be ne with all the methods of preventing conception and pro filed a complaint agai nst her, alleging intemperance, violence
cessary to lift the curtain and expose to view the dark ducing abortions! Child-murder comes only from the en and cruelty to him. Judge Dwinelle has decided that it
secrets of the respectably married. When the desire was forced state of ownership. When woman assumes her inheri would never do to separate this happy couple, and has de
first born in me to be a physician I was lying at death’s door tance and with it the right, while doing society its highest nied the divorce. ‘ Those whom God hath j oined together let
from malpractice at the hands of a young man with M. D. service, to draw from' its resources all the aids to best per no man put asunder.’ Now the only resource Mr. Holt has
is to keep his wife well supplied with the worst quality of
attached to his name, who knew about as much .of the [office form her work, she will not trifle as now with the highest
whisky, and in course of time death will divorce these two
of maternity or his duties as obstetrician as a tadpole, and privilege, hut instead will tremble with awe in view of the
happy ones. It is sometimes necessary to grant a divorce
the desire grew into determination in the months following responsibilities of starting on the road of the eternities an
when one of the parties to the marriage contract is made
that I was obliged to spend in a water-cure to regain my immortal,whose destiny is fixed, to an immeasurable extent, miserable by the other; but when both desire its dissolution,
health. A large proportion of the patients, as a matter of by the bias she has given its ante-natal lifewith'a divine it would merely encourage immorality to grant their peti
eourge, were women, and in the multitudes coming and going consecration she woujd bying all tij©
PQW§ Qf body ap,d; tion. The divorce law, as it
interpreted by Judge Dwin
in that time, not one. but was suffering from disease of th©! soul to, the work.
elle, does. Hot; afford, xrroqlj, ?Jp| %q mamed, people wfaa he®u
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estly agree to differ, and ask the law to dissolve the contract
which the law recognized.”
If a man and woman can be united on the principle that
“ both parties are agreed,” it ought to obtain also when both
parties are agreed upon an annulment of their contract also.
At least, people who are not justices of the peace have the
right so to believe.
THE TEMPLE OF SOCIALISM.-No. II.
A true science of society must be based upon three propo
sitions :
1st. Human institutions should harmonize with the nature
of man, and supply our collective or common wants.
Underlying this proposition is the still more general one—
that the social faculties are governed by natural laws. The
proof of the latter will develop as we proceed. The truth of
our first proposition will be admitted by every one, unless
by those who accept the doctrine of total depravity and who
believe that the nature of man should be crucified instead of
developed.
Our first business is to learn what classes of wants are to
be supplied by any and every social organization. To ascer
tain this we must find out what are the' sources of our wants,
and this leads to proposition
2d. Each want of the individual or of society must arise
from or be related to some faculty.
That this is a truth, no one can doubt who thinks of the
subject for a moment. Yet, as no socialist has noticed this
truth, we must illustrate it briefly, although we have already
done so in a previous article. We are led at once to an
analysis of the faculties themselves, for these are the factors
which produce all social action. What person would expect
to discover and learn the science of chemistry if he did not
study carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and other chemical ele
ments ? Yet Herbert Spencer has talked a whole year about
Sociology in the Popular Science Monthly without once
touching these faculties, these elements of all social life.
How much longer shall we be humbugged by pretenders to
social science, who snuff the dust of history and blow it in
our faces, instead of studying the living man and living
needs of to-day ? Let us exercise our common sense in the
matter.

provide for this great omission, as we shall see while con
sidering proposition
3d. Every leading faculty of the mind must be represented
in the structure of society by an officer.
This is based upon the universal law that all action in na
ture takes place around central points. Every crystal, every
organic cell, every world, and every system of worlds has its
centre or centres of action. Our government says in theory
“ we leave you perfectly free to secure integral culture and
harmonic lives if you choose.” But it is not enough that out
ward restraints be removed. Freedom means more than
that. It means that there be definite means and instruments
for securing the gratification of our wants. Whenever na
ture requires a function to be filled, she provides an organ
for it. She does not say to man “ I will leave you free to
breathe, but will give you no lungs; you may be free to see,
but I will give you no organs of vision.” Can man rise above
his own nature, above all law and all sense?
All history testifies that whenever and wherever men have
acted together they have had leaders, either tacitly or open
ly chosen. The officers of society should represent and lead
in supplying the wants of society. That this is true, is at
once seen by making the opposite proposition, that the offi
cers should lead in supplying what we do not need. Men
cannot act in concert without having a pivot of order, and
to. supply this want every society or association elects a
Chairman, President or Chief. Societies need common
wealth to use, and to supply this want arising from the organ
of Acquisition, they choose a Treasurer; they need records,
and for this want springing from Memory, they elect a Sec
retary, Clerk or Recorder. In like manner they have repre
sented Integrity by judges; Destruction, Baseness and De
fence by the army; Feeling by sentinels and a signal corps;
Appetite by cooks and suttlers. Every officer represents some
faculty. We find by a critical examination of every kind of
association or society (including the civil government also),
which exists in our present civilization, that there are offi
cers which represent twelve of the leading faculties, while
no provision whatever is made for the other twelve.

Represented Faculties.
Form,
Unition.
Color,
Integrity,
Memory,
Self-esteem,
Feeling,
Defense,
Appetite,
■ Destruction,
“But,” says some one, “this method is so abstruse and Acquisition,
Baseness.

difficult and new.” Indeed, we answer; is it difficult to
understand when we say that because we have a faculty of
Reason therefore we have a need of science and a right to
know the why and wherefore of things; that because we
have Friendship we have also a need of friends; that our In
tegrity relates us to the principle of justice and makes that a
need of our being; that. Parental love relates us to children
and gives us a right in this respect, and so on to the end of
the catalogue of twenty-four leading faculties? If this
method is not the simplest possible, then we would like to
have the simpler one pointed out. How did Lewis and the
modern gymnasts devise a system of gymnastics which calls
into action and develops every muscle of the body? They
did it simply by considering what muscles composed the
body and what motions belonged to each muscle. If they
had omitted to note one-third of the muscles, their system
would have failed to just that extent. It is equally evident
that in social science we must analyze the faculties from
which our wants spring before we can know whether any
proposed institutions are adapted to them.
It is very true that this method is a new one. And we
have a right to ask if the old method has been or can be suc
cessful. That method consisted in consulting history and
experience, and learning what provisions men have made for
supplying their social wants through organizations of all the
various kinds. They have tried this method for at least six
thousand years, and they point to the United States as its
best exemplification. Now, all thinkers and scientists agree
that our faculties consist of three great classes—Intellect,
Affection, and Volition. These, in practical life, give rise to
knowledge, association, and industry. It is an indisputable
truth, that from each of these classes society has common or
collective wants, which can only be met by concerted action,
or, in other words, by organization. Our government has
three departments—legislative, judicial, and executive. The
legislative department decides what the laws shall be; that
is-a function of the intellect. The judicial determines when
the laws have been transgressed; that, also, is a function of
the intellect. And the executive department carries the laws
into practice; that is a function of volition. The govern
ment has two departments to represent the wants of the in
tellect, and one to represent those of volition, while it has
none at all to represent affection or the social faculties—the
central member of this great trinity. What warrant had
the framers of our Constitution for this fatal omission ? Sim
ply that the statesmen who preceded them had all made a
like mistake! They violated a fundamental law of man’s na
ture and of all organization whatever. If Nature had left
the social faculties out when forming the mind, then men
never would have associated; we would have had no society
at all. Yet even Mrs. Woodhull, in L.er proposed “ Constitu
tion of the United States of the World,” notwithstanding all
of its admirable provisions for reform, still clings to the de
fective trinity of legislative, judicial, and executive depart
ments.
But it may be urged that our government has wisely left
the wants of the social class to be supplied by the action of
the people themselves. Were it true that they could be an
swered in this way, it would still be a false and abortive
method. Nature has united intellect, affection, and volition
in the constitution of the mind, by one system of laws, and
by equally inseparable laws has she united the practical
spheres of knowledge, association, and industry, which are
their outward expression. So long as we separate in the con
stitution of society what Nature has so firmly united in the
constitution of man, just so long will the structure of soci
ety fail to meet the wants of humanity, and disappoint our
expectations.
Besides, it is not true that the people have provided or will

Unrepresented Faculties.
Attention,
Filial love.
Reason,
Fraternity,
Prevision.
Reform,
Devotion,
PMlan tliropy,
(conjugal)
Serenity,
Fidelity.
Laudation.
Parental love,

No person ever has given or ever can give a reason why the
faculties on the right of this table should not be represented
in the social structure as well as those on the left. The so
cial wants arising from them are no less imperative and no
less universal. We propose to organize a form of society in
which each of the twenty-four leading faculties and of the
two brain centers shall be represented by an officer or leader.
We would carry out to its complete and'harmonized result
that which men have been doing in a partial and discordant
way from the earliest times.
Arthur Merton, M. D.
ANOTHER ORTHODOX LIE NAILED TO THE CROSS.
It has long since become a settled fact that the trinity in
the G odhead is a Catholic lie, made only by the authority of
the Catholic Council of Nice, where they made the Christian
God conform to the Hindoo Vishnu, who had three faces on
one pair of shoulders; so they, by putting Jehovah and
J esus and the Ghost of the latter into one person, made it
conform to the image on the Ganges, and wove Pagan idola
try into Christianity. It was not difficult to do it, since all
the persons were imaginary, both in trinity and unity of
Godhead. Science has long since, with mathematical cer
tainty, nailed this fable to the Catholic cross, where it will
be crucified with other falsehoods.
Next comes the dual unity of two persons made into one
by the marriage ceremony of a priest, which usually makes
the one, the man, by, so far as it can, extinguishing the wo
man, dropping her paternal name, and, as far as possible,
her personality in law and in business transactions. Long
and sad experience has proved that the two are never made
one. They do not both die at once, as they would if they
were one. When the husband murders, the wife is not hanged
if he is, as sfie would have to be' if they were one. When
the man gets drunk, she is often sober, which would not be
if they were one. When one dies, the other often gets.a sec
ond or a third in their place, which could not be if both
were one. They often quarrel with each other, which
proves they are two and not one. However much they may
love each other, they are never one, and never can be, since
they are born separately and die separately, and are two
souls and bodies forever, if they have existence at all. The
wife is not a relict of the dead husband any more than the
husband is a relict of the dead wife. Husband and wife are
never one, hence the Church told a lie when she declared it
so. The twain are not “ one flesh ” nor one spirit, and hence
the individuality of each should be protected the same in
marriage as out of it, and the same in person against the
partner as against any other person.
' A wife of a clergyman lately told a friend of ours that her
husband, by authority of the Bible and its command, com
mitted rape on her, often almost causing her death, and yet
she had no legal remedy and no sympathy from her Christian
sisters. He insisted that she was his property and must obey.
Were they one?
Mathematically, this is false; socially, it-is false, and in
every sense in which it can be viewed it is, false; and now it
is time we had woman fully and fairly and equally repre
sented and protected in the marital relation, and that can
best be done by repealing all special laws of marriage and
divorce, and putting matrimony into the general law of civil
contracts, allowing the parties to make and unmake the con
tract themselves, and then the prospective children will be
provided for by the mother, and she will not submit to rape
nor to unwelcome maternity, as she will have the law to de
fend her person, and the contract also, if she is wise in mak
ing it.
As marriage now is, there is no provision for the children,
and the mother seldom has power to limit the number or to
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prevent undesired maternity, and consequently has more
children than she desires.
Every day we read of severe or fatal effects of man’s sup
posed property in woman under the marriage law, which pre
tends to make the two into one by giving the woman to the
man and placing her person in his keeping; and yet we are
told there is no need of a Woman’s Emancipation Society,
because woman is not enslaved. If ownership is not slavery,
we do not know what is. We have just read a case in point.
A husband and wife quarreled and separated, and had not
lived together for over two years; but the woman had found
a man that she loved, and he loved her, and when the legal
owner found they were enjoying,the company of each other,
he lay in wait and murdered the man that she loved, and the
law, no doubt, will justify him.
Warren Chase.
—---------»• >*>-->------------

SPIRITUALISTIC.
{From the Chicago Tribune.^

LECTURE OF GERALD MASSEY ON JESUS CHRIST
AS A SPIRITUALIST.
Gerald Massey, one of the most popular of English modem
poets, delivered a lecture yesterday evening at the West side
Opera House, on the corner of Randolph and Jefferson
streets,before a very full audience. The lecturer was expected
to solve a problem in which the bulk of mankind are deeply
interested, viz.: “ Vfby does not God kill the devil? ” but a
change of subject was made, and the discourse treated of
Jesus Christ from a Spiritualistic point of view. The lecturer
gave the audience a very different Saviour from the one they
had been accustomed to, he denying to the Redeemer the
divinity which Christians invest him with, and characterizing
him as a medium. As a proof of Christ’s not possessing God
like powers, he instanced his cry on the cross of “ My God,
my God! why hast thou forsaken me! ” stating that if he
himself had been God, he would not have submitted to the
fearful torture on the cross. As a proof that Christ was only
a spiritual medium, such as are to be found at the present
day, he spoke of the miracle of the conversion of the water
into wine, and said that the answer of Christ to his mother,
“ Woman, what have I to do with thee, mine hour is not yet
come,” was given while he was in communion with the spir
its. The lecturer thought that the twenty years of our
Saviour’s life of which no account is given in any of his bi
ographies was spent in learning the mysteries of Spiritual ex
perts, by the means of which he was subsequently enabled to
gain a supremacy over the minds of his disciples. The lecture
was quite interesting, and at times touched upon the verge
of eloquence, but the lecturer’s utterance was rather too
rapid, and his diction at times too flippant, to allow of a fa
vorable impression being created throughout.
SPIRITUALISM IN THE WEST.
The advent in California of the wonderful medium, C. H.
Foster, has caused quite a revival in Spiritualism. Hun
dreds, who were inclined to believe that their friends who
had died were in an entirely different sphere from that which
they occupied while alive, have become convinced that they
are within speaking distance, and that there is no great gulf
fixed between the dead and the living. People who are thus
convinced will not make such a fuss about dying. It is. ab
surd that people have not yet got used to dying, when it has
been going on for so many years. No one has ever “ exposed”
Foster yet, and all who visit him are convinced that what he
does and says, though inexplicable by any ordinary means,
is simple enough if it is at once admitted that a man when
he gets out of his body does not fly off into illimitable, space,
but is still attracted to this earth, and remains round taking
considerable interest in the affairs of this life, which he once
shared in. People who believe that John Smith, when he
dies, becomes an angel and loses all recollection of ever hav
ing been plain John Smith, cannot imagine his talking
through a medium to people who still live. Those who are
convinced that John Smith, when dead, is ?till John Smith,
and still retains an interest in all that pleased him before he
shuffled off this mortal coil, think it the most natural thing
in the world that Mr. Smith should talk to his friends in much
the same way as he was accustomed to when alive. Accord
ing to the old theology, Shakspeare, immediately after his
death, lost all his intellectual power and became an angel.
Now, an angel is very good, no doubt, very lovable and much
to be respected, but we have no revelation concerning the
intellectual powers of any angel, save one, and we are told
that his brains got him into trouble. Seriously speaking, if
we believe that departed spirits retain their individuality,
is there anything strange in their being able not to revisit
this earth, for perhaps they have never left it, but to com
municate with those whom they love ? if this be not true,
then Foster must know everybody that anybody else ever
knew, and be able to tell all their secrets. It is very lucky
that he did not live two hundred years ago, if he thinks long
life a blessing.—San Francisco Figaro.
Lawrence, Kansas, Dec. 25,1873.
The following is a specimen of many letters and more ver
bal messages I have received since the Chicago Convention.
This one is from one of the most active and prominent
Spiritualists of Illinois; and it is not only like the words of
encouragement I get from persons in this life, but the uni
versal expression to me from the spirit world is of the same
kind on the social question; and whoever deserts the cause
of the spirits, he or she need not look for me to accompany
them, especially on the subject of social freedom, which I
have advocated for over twenty years nearly as I do now,
viz., to make no distinction between the sexes in the laws,
and make marriage a civil contract by general and not by
special law.
Warren CHASk,
Mr. Warren Chase;

Dear /Sir—Excuse this impulsive letter from a stranger. 1
am prompted to write you a few words of cheer, sympathy’
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and commendation —yes; admiration, love and esteem'. had a scanty store from which to draw, and often those who
Yesterday one of our oldest leading Spiritualists in this had much gave the least. Notwithstanding such hindrances, oppression the race was physically and morally degener
ating.
place remarked to my query after your health and where he predicted prosperous times ahead.
The hour having arrived for the election of officers for th e
abouts: “ O, Mr. Chase has ruined himself! He has gone
Mr. Todd made a report of the missionary labor during the
with the Woodhull faction—that abominable clique.” This year. A good number of mass meetings had been held in ensuing year, the discussion closed, and the election resulted
friend is quite feeble. I had called to see how he was getting different parts of the State, all of which had been well re in the nomination and election of the following officers: For
along, and thought it best not to introduce any criticism ceived by the people, and the missionaries kindly and hos President, Mr. E. C. Manchester,, of Bedford; for Secretary,
upon the “ social questionbut if ever I drew a sigh for our pitably entertained. Though the way was small the prospects Mrs. L. E. Drake, of Plainwell; for Treasurer, Mrs. Mary P.
cause, it was then drawn. My heart ached for blind and imi were hopeful. Mr. Todd also reported as a delegate of the Cummings, of Battle Creek; for Trustees, Prank McAlpine,
tative man—thoughtless, unreasoning, confiding creature! National Convention at Chicago, recommending the plan of of Breedsville, Dr. E. Woodruff, of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
Stackholm, of Jackson.
And while I blush with shame at the intimidation and re organization there adopted.
On motion, the meeting was adjourned, to meet again at
serve of those who have lived to know the truths as enun
Mrs. Marion Todd, being the first speaker in order, took
ciated by Mrs. Woodhull, I feel impatient, to call it no worse, the rostrum, and, after reading a poem entitled “ 1 Wish It seven o’clock in the evening.
EVENING SESSION.
to see one-half of those calling themselves Spiritualists so were Respectable,” spoke for half an hour, in an earnest,
President in the chair. Meeting called to order. The
firmly wedded to old orthodox usages, and so tenacious of logical manner, characteristic of this popular lecturer and
place for the holding of the Eighth Semi-Annual Convention
customs that have proved inadequate to reform and improve writer.
came up for consideration, and Marshall was agreed upon,
the physical and intellectual man. As the germ, so the plant;
Mr. M. L. Sherman, of Adrian, then spoke for half an hour,
as the plant, so the fruit. How pure, how simple, how plain! in which time he spoke of his late arrest on a charge of blas and the Semi-Annual Convention is to convene in that city
Procreation is as much a legitimate province in Spiritualism phemy. He also pictured many of the inconsistencies of the on the second Friday of June, A. D. 1874, at nine o’clock p. m.
Professor Lyon, of Adrian, gave the lecture for the evenas bathing is in higiene. How, it is refreshing to see that all Old Testament and Bible; quoted the passages, one of which
the barking is being done by the “poodles’’—not one mas says that anger rests only in the bosom of fools; another, ing, upon the subject, “ The changes that Spiritualism has
tiff has the opposition got. Do not be afraid to throw your that the Lord is angry with the wicked every day; still brought about in twenty-five years.” He said that spirit
self into this breach in the spiritual ranks. The second sober another, that if the prophets he deceived, I, the Lord, have communion was not all that Spiritualism had taught us. It
thoughts of the people will extol your efforts and honor that deceived them. “ If,” said Sherman, “ to call such a being a has also taught us (the opposition of the numerous geologists
notwithstanding) that there is not surface enough upon the
name they now seek to anathematize. The “ reasoning fool and a liar Is blasphemy, then I am a blasphemer.”
face of this earth for the people who will come to live upon
fanatic ” of to-day will be the “ sage ” of to-morrow and the
Your humble servant then spoke for a short time on the it for two hundred years longer. That this globe is hollow;
“ saint ” of coming time.
present movements of the united Protestant Churches to
Rest assured I read your articles in the Weekly and the amend the Constitution of the United States so as to estab that in the future the people who now live upon this globe
Banner and other papers with much pleasure, and count it lish the Jewish Bible as the basis of all law, and Jesus Christ will become world builders; that the teachings of the past
only a question of time when all intelligent Spiritualists will as the king of nations. All seemed ready to give their pro had said that science was the handmaid of religion, but now
science had got the better of old theology, and would yet
join you heart and hand.
test against such a movement.
bring about wonderful developments. That spirit, being
Respectfully yours,
S. D. G-.
AETEBNOON SESSION.
composed of a much finer element than the physical, it could
Meeting called to order at 2 o’clock, by the President.
penetrate all grosser matter and devise ways and means to
MICHIGAN STATE SPIRITUAL ASSOCIATION.
The committee on resolutions reported as follows:
accomplish every reform it deems necessary for the develop
BEPOBT OE THE EIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING OP THE MICHI
Resolved. 1. That we renew our devotion to the cause of ment of earth and its inhabitants.
GAN STATE SPIBITUAL ASSOCIATION, IN
CONVENTION Spiritualism and human progress, honoring all men and
The Convention adjourned, to meet Sunday morning at
ASSEMBLED,
women in holding and advocating their highest convictions nine o’clock A. m.
MOBNING SESSION.
Agreeable to notice, the Convention met in Union Hall, in upon any and al| subjects; and that we earnestly recom
President in the chair. Meeting called to order.
the City of Jackson, on the 12th ult., E. C. Manchester, Pres mend organized efforts on the part of all liberalists in defend
A motion was made to use the time for conference in re
ident, in the chair.
ing the great principles of liberty, regardless of all minor
considering resolution five, which was supported.
On motion, the usual committees were appointed by the differences.
Another motion was made to lay the reconsideration of
President.
2. That the agitation'of the political, religious, social and
While the committees were arranging business for the con commercial world, shows plainly that our institutions are the resolution on the table. Carried.
A spiritual conference for half an hour then ensued, every
vention, the time was occupied in short speeches on a variety rotten to the core.
of subjects. Elijah Woodworth opened the conference upon
3. That perfect freedom, united with justice, is the uni participant talking for or against said resolution, which has
evidence of an unwillingness with some that said resolution
the religions of the past and present. He said “Ancient Pa versal panacea for our present ills.
ganism had two administrations, one pertaining to the real .4. That proper generation requires the philosophical atten should stand approved, or a misunderstanding of the princi
ple involved in the same, while others seemed to understand
and another to the ideal world, but the latter developed tion of all, as being of more importance than regeneration.
only blind idolatry; while Judaism ended in unprofitable
5. That the only open door out of our social difficulties is the true intent of the resolution, indorsing it wholly, but
superstition. The Christian churches combined the two, the entire abrogation of all merely man-made marriage laws, wished for a reconsideration for the benefit of those who did
but with no better results for the development of true leaving the sexes free to seek harmonious associations under not, while others seemed determined to carry their point at.
all hazards. Conference adjourned.
knowledge. That a new era has dawned on earth; the spirit the laws of nature.
Frank McAlpine, the first speaker for the morning, was
world is brought nearer and must be better understood and
6. That the virtues of life are never pretentious of show;
more fully realized.”
hence that the claim of any Spiritualists by resolutions iii a called forward. He stated he was young in the cause, having
belonged only three years; that he was frightened in the first
Daniel Hull said he had lived more than three score and convention to a distinguishable purity, is only the despicable Convention he attended at Marshall, and doubtless would
ten years in experience since he last lectured in Jackson, shift of Phariseeism ; and that a covert or avowed refusal to have been in this had he not attended other conventions
but it had served to make him more firm in all the present discuss any question of social reform is but a positive evi during the intervening time. He then took up the authority
movements of our radical reformers. The social reform dence of cowardice and hypocrisy.
7. That the late course of the Religio-Philosophical Journal, of the bible, giving the acknowledged fact of Mr. Bell that
being one of the basic principles upon which to establish a
in
misrepresenting the friends of social freedom, and belying there are 24,000 errors in it. We have worshiped myths and
free and independent nation, he stood firm for its advance
its
great principles, meets with our unqualified disapproba characters long enough, now let us throw them aside and take
ment, asking no quarter and giving none.
up principles instead.
tion, and that it is unworthy of support in any shape what
Benjamin Todd said his reputation had been kicked about ever.
Miss R. Augusta Whiting, the next speaker, gave a short
until he had thrown it away as worthless, but his moral char
8. That we heartily desire the success of Ow Ag6, and all lecture on “ Laying the corner-stone for a religious despot
acter had passed unscathed, and no man Would lay a hand
other journals devoted to the cause of Spiritualism and ism.” The speaker claimed that the corner-stone was al
upon it. [Cheers.] The question of socialism is not a side
ready laid in America, and all that was lacking was the grand
human progress.
issue. Spiritualism must be broad enough to include all lib
parade, the pomp and show that always follow such events
Each
resolution
was
taken
separately
and]
passed
with
eral ideas and all progressive movements, or it will fail in its
to make it public to the world. Liberty is known only in
little
or
no
opposition,
save
the
fifth,
which
caused
a
stormy
struggle to lay its foundation upon Nature and Nature
name.
debate.
God. Salem witchcraft was only an effort of the spirit world
Convention adjourned, to meet at two o’clock p. m.
An amendment was offered by Dr. Merton, of Battle Creek,
to introduce itself among men, but it had to be abandoned.
Afternoon session called to order by the President.
defining
somewhat
the
marriage
laws
as
understood
by
social
The world was not ready for it. Spiritualism is too univer
Lois Waisbrooker gave the first lecture, and as we are in
sal to ever become a sect. The great contest between Prot reformers, and after many remarks, pro and con, was formed said lecture is to he printed in full, we will not at adopted.
The
motion
was
then
made
by
Mr.
Todd,
to
recon
estant sectarianism and Spiritualism and Liberalism, must
tempt a synopsis.
end in one or the other being driven to the wall, and we be sider the amendment, which was carried, and the original
Benjamin Todd gave the closing lecture for the Conven
resolution
was
again
before
the
house
for
discussion.
lieve the victory for Spiritualism is inevitable. [Cheers.]
Mr. Merton said the original resolution was a good one, tion, subject, “Freedom vs. Tyranny and Policy.” When,,
Mr. E. Sprague said Spiritualism is a high and holy issue.
said Mr. Todd, has tins nation ever known what it is to be
Its object is to improve and spiritualize all that is low, gross but the world would not understand it, and hence his de free ? When will it ? What has its freedom been ? Let the
sire for the amendment.
and sensual. There are none, however degraded and de
Miss R. Augusta Whiting thought the same, and* said she martyrs of New England answer! Let Victoria C. Woodhull
based, but have aspirations to become more like the angels or
wished
all such resolutions could he more explicit in their in Ludlow-street jail answer! Let George Francis Train an
Deity himself. How can we become so, if not through the
character,
then, so many hitter accusations with regard to swer from the filthy Tombs in New York city. Let M. D.
beautiful teachings set forth in our philosophy ? How can
Sherman, who has been tried before the courts for blas
our
social
position
would cease.
we—how can I live a better life ?
Mr. Todd said he did not care for the curses of the world. phemy, answer! And the cry will be, “ freedoan is still hut
Mrs. L. E. Drake said she did not know as she could answer He had ever sought for truth in every system he felt called but a name.”
the brother’s question satisfactorily, but.if he could not live upon to investigate, and had long since resolved to speak and
No individual whose heart and reasoning powers are pad
a better life, doubtless it was owing to his peculiar organiza act from the standpoint of truth as he saw it, and if the locked by the superstition of the age, can he a fit character
tion. Those who have not the higher organs sufficiently world did not understand it he was not to blame; that the for the inspiration of the angel world. A true reformer can
•developed to control the lower ones, must struggle on, giving marriage law as it stands to-day is a curse to both the pres not use policy.
the right conditions and applying the remedies nature has ent and coming generations, and prostitutes many a feeble
After the announcement that Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull
provided, and leave time to do its work. Spiritualists have woman to the vile abuses of a debauched and brutal hus would give her lecture on the subject, “Elixir of Life; or,
lived too long in the ideal, talking about the angels and band. [Cheers.].
Why do we Die ? ” the Convention adjourned sine die.
"
beautiful flowers in the spirit world, to the exclusion of prac
I have thought best not to mention the two lectures of Mrs.
Mrs.
Waisbrooker
said
the
world
had
been
cursed
long
tical work. What we propose to do in the future, is to lay
Woodhull in the report of the Convention, as it has been
enough
by
social
hells;
that
the
present
system
of
marriage
hold on the errors of the present, and wherever we find an
somewhat lengthy, and therefore shall prepare an article for
abuse, correct it, whether in politics, religion, domestic life, had proved a failure, and the marriage bed was ofteuer a publication in regard to Mrs. Woodhull’s lecture on Friday
couch
of
pain
and
suffering
than
a
place
of
rest;
that
attrac
or anywhere else.
evening and also on Sunday^ evening, together with her ar
tion is the only natural law of marriage.
rest by Judge Videto, and the discharge and protest of the
Mr. C. D. Grimes said the only way to live right is to live
Mrs. Drake said we cannot vote truth up or down; and as better portion of the citizens of Jackson.
out the Divinity that is within you. No soul but has a germ
we believe the laws of love and attraction are the only laws
Mbs. L. E. Deake, Secretary.
of God in it; but it must be fostered and not checked, and that can bind the husband and wife in true marriage, what
men should be left to live out their own individualities, and we want to know is: Can our legislators make such laws or
not forced to accept any model or creed.
[From the N. Y. World.}
not?
The committees not being ready to report, on motion the
SPORADIC SPOOKS.
D. W. Hull said he believed that marriage was the grave
Convention adjourned to meet on Saturday morning at nine
of love; that he had torn up his license to solemnize mar CABNIYAL OE DISEMBODIED SPIBITS IN ALB PABTS OE THE
o’clock.
COTTNTBY.
riage, and will never again be guilty of marrying two by the
MOKNING SESSION.
law as it stands to-day.
Like Banquo’s uneasy spirit that would not be laid—like
Meeting called to order by the President.
Dr. Spencer said he believed it right to stand by the laws the apparition of Hamlet’s father which indulged a perverted
Elijah Woodworth, in behalf of the committee appointed of this country until better ones could be produced; that as taste for midnight peregrinations amid terrestrial scenes in
at the last Annual Convention to visit Spiritual Conventions far as he was concerned the marriage law was all right; and
stead of passing his hours among celestials, so there are in
in other States, made a verbal report. He stated that he if we can get along without the marriage law we can without
our day ghosts that persist in wandering in and out of houses
found everywhere the cause in a more flourishing condition other laws, and by the abrogation of the marriage law we
in lonely localities; but whether this penchant for making
than he had expected; that all seemed anxious to promote will lose our influence in society.
unseemly noises and appearing in places and at times quite
the interests of spiritual truth, but not in proportion to their
Prof. Lyon said he believed the present marriage law det improper is the spiritual method of displaying affection, is
Respective abilities. Those who were most willing to give: rimental to the progress of the human rase, and through its
one of those mooted points which our philosophy has failed
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to determine. If they would only stop to reflect, if the sober
second thought is the correct thing over there, or if a modi
cum of common sense finds a place in their etherial compo
sition, a decent regard for the opinions of mankind would
require a modification of the decidedly monotonous demon
strations which, with chronic regularity, they impose upon a
long-suffering and terrified public. If, as some say, we all
carry across the border the same passions, habits and tastes
as characterize our finite existence, it is easy to understand
what infinite longings such a one as George Francis Train,
Susan B. Anthony, Colonel James Fisk, Jr., and other fel
lows of that ilk, would feel to continue a publicity achieved
in mundane circles, accompanied by an insatiable itching of
their bright, angelic eyes, to see their names in print. Tak
ing this supposition—which may readily be conceded a rea
sonable one—as a logical basis, the entire catalogue of rappings, voices down cellar, the clasping of clammy hands in
dark rooms, spectral “appearances” and manifold “mani
festations,” too numerous, etc., are readily explained, and
the animus of those invisibly so near, and yet from visibility
so far, is at once apparent.
EOCHESTEB RAPPINGS.

Those perturbed spirits in the neighborhood of Rochester
are again making night hideous, and just when every one in
terested fondly imagined them quietly meandering about
the green pastures of the pale moon (keeping a sharp lookout
not to fall into the yawning abyss which is gradually extend
ing along its surface), they suddenly turn up in their old
haunts, with a blood-curdling, “Here we are again!” Why
Chili, a burg eight miles from Rochester, should be selected,
has not been stated, but the omnipresent reporter has been
there, the fact has been chronicled in the World, and that
ghost, if deserving of public patronage, should now retire
and give the one in Oshkosh a fair show. In the house
selected by our very thin friend for his carnival, a Mrs. Gas
coigne took up her residence, several years since, as a housjekeeper. “Mr. A.,” as the proprietor himself is designated,
shuffled off this mortal coil a few months since, leaving Mrs.
Gascoigne, her son, aged twelve, and several smaller chil
dren, the only inhabitants of the house ; and shortly after
the trouble began. One night as Mrs. Gascoigne was abed
with the children up-stairs, she was awakened by the sound
of heavy footsteps down-stairs in the room where Mr. A. had
slept and died. She got up, and, with the children, thoroughly
searched the house, but found nobody. On retiring again, the
same sound was heard, and a' sleepless night for the occu
pants of the house was the result. Night after night the
same demonstrations continued, varied in such a way as to
render them still more alarming. Mrs. Gascoigne is not a
woman to be easily disturbed by imaginings of supernatural
influences, yet so regular and persistent were these disturb
ances that she informed some of the neighbors, who very
naturally laughed at her. She then besought two men with
whom she was acquainted to pass a night in the house, which
they did, and the same hideous demonstrations occurred
and baffled all their attempts to unravel the mystery. The
men came night after night, and resorted to every means to
detect the cause of the unnatural sound. Yet they were re
peated, never missing a night, beginning between eleven and
twelve o’clock and continuing till about two A. m. The foot
steps, as described by Mrs. Gascoigne, are in perfect imita
tion of the familiar steps of the late Mr. A., and many other
sounds of such a character as tends to enforce the belief,
against all reason, that they are produced by him. Some
times it appears, by the creaking noise of the slats, as if he
were sitting upon the bedside, as he was wont to do in pull
ing on his boots, the stamping of his feet being distinctly
heard; and he is then heard to walk through the rooms
and ascend the stairs. Even the little rat terrier, an old
member of the family which sleeps with some of the chil
dren, is aroused nightly, and jumps from the couch to bark
at the supposed intruder. All the doors and windows are
kept tightly barred, and there is no avenue of escape for any
person. Sometimes the moving of chairs and other ponder
able objects is plainly heard, but on immediately going to
the locality of their disturbance, they are invariably found in
the same position in which they were left. At times a single
whistle of an apparent human voice, shrill and distinct, has
been heard, to which the dog has promptly responded. This
has been kept up for months, and as a dernier resort Mrs.
Gascoigne has consulted a Rochester lawyer. Perhaps she
has heard that lawsuits last forever, and so expects to get
a tangible hold upon Mr. A. before the case is terminated in
the assizes of eternity.
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and positively refuses to return under any condition. This
was the newspaper version, but the iconoclast of the Buffalo
Commercial Advertiser knocks the bottom out of that story,
by asserting that the only fact stated was the respect and
esteem entertained for Mr. Sherman. A simple dream of
Mrs. Sherman’s gave rise to the remainder of the fiction.
THE GUINEA HILL GOBLIN.

Pottsville, Pa., has a feminine spirit, which has an uncom
fortable habit of crying out, “My God! don’t kill me! I
didn’t do it!” to accompaniment of what resembles in sound
a pair of heavy boots stamping upon a human body. And all
this, too, just as people happen to be passing at midnight.
The men who first heard these terrific cries for help ran to a
neighboring house for assistance, and upon returning they
were greeted with a repetition so much more frightful that
they effected a Bull Run retreat, tumbling pell-mell down
the hill in their excitement. Finally the party returned.
Arriving at the house the horrible sound greeted their ears
again, but this time they nobly stood their ground, and the
battle was opened by one of the number throwing a stone at
the third-story window. In a few moments the window
went up, and a hand holding a candle, behind which was a
face as black as Erebus, was seen. The face looked down
and said: “ What you want down dar ?” The owner was in
formed that there were spooks in 'the house, which was a
new piece of information to him, and he manifested his cour
age by lying in bed and peeping through an air-hole in the
blanket. The house, however, was searched, and as usual
there was nothing revealed to the gaze of the suspecting par
ties. Others who were passing the house at midnight state
that they distinctly heard the noise, and as this is the house
in which Alvina Saylor met her death at the hands of Buck
Shultz, there is no reasonable doubt as to the genuineness of
the manifestations.
A WEIRD BOATMAN.

A Detroit paper tells a terrible tale of a boat that was re
cently discovered in that port. There was a man at the stern
with the rudder clutched in his hands. Motionless he sat,
while the boat drifted nearer and nearer by the action of the
waves. Two farmers were driving along the beach and
watched the incoming craft. Horrible sight! The man at
the rudder was dead! His legs were almost covered with ice
as far up as the knees, and the spray had dashed over his
back and shoulders and frozen there. No one could say how
long he had been afloat or when death overtook him; but he
must have been dead at least three days or more. There
was neither mast nor sail to the boat, and there was nothing
in but tbe one oar, showing that the poor fellow had not in
tended a long trip anywhere, and that he must have been
blown off the shore. He had used his oar to keep before the
wind, and had died at his post.
A CALIFORNIA HOUSE FULL OF SPIRITS.

The “Spirit Artists’ House,” as it is called, located near
San Francisco, is exciting an uncomfortable degree of excite
ment on the coast. A private letter to an Eastern journal
says of it:
“The house stands in a retired spot, and was occupied by
a spirit artist. Since he left it has been rented by a very fine
family—no believer in Spiritualism. Of late a great many
faces and forms are seen on the window. Different counte
nances constantly come and go. Some visitors can see many,
while others cannot see any. When we arrived we looked at
the windows, and they seemed clear and shadowless. The
lady of the house said that if we wished to see anything we
must look from the outside. We all went out, and there were
the faces. We saw an old gentleman, who appeared to be
about seventy years of age. We could see just below his
shoulders. He had long white flowing beard, and was per
fect in form. I saw on another pane of glass another elder
ly man’s head, with side whiskers. After gazing at him a
minute a little girl came and leaned against his cheek. All
could see the man’s face, but no one could see the little girl
but myself. She seemed as life-like to me as though a child
stood there. She would come and go, and sometimes I could
distinguish her and sometimes I could not. The lady of the
house would go in and pass her hands up and down the
window, and the forms would seem to be in the room and not
on the window. It all seemed very strange. This lady has
two sons—young men—and they make all manner of fun
about it, saying it is all imagination. The mother told me
that one evening, one of her sons was sitting in the room,
laughing about it, and there came two faces on the window
right before him. One was a young lady and the other a lit
tle girl. I asked her if they were faces he had ever seen be
BUrBEALO WANTS ITS SPIRIT, TOO.
fore. She said the young lady’s face was very familiar to
There is nothing more intense than the rivalry of small many in San Francisco. She remarked that he did not
towns for pre-eminence in the matter of sensations. No laugh any more about it.”
sooner had Rochester got its ghost dressed up in good shape
A SPORTIVE SPOOK IN MISSOURI.
for the public, than Buffalo, with a pride which none can fail
As a rule, when
to respect, discounted its neighboring city with a supernatural
Old faces glimmer through the doors,
appearance that evinced a remarkable fondness for his old
Old footsteps tread the-upper floors,
apartments over a stable—hardly a compliment to his new
place of abode. As the story ran, two or three months since, it occurs after the sun has fled, with all the accessories of
B. F. Sherman, a popular and well-known citizen of Buffalo, darkness to give additional eclat to the affair. In fact, it has
died suddenly from apoplexy or something of that nature. from precedent become de regieur for the late lamented to
He was agent of the American Express Company, having make his, her, or its appearance at the witching hour when
charge of the transfer freights and the house of the com cemeteries are engaged in performing an act which one W.
pany. He had rooms over the stables of the company, fitted Shakespeare has vulgarly described in an old book of his as
up elegantly. He enjoyed tho respect and esteem of the a yawn. But old habits and requirements along with the ten
company, and his death was sincerely lamented. The com commandments and ancient faiths and creeds, have gone to
pany permitted the widow to keep the rooms. Everything the dogs, which may satisfactorily account for the heartfelt
passed along as usual after the funeral until two or three earnestness and cur-ageous determination with which they
weeks since, when Mrs. Sherman one evening was startled “ bay the moon.” There have been skeptics who would not
at hearing the footsteps of her husband on the stairs. He believe their senses—possibly with valid reasons for doubt
walked invisibly into the room, sat upon the bed and pulled ing-insisting that none but angels from a place the mention
off his boots. She fled in terror from the room, but soon of which causes ears polite to burn in anticipation, would
made up her mind that her imagination had conjured up the choose the night-time for their coming. No longer can such
scare, and she returned to her room. The next evening the lay this flattering unction to their cowardly consciences, for
thing was repeated, and this time the men in the barn in Missouri an intangible Samson has made himself manifest
plainly heard the steps of the departed man on the stairs. in broad daylight. There is nothing of a sneak about him,
Friends were called in who heard the same thing and the but with a soul so big that a body was quite out of the ques
noise of his sitting upon the bed and pulling off Ms boots. tion, he loafs around on L’Oms Greek, about twelve miles
Mrs. Sherman at last, thoroughly alarmed, fled the bowse, ,west of Chamois, in the State mentioned.. Delightfully un

orthodox in his visiting hours, so is he in his other habits.
Instead of coming up to the door of Mr. Rufus Burchard’s
‘Moated Grange,” and knocking thereat, he playfully hoists
a stone from the yard, and when it is high enough over the
roof for his purpose, lets go of it. The result is it drops
down, and the family who are quietly at dinner jump up.
At least, they did at first, supposing some one was fooling
them. But they have learned better than that. For he kept
up a regular shower of rocks till Mr. Burchard came home,
and then he sat down on the rail fence, quite likely to have
a laugh as he listened to the stories told of him by the
affrighted women and children of the establishment. He
took a rest for a few days, until Mr. Burchard went to town
to take his seat in the court-room as one of twelve good men
and true, and then he paid the lady of the house another call.
This time he employed the same unique method of announcing his presence as before, and they rushed out to stand in
petrified and open-mouthed wonder, watching the stones
lifted by invisible hands, only to come crashing down on
their staunch roof-tree. Finally, tired of this, he went into
the house, tossed pillows from the beds, sent the clothes af
ter them, and then went to work and folded them all up as
neatly as a German chambermaid could have done it, just to .
let them know he was there. They never offered to help
either, but stood around as if they didn’t belong there any
how. Then he gave them a pretty broad hint by opening a
dusty Bible at the twentieth chapter of Ezekiel. He kept
doing this and many other things till the family was obliged
to send to town for the absent husband and father, and upon
his return temporary peace was declared. But a few days
ago Mrs. Burchard—who, by the bye, is the second wife of her
husband—saw the bed-clothes turned down, and underneath
was a large piece of cardboard, on which was reassuringly
written, “These things shall continue forever.” It was not
in the handwriting of Samson, if the autograph books are to
be trusted, but in the chirography of Mrs. Burchard No. 1.
And so the matter stands to-day, but the end is not yet.

*

A FRIGHTFUL APPARITION IN SALT LAKE.

Careful readers of the dispatches in the dailies will recall
the recent announcement of the self-destruction of a Utah
editor, superinduced by horrible influence of the mediumistic Foster. But this was not all that this spirit-conjuring
man accomplished during his brief stay in that Territory,
and a Salt Lake bar-room is the scene of a regular visitation,
before which all those previously related sink into insignifi
cance. Seven times of a day and seven times of a night are
the peaceful patrons of the place affrighted by the entrance
of a ghost which walks up to the bar, demanding, in a voice
from the sole of his boots, “More gin!” And he gets it, for
he has a seven-shooter and a bowie, and is a man whom
Foster’s gibberish drove into the jim-jams.
A

BRITISH ADDITION TO

THE

ABOVE, FROM THE

SAME

PAPER.

A singular circumstance came to light in the Bristol Po
lice Court on Tuesday. Mr. Thomas B. Cumpston and his
wife, Mrs. Ann Martha Cumpston, of Virginia Road, Leeds,
were brought up for being disorderly at the Victoria Hotel
and with letting off fire-arms. It was stated in evidence by
the landlady of the hotel, Mrs. Tongue, that the defendants
took apartments at the hotel on Monday evening, and re
tired to rest about twelve o’clock. About four o’clock in the
morning she was awoke by loud screams and shouts in their
bed-room, succeeded by a report of fire-arms. She went
down and found that they had both leaped from their bed
room into the yard below—a depth of upward of twelve feet
—Amd then made their way to the railway station, opposite.
Mr. T. Harper, the night Superintendent On the Bristol and
Exeter Railway, said the parties rushed into his office partly
dressed, crying out “Murder,” and they were in a terrible
state of excitement. They told him they had escaped from
a den of rogues and thieves, and they had to defend them
selves. They were under the impression that some one was
following them, and they made him search the waiting-room
to see there was no one there. Upon his sending for a po
liceman Mr. Cumpston was searched, and a revolver and
three knives were found upon him. When asked by the mag
istrate what he had to say in explanation of the matter, Mr,
Cumpston, who had an impediment in his speech, said he and
his wife had been staying at Clifton, but, intending to pro
ceed to Western-super-Mare that morning, they came down
and engaged a room at the Victoria Hotel, being near the
railway station. They were alarmed at about four o’clock in
the morning by terrible noises which they could not explain
and which frightened them very much, The bed seemed to
open and did ail sorts of strange things. The floor, too,
opened, and they heard voices. They were so terrified that
they opened the bedroom window and leaped out. Mrs.
Cumpston also gave her version of the affair. She said they
heard terrible noises about four o’clock in the morning. The
floor seemed to be giving away. It certainly opened, and her
husband fell down some distance, and she tried to get him
up. What they said was repeated every time they spoke.
Being very much frightened, she asked her husband to fire
off his pistol, which he did, into the ceiling. The noises
continuing, they got out of the window, but she did not
knowhow. When they got outside she asked her husband
to fire off his pistol again. They then ran up to the railway
station. In reply to the bench, the lady said she did not
hear the noises so plainly as her husband. Ultimately a Mr.
Butt, who had been telegraphed for from Gloucester, at
tended the Court, and in reply to the bench said the par
ties occupied a very good position in Leeds. He offered to
take proper charge of them if they were handed over to him,
which was ultimately done, the defendants being discharged
from custody. No explanation can be given of this strange
affair, and the belief is, that it was a hallucination on the
part of the husband.
Aspasia, Cleopatra, Zenobia, Hypatia,—-what names of
. women were these that graced the classic era! In all ages
when there have been great men there have also been great
women; for half of man’s greatness is derived from woman’s
wit? woman’s tact, woman’s inspiration, woman’s influence*.
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beginning to question the manner in which they are con
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ducted. Their effect has been, evidently, to do more than
facet, New York.
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the country is manipulated for speculative purposes, and
where a few bold speculators can at any time so unsettle
.the financial interests of the country as to produce a period
of general distress, such as was inaugurated in September
last, and which has resulted so disastrously to the indus
tries of the country, and caused so much suffering among
the laboring class, to whom all speculations at last come
home for settlement.
The assumption of the railroads by the people would at
.once abolish stock gambling and tend largely to abate the
general speculative mania which has been introduced among
the people through the facility offered for such operations
by railroad stocks; while the adoption of a greenback sys
tem of currency would also abolish the Gold Exchange and by
so much more tend to do away with the most terrible enemy
with which productive labor has now to contend. This
consideration alone is sufficient to demand the restoration of
the railroads to the people as a matter of general policy
merely, and will, when it comes to be realized, cause the
people to wonder why they endured it so long.
But again, and something which appeals directly to the
industrial interests. When the business of any road becomes
so large and productive that the profits warrant, a larger
dividend than eight per cent-, instead of reducing the pas
senger and freight tariffs the managers “water” the capital
stock; in other words, increase it without adding any more
real capital to the company. This is done so that the in
creased profits may be absorbed and no more than common
dividends he paid. If roads were to pay twenty per cent,
dividends upon a capital stock of fifty millions the people
would growl and make such a noise about the ears of the
company that it would be compelled to reduce its rates.
To avoid this and to hoodwink the people the stock is
doubled to one hundred millions, and only a ten per cent,
dividend is paid. The ignorance and stupidity of the
people is thus played upon to the tune of millions of dollars
every year, and the railroad kings quietly pocket the
swindle and laugh at the ignorance that makes it possible
for them to practice it, and at the stupidity which asks,
“ why it costs so much to transport our crops to market? ”

any other system to concentrate large wealth in the hands
of individuals; and this always is to make a larger number
of poor, which is contrary both to the theory of our govern
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly,
ment and the spirit of our popular institutions. Moveover,
Box 3191, New York City.
the general interests of the country are at war with concen
trated wealth, because as our industries are now organized
it becomes tyrannical and oppressive to labor; and to labor,
originally, all advance is due, though as a people we have
not yet practically recognized this fact, attributing it rather
to the means through which it has been accomplished.
It is the failure to recognize this fact lying hack of all
wealth, that no\V; makes it possible for the railroad interest,
having risen through labor to its present position, to pre
sume upon it to 'oppress the laboring interests. And the
people have not been altogether able to rise above the benefit
that the system has been to the country to the consideration
“ The diseases of society can, no more than cor
In view of all these abuses that have grown out of the
of its true relations to themselves now.- Theoretically, the
poreal maladies, he prevented or cured without being railroads are to promote the public interests, and were per railroad system, as now conducted, what ought to be the
mitted to be built upon this idea. Safeguards were thrown verdict of the country regarding it? There can be but one
spoken about in plain language.”—John’ Stuart about them by legislators, thoughtlessly ignoring the pos common-sense conclusion, and this is that a system which in
sibility that the privileges granted them might be abused the hands of private corporations can he used to swindle and
Mill.
The whole purpose was to encourage them and to put no deceive the people who are its patrons, should he managed
restrictions upon their power; and this has now become of by the people themselves through their paid agent the govern
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JAN. 17, 1874.
such extent that the entire country is often seriously affected ment. We might go on and show that it ought to be main
by their exercise of it. Nothing that has as yet occurred tained from the public treasury rather than by levying du
has called such universal attention to the real extent to ties upon passengers and freight ; but the scope of this ar
CHANGE OP ADDRESS.
which the people depend upon railroads as the strike ticle was not intended lo treat upon a condition, of society,
now in operation on the roads controlled by the Pennsyl when the promotion of the interest of each individual will
depend upon the general welfare of the community. There
Hereafter all communications for the paper, whether vania Railroad Company in the Western States. The re
fusal of a few hundred men to run their locomotives para fore we leave it at what ought to he done under the present
business or otherwise, should be addressed to Woodhull &
lyzed the current business of almost the whole country. organization of the people, well knowing when this is
Claflin’s Weekly, box 3,791 New York City.
Postal People on urgent errands were jirevented from reaching gained that a further movement having wider and more
orders. should also be made payable to Woodhull & Claflin. their destination, while large quantities of express and mail general interests in view will then be possible.
matter were detained at immense inconvenience and in some
instances at great loss to their consignees. Suppose this
OUR DOWN TOWN OFFICE.
WILL THE TRUTH DO ANYBODY ANY HARM?
strike had extended, as it might have done, to all the main
trunk railroads, what might not the general as well as- in
For the convenience of publication and of our friends in
We answer unhesitatingly No! But there are thousands
dividual interests have suffered? Should a case of this
the business part of the city, we have- established an office kind occur it would at once rouse the people to the neces who shrink from hearing an unpalatable fact stated, and
at No. Ill Nagsau street, Room 9.
sity of such action as would put it out of the power of the thousands more who pretend to think it obscene to state
railroads to produce a strike; in other words, it would show certain classes of truths. Especially does this hold good of
the people that it will not do to permit a system in which many facts connected with the present sexual condition of
RENEW! RENEW!!
the entire commercial and financial interests of the country the people. If any dare to make public anything that
are so seriously involved, to be controlled by those whose serves to bring the present system of marriage into con
Clubs that expire in the coming two or three months individual pecuniary interests are immediately at stake demnation, an indignant howl goes up from its upholders,
should begin to move in the matter of renewals. Those Outside of all other considerations, these are sufficient to who claim that the system is of God and therefore not to be
Who interested themselves a year ago in getting them up, and demand that the system he conducted in the interests of the questioned even if it have its ills. A large part of the vitu
who thus rendered us so valuable a service, will put us and people, both as to primary and to ultimate considerations.
peration and abuse that is being continually hurled at us has
all friends of human progress under additional obligations
But there are other and really more vital reasons why the its origin in the fact' that when we cite any case in marriage
by again interesting themselves about tbe renewals, and in people should have the control of this immense system. In that is manifestly wrong we lay it at the door of the in
adding new names to the lists of last year. So far the its incipient stage, when there were but few roads which stitution. We might state the case and receive no abuse,
Weekly has suffered less from the panic than almost any were scarcely prophetic of any future general system, it was if we would leave marriage out of the indictment. So we
other paper of which we have any knowledge. Some secu not desirable, nor perhaps even possible, that the general are compelled to the conclusion that the so-called Christians
lar weeklies have fallen off one-half in the last six months; government should develop its possibilities; but now that are determined to uphold the institution in any-event, let
but the Weekly holds its own, has even gained in regular it is practically a general system, having virtually a single its abuses be ever so apparent.
subscriptions since the panic set in. Now, if our club agents head, its conduct ought, as all other general interests are,
Having come to this conclusion we remember, however,
will but be active in returning renewals, we shall ..begin the to be in the control of the people, so that the use for which that we have been the recipients of the vilest abuse from
year under the most favorable circumstances.
they were intended cannot be prostituted to mere purposes the press because we have advocated social freedom, or
of gain, .Doubtless, originally, the people who embarked more properly sexual freedom, more generally denominated
in railroad enterprises were public-spirited persons; hut all free love, when equally as radical and ultra views have
LECTURE ENGAGEMENTS.
the later schemes have been undertaken purely for specu been presented in highly respectable and very widely cir
_
lative purposes, and have resulted in speculatien both in culated journals in a shape that appeared to us should be
Victoria C. WoodhulFs lecture engagements, so far as we their construction and management. Parallel roads are more obnoxious than our own. For instance, almost simul
are now able to announce them, are a s follows:
built having the same termini. The business of one of them taneously with the Steinway Hall speech—known as the
Atchison, ......
u
8.
will be purposely ruined by its management and all its traffic first freedom speech- there appeared a remarkable poem
St. Joseph,
.
.
.
“
9.
diverted to the other. This would increase the latter’s earn in Harper's Weekly, a journal of civilization, in which free
Leavenworth,
.
.
.
.
.
“
10..
ings and advance the price of its stock. When this reaches love was advanced in the baldest and boldest manner, and
Nebraska City,
.
.
“
12,
a satisfactory point its holders, the. managers, sell it out and upon a plane that we had never presented it; nevertheless,
Lincoln,
.
.
.
,
.
“13.
realize immense profits, with which the depreciated stock our speech was condemned everywhere by the press and the
Omaha, ....
.
.
“14.
of the other and competing road is bought, and straightway clergy, while Harper's Weekly was recommended to the
Council Bluffs, .
.
.
“15.
the management is so changed as to throw the business reading public .as a most instructive print. Ever since then
There may he some variation from the above so far as upon the other mad, the earnings of which in turn increase the question has remained unanswered as to whether the
dates are concerned; hut friends will be able to learn this and its stocks appreciate in value, while the other decrease Harpers were to be permitted to print free-love poems from
t'rpm the local press, in which they will be duly announced. proportionately. Thus they operate, at every movement, the pen of the poet laureate of England, while we were
In reply to the several inquiries received from St. Louis, putting from ten to twenty per cent, profit upon the stock to he prosecuted for obscenity for doing nothing more in
we hope soon to he able to announce an early date, for her into their pockets, all of which comes from the uninitiated; the Weekly. Or has it come to he known that these
appearance there. Preliminary arrangements are now in those who are not acquainted with the “bn,11s and the things in any other journal than the Weekly are taken as
progress.
bears” of Wall street, where the whole railroad system of poetry merely, and as having no practical meaning, while
All communications, business or editorial, must be addressed
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it is equally well known that We mean business and are
Leaving out of the question these things which kill from a miserable parody on the College of Cardinals at Chi
uncompromising as to practice?
the bodj'-, we reaffirm that the sexual intercourse to

We have frequently said that marriage in which love is
, absent is worse in its consequences to women than so-called
professional prostitution; and the hue and cry has gone out
that we advocate prostitution. We merely mentioned a
fact, and if it be a fact ought it not to be told? If mar
riage, the divine institution, is more deleterious than pros
titution, is it not enough to condemn it? Prostitution is
bad enough, heaven knows; but if there is anything worse
in which the people not only freely indulge, but which
Christianity, public opinion and public law uphold, ought
it not to be shown up in its true character and the people
rescued from its fatal snares? We say, yes; a thousand
times yes! But this same Christianity, public opinion and
public law exclaim with still more emphasis, No! a thou
sand times no! Let the curse be as black as Embus no one
shall dare to mention it; and if any one dare let her be
anathema; and we have been anathema.
But what wull the holy ones say when it comes to their
knowledge that what we have said as reformers merely is
being confirmed by science? And what when this confirma
tion is found in a no less authority than the Popular Science
Monthly, and in an article from a no less recognized, autho
rity in science and philosophy than Herbert Spencer?
Turning to the number of this excellent magazine of Oc
tober, 1872, we find an article entitled “ Difficulties of the
Social Science,” in which Mr. Spencer shows how given
arc the people to overstating facts regarding things that are
under the ban of public opinion; indeed, if not stating as
fact something that has no real existence at all. The special
point in the quotation that we shall make is this: There
is a general opinion that prostitution is the most terrific
enemy to health that there is in the world, and Mr. Spencer
takes the ground that it will not do for him to rely upon
the general opinion for data upon which to base a social
science; hence he went to the hospitals and the physicians;
and here is what one of the most eminent, Mr. Holmes
Coote, F. R. C. S., Lecturer on Surgery at St. Bartholemew’s Hospital, London, England, says:
“ It is a lamentable truth that the troubles wffiich respect
able, hard-working married women undergo are more try
ing to the health and detrimental to the looks than any of
the irregularities of the harlot’s career.”

which prostitutes submit for money is not so damning in
its effects as is that which married women, as a class, en
dure. Now, here are the facts. What are you going to do
with them? Will it be declared that we advocate the sub
stitution of prostitution for marriage? Most likely it will.
But we will deny the charge in advance, and repeat that
these are the facts which we find, and which anybody can
find who will take the trouble to inquire.
But we will presume to explain the meaning of these
things and to say what we do really teach, and we can
assure all that it is not prostitution. We make the broad
and sweeping statement that whenever a Woman submits to
sexual intercourse that is not desired and that does not
ultimate naturally, she is simply committing suicide, and
it makes no difference whether this is in or out of marriage.
It is not necessary that we attempt to prove that four-fifths
of all intercourse in marriage is not desired by women.
Every married woman knows this to her sorrow, but she
has no choice in the majority of cases except to submit;
and here is where the prostitute is not in so degraded a
condition as the married woman. She can refuse whom
she pleases; the married woman, never—a condition of
slavery to which negro slavery was a blessing. Now what
we advocate and for which we labor is this: First, woman
must be made pecuniarily independent of man for support,
so that she shall never have to sell her body either in mar
riage or prostitution to obtain the means and comforts of
life; and next, that she shall never be compelled to submit
to sexual intercourse by any law or at any time except when
it shall be her choice and desire to do so. Let the cantingworld call this what they may, it is the demand that we are
making for our sex; and so long as God gives us breath, so
long shall the demand be sounded wherever our tongue can
obtain a hearing, and wherever our pen can find readers.
Sexual freedom for woman! Sexual emancipation from a
slavery that makes her condition worse than the harlot’s.
Call this vile if you please, but it is our demand. And
when the women of the world attain to a realization of their
own condition, the institution of marriage will go down into
eternal oblivion, receiving the imprecations of the millions
whom it has consigned to lives of misery with which there
is nothing in the world to be placed in comparison. Women
of America—of the world! Rouse ye and think of these
things, and boldly take and maintain your God-given right
to the use and disposal of your bodies at all times, in all
places and under all circumstances, remembering that

cago, and our people will laugh at them. Why? Because
they demand instructors Who hold their letters of fellowship
from spiritual beings. Consequently our people have been
fed on good, nourishing mental food, and object to slops,
though they may have been blessed by the Pope. If the
feast is abundant, our people will partake of it without ask
ing Mrs. Grundy’s opinion of its excellence; if it is worth
less, Mrs. Grundy’s indorsement will not render it palatable
to them.
It is a disgrace to the Spiritualists of New York that they
have not a really free platform to which they can invite lec
turers. Although, with our instructors, money is a second
ary consideration, the laborer is worthy of his or her hire.
It would be easy to introduce a system which would be just,
both to the lecturer and the public. A popular lecturer
would rather deal with the public than with a committee.
Only the less-gifted would prefer the latter sys'.em. Let,
then, a meeting of Spiritualists be called, and a iftommittee
appointed to hire a hall, and notify approved lecturers that
they can occupy it on these terms: 1. That ten cents be the
price of admission. 2. That the expense of the hall and ad
vertising be first paid out of the proceeds. 3. That the sur
plus up to ten dollars be the fee of the lecturer—all over that
amount to be divided between the lecturer and the commit
tee in charge of the hall. This would be just to the public
and just to the lecturer; the public could not lose by the
operation, and well-appreciated lecturers would gain more
than they do at present, under a system in which the people
are not in power to express extra approbation.

GOVERNMENT WORK.
To defend the rights of the individual and to point out
the duties of the individual are parts of the work of the
Weekly; but it has other tasks,to perform, viz.: To mark
out the sphere of governmental power, and to show what
are its duties to the people also. Under the latter head the
Weekly has claimed that the telegraph, the railroads, the
ferries and all the means of transit should be held either by
the national or the State governments, as the case may de
mand; and also that the government should control the
currency of the country, and not farm out to individuals
that great power which may be and is by them used as an
instrument of oppression. As steps in the right direction,
the Weekly now presents to its readers a description of the
far-famed English postal system, and also of the people's
money and life insurance systems, of which it is the parent.
To these the British governmental telegraph system is also
added. We are indebted to Harper's Weekly for the article,
which is from the pen of Eugene Lawrence:

Now, remember, here is an eminent physician and surgeon
who says that, so far as health and looks are concerned, any
of the irregularities of the harlot’s career are to be pre
“They have rights who dare maintain them.”
ferred to the condition of respectable, hard-working married
women. Should not such an admission consign Dr. Coote,
Herbert Spencer and the Popular Science Monthly to the
FREE SPEECH AND A FREE PLATFORM.
eternal damnation of all the virtuous (?) people in the world,
and especially so in view of the fact that for saying far less
we have been adjudged too infamous to be permitted to
It is understood that Miss Jennie Leys has declined to lec
“ Once the appanage of a noble family who preyed upon
be at large? All of these facts have been long known to ture in New York under conditions limiting her right to Free
the people and scoffed at their complaints, the British Postthe medical profession. Every -well-infoimed physician Speech. Last Sunday evening her letter of refusal to sub
office, through the labors of a series of reformers, has beknows that three-fourths of all female sickness is the result mit to such an imposition was read at Robinson Hall, and ! come the most perfect of the English institutions. England
of woman’s servile condition in the marriage institution, elicited thunders of applause from the audience. How can
might lose its establishment or part with its hereditary
which in the majority of cases is nothing more and nothing people claiming to be Spiritualists make themselves so su
rulers with no lasting pain, but its post-office has become
less than a system of license that permits men to prostitute premely ridiculous by thus trying to gag the utterances of
the common friend of all the people. In the midst of the
women whenever they feel so inclined, and whether the the spirit world? Are they so ill-read in the science of Spirit
lingering shadows of the Middle Ages, of palaces and
women consent or not. Think of it as they may, the ualism as not to know that their speakers generally cannot be
royalty, of caste and prerogative, this institution is whollv
people sooner or later will awaken to this horrid fact. It muzzled? -They ought to appreciate the fact that any inspi
popular and singularly democratic. It obeys and serves all
will be impossible for the self-styled moral conservatives rational or trance speakers, who should accept of any restric classes alike. It first offered to the world the example of a
of society to much longer hold up the hypocritical veil tions with regard to the matter they are called upon to de
cheap transmission of knowledge thirty years ago ; it has
at which reform is now pulling with such desperate ear liver, are simply impostors, proving themselves, by their ac
forced all other nations to admit the necessity of cheap
nestness; and it will be futile to much longer attempt to ceptance of such limitations, to be self-convicted liars.
communication. Europe and America have yielded to its
force down the unpalatable truth. It is a truth and it won’t
Wliat the savans of Robinson Hall seem to need is a self dictation. The people of all civilized lands owe their cheap
be ignored. It stands staring the world squarely in the regulating inspirational medium who will preach to order.
postage to English reformers. But not content with dis
face, and it will not down; and it is simple foolhardiness But the large majority of the audience, it is believed, prefer
tributing nearly a billion of letters annually at a most
to deny that the horrid fact is there.
to hear what the spirits have to say through the speakers. modest rate, with sending out books, pamphlets and news
If the case as stated above is true of respectable, hard They do not desire any manipulation of the liberty of the papers in an almost limitless stream, with its throng of ser
working married women, let us ask what is not true of the platform. No one doubts but that the New York College of vants and officials, its countless appliances devoted to the
class of respectable women who do not work at all, who as Cardinals issued their card in the Banner of Light with the public service; with its ceaseless vigilance in gratifying the
a class are in worse health than the poorer class. If mar best intentions, with an earnest desire to conserve the pro wants or assuaging the complaints of those it seeks to serve
riage has this effect upon the latter class what is it but the prieties, and keep Spiritualism en rapport with Society. But its prudent managers have never hesitated year by year to
curse of marriage that has a worse effect upon the former it cannot be accomplished. Spiritualism is the grandest re add to its round of duties. The pos*-office has become fhe
class? These are vital questions and have got soon to be forming agent the world has ever seen, and every day will chief means by which the government can directly pro
met and answered. Will the people dare take hold of them witness the broadening of the gulf that separates its living mote the general welfare of the nation. It collects debts
and learn their meaning; or will they permit the curse to faith from the dead creeds of the past. It has forced the and dividends, transmits funds from place to place, opens
continue its ravages until the race is totally blotted out, issues that are now convulsing the nations, and it must fight savings banks for the poor at four thousand postal stations,
merely because it is held by Christians that the institution the battle; it is also certain that it will eventually conquer. manages the telegraphic system, insures the lives of all who
of marriage is the safeguard of society? A pretty safeguard
Vain, then, is the effort to bind with threads of tow this can pay a small premium, grants annuities, and has taught
indeed, is this, that is undermining the health of aff the female Samson of the platform. Where is the Spiritualist, the people industry and thrift as well as the love of know!-,
mothers in the world! Out upon such infernal, such even including those who signed that melancholy card in edge. When its powers are enlarged it is difficult tq gee
damning hypocrisy! Let the worst be known, and then for the Banner of Light, who does not listen to the inspired ut why it must not engross a large share of the capital of the
a remedy. In the name of humanity stand not by and see terances of Jennie Leys with delight? Where is the Spirit country that is not in use, supply the State with all the
a terrible scourge pass over the whole race merely because ualist who ever came away from one of her lectures dissatis-' money it needs, and the people with a ceasgiep, tide of in
a set of self-elected ministers of God tell you that marriage, fled? Why do the people like to hear her? Because she is formation.
as now practiced, is divine and not to be interfered with.
inspired; that’s why! No outsider who listens to her needs
“As the sole manager of tl\e telegraph, the past-office
In conclusion, we will make another assertion, since we to be told that she is an “inspirational ” speaker. He hears
has proved singularly successful. The government pur
find our former one so fully confirmed. This one will be more it—and he feels that it is so. To fetter her with imbecile reso
chased the lines at an. extravagant rate, and was misled by
startling than anything that has yet been advanced. The lutions would be to serve her as the Philistines served Sam
the owners as to the amount of the returns Yet with all
so-called professional prostitutes who never drink and who son. But she cannot be bound with cords and made to
the disadvantages of an imprudent bargain, the new system
never permit themselves to become diseased from carelesslness, grind in their mill. She is a songster who will only sing in
promises tq be profitable as well as useful. For a smalt
are the healthiest class of women in the world. If any doubt the wild woods, in the Robinson Hall cage she woulfl pine
sum, that does not vary with the distance,.a message may
this, inquire and learn the truth. We are well aware that sta and die.
be sent to any part of the kingdom; it may be dropped In
tistics show that the average life of prostitutes is but four
When will those calling themselves Spiritualists under a letter-box or left at a postal-station.. The uniformity of
years; but this is not because they are prostitutes, but be stand that spiritualism and freedom are synonomous terms?
the rate, lise that of postage, has proved a.strong attraction;
cause they debauch themselves by drink and become en that the glory of spiritualism is its freedom? It is our in,dithe messages, according to the last post-office report, have
tirely corruptedby disease which-they might avoid, Vnd I vidual liberty that prevents or obstructs our better organiza
increased to 15,000,00®, or at. the rate of 8,000,000 yearly.
the world needs to know this fact.
tion. Combine our elements, send out indorsed speakers Unusual accuracy is obtained, Tbe press is enlarging M
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use of the wires with extraordinary rapidity. The tele* interesting and requires deep thought in its perusal. The the monogamic is possibly the higher order of social com
graph is constantly becoming a constant mode of com chapters upon Igneous Theory; Material and Spiritual munion, we dare not assert its necessity and condemn hun
munication for all classes; and the avarice of stockholders Forces; Inherent Powers; Who are the World Builders? dreds of millions of both sexes, whose acts prove that they
or the extravagance of directors no longer impedes the in and Vision, are wonderful, and contain ideas never advanced think otherwise :
tercourse of Englishmen. The charges will no doubt be to the world before; in fine, it is, in our opinion, a book
“ It is because woman has been excluded from the manage
gradually reduced, and telegraphic communication be made which should be in the hands of every thinking man and ment of her health and of her offspring, and from responsi
almost as cheap as postal. Nor can it-be long befbre our woman in the land, for it contains in every sentence com bilityfor her virtue, that she is to-day broken down in health,
own government will be obliged to adopt the popular sys mon sense and reason; and I believe, after a careful and frivolous in aim and insolvent in honor, so far as she is so at
tem, and enable its people to converse with each other at candid perusal of it, that no book which was ever given to all. The big-brother theory, according to which every girl
any distance at moderate rates, unrestrained by the exac the world, in ancient or modern days, by inspiration or has a champion to back up her indiscretions—the theory of
tions of private monopolies; and the still wider prospect otherwise, contains so much wisdom and true philosophy as man’s ownership in woman, and his natural protectorate
over her—this is one great occasion of woman’s weakness
of an international telegraph is suggested, that may spread ‘ ‘ The Hollow Globe. ”
and woman’s degradation. There are bad men, too—men
cheap thought over the habitable globe.
Its authors have cut entirely loose from the rock-bound
“But the most novel of the uses of the English Post-office shores of old geology, as well as old theology, and have whose years of education, wherever they may have been
spent, were years of vice. ‘ The vices of men,’ says Mrs. Dali,
are its double service as the life insurer and-the savings pushed their bark out into deep waters, away from the con
‘ imperil the populations of the earth far more than the un
bank of the poor. As a life insurance company it insures tentions of geological as well as the ological ignorance; there, in wise studies of women.’ Too true is the pity, but we have
lives within a moderate amount, grants annuities, accepts the midst of quiet nature they have laid the foundation for a never yet had but half of woman’s strength in the suppres
risks. Its life business advances steadily; it has already world, and have reared thereon a mighty structure, which all sion of these vices. Woman, as yet, only has the faculty to
twenty-seven hundred annuitants; the security is perfect, of the theological or geological hells can never gainsay or frown upon the depraved sister; the vicious brother still
the rate low, and the people are slowly learning to provide destroy. The superstructure, resting upon their own base, enjoys her smiles.”
by a safe insurance for the wants of old age or of their laid in their own lime and mortar, becomes invulnerable to
The protectorship of man over woman has been dearly
families. Still more popular and successful has been the all opposition. “The Hollow Globe” has cleared away purchased by the latter, as the above states. In the near
establishment of postal savings banks. More than four from our mind many doubts, opened new avenues of future woman will protect herself, and wise communities
thousand of these places of deposit have been spread over thought, and demonstrated, without a doubt, the truth, that will guard her when she is performing for the State the
England. They are designed to receive small sums, not “ this earth is a hollow sphere, with a shell of some thirty worthiest services, viz., those of parturition and gestatior.
under one shilling nor over thirty pounds. A moderate or forty miles in thickness; that the interior surface is in a That we have no public institutions for the care of women
interest is allowed; the money is withdrawn by letter; the more highly-developed condition than the exterior, and is bearing and nursing children, nor asylums for neglected
wants of the industrial classes have been carefully observed; accessible by a circuitous, spirally-formed aperture, which little ones worthy of our people, proves that we are neither
. and every secluded rural district may now have its savings may be found in the unexplored open Polar Sea; and this enlightened nor even Christian. Were women united, things
bank, life insurance company, money order and collecting opening affords easy navigation, by a broad and deep chan would be soon different in these particulars. Alas! they are
department, easy of access and perfectly secure. By the nel leading from one surface to the other, and that the larg not. Some of them, too many at present, “ have only the
last report of the post-office it is shown with what readiness est ships or steamersmay sail or steam either way with as faculty to frown upon their sister.” It is woman’s hand
the people confide their earnings to the State, and how much facility as they can pass through any other winding or that runs the knife deepest into her bosom; and, if there be
naturally they prefer the faith of the community to that of crooked channel.” The authors handle Prof. Denton with ‘ ‘ depravity ” in the case, the knife-holder not unfrequently
any private institution. Under the former system of sav ungloved hands with regard to his method of extinguishing monopolizes it. This is a sad state of things, but it must
ings banks defalcation was common, and clerks and presi volcanoes, which is simply ridiculous and impossible.
continue until woman wills it shall be otherwise. When
dents were seldom beyond suspicion. Under the govern
“ The Hollow Globe ” is fairly launched upon the world, her eyes are opened to the effects upon herself of her presment plan, I was assured by the comptroller of the depart and must stand or fall upon its own merits. It has dared sent cruel and unjust folly, social order will rise out of
ment, that the whole loss since its creation had been less to attack and has vigorously maintained its arguments chaos, and our present social miseries will pass away.
than £8,000. The old savings banks are gradually passing against theories which seem to be well established, and
away. One hundred and seventy have closed their doors which are indorsed by the most eminent scientific men of
TALL PAY.
and transferred their deposits to the post-office. The num the present day; and yet no one can reasonably venture a
ber of postal depositors increased last year from 1,300,000 reply in opposition.
In these days of financial artificial famine in our cities, there
to 1,440,000, or to nearly one-twentieth of the total popula
We cheerfully and urgently recommend “The Hollow
tion. The whole amount deposited in small sums has risen Globe” to reflecting minds, promising them a rich and varied is a melancholy satisfaction in learning that there is one man
to £19,000,000. It is proposed to lower the amount to one treat in its perusal, and a safe investment of their money. who has good reasons for rejoicing. We allude to our
penny and raise it to a much larger sum than its present The books can be had of M. L. Sherman, Adrian, Mich. worthy President. History tells us that Nero fiddled while
Rome was burning, why should not President Grant feast
limit. Tenderness for the old banks has heretofore pre Retail price, $2.
while the workers in our cities are fasting.
vented the government from entering upon an open rivalry
•---------------- -------------------“ In these days of distress and want among the poor, it is
with them; but with the advance of the postal facilities
LET THERE BE LIGHT.
interesting to know that the increased pay of President
there seems no doubt but that the amount deposited will in
Grant would support fifty families in all the ordinary com
crease so rapidly as to form a large part of the national re
Elsewhere, under the heading of “ Sporadic Spooks,” we forts of life, and that his total yearly salary aud perquisites,
sources. The government will employ and make productive publish a long account of spiritual (but not supernatural) as figured up last summer by Congressman Willard, of Ver
the people’s savings. Instead of hoarding their money or visitations occurring here and in Great Britain. As Spiritu mont, are equal to an income of two hundred and fifty work
lending it to doubtful institutions, it will entrust it to the alists we have had no hand in making the collection, which ingmen’s families, supposing that the heads of those
community. The depositors will escape the constant alarms, is extracted from the New York World of the 28th Dec., families work steadily in snow, frost, rain and heat the year
the fear of breaking banks, the strange panic that almost 1873. The paper quoted, after having long treated Spiritu round, without any chance for relaxation at Long Branch or
annually drives the throng of small depositors to call back alism with scientific contempt, appears now, like an un elsewhere.”—V. V. Sun.
When will our wealth-producers be able to appreciate the
their loans only to replace them. In the postal banks they willing witness, or like Hamlet’s guilty uncle, to be forced
fact
that the only platform beams strong enough to bear the
have a certainty that could nowhere else be obtained. In
“ E’en in the teeth and forehead of its faults
weight of the toiling millions are fraternity, equality and
the days of Tweed, in the city of New York, the worst,
To giye in evidence;”
though least known examples of fraud and cruelty were in other words, to be compelled to declare the truth of that justice. Would our people annihilate the wretched distinc
committed through the defaulting savings banks. To trust which it dares not attempt to account for. Alas; it is not tions in the money payments awarded to our public servants,
companies and private institutions thousands owe their without allies in this matter. Notwithstanding a thousand they must first annihilate such distinctions among them
poverty and their ruin. England in her Gurneys, and statements similar to those we have reprinted, the “ savans ” selves . There is no valid reason why the mason should re
America in her Brooklyn Trust Company or her New York think that they can pooh, pooh the question of spiritual ceive more for his daily labor than the laborer, or the
defaulters, have felt the common need of safety. The postal manifestations out of court. In spite of the singular modern mechanic more than the agriculturist. The wants of both
savings banks must soon spread over the New World, and attestation of millions of Catholics as to the truth of such are similar, and the services of both are equally useful to
the immense earnings of our people will supply all the wants expositions, the learned (with a few noble exceptions) de the community.
—--------------- ----------------------------------------- of an economical rule. France, M. de Malarce tells us in cline to examine and report upon the subject in any way
AN INDICATION.
the Berne des Deux Mondes, is anxious to profit by the ex whatever.
perience of England and imitate its postal banks; and the
It would be well if the scientific world was willing to
The following is extracted from the columns of the V T.
English Post-office has discovered a new method of binding maintain a passive position as regards Spiritualism; we do
the people to their goverment and making them zealous not ask of it that “where it can’t unriddle it will learn to World for the purpose of showing that the people are be
ginning to comprehend and to accept the doctrines so long
guardians of its honesty.”
trust; ” that would be too much to expect from it. But we
When government controls the distributing and financial have a right to object to that superciliousness which treats advocated by the Weekly as regards the duties of gov
processes, as it ought, there will be no Stewarts and no these gravest subjects with ignorant contempt; we have a ernments:
“ The northwestern organ of the administration does not
Rothschilds. It is a monstrous wrong (proving the folly of duty to perform in exposing the arrogance that is not con
our present system of political economy) that one man like tent with refusing to enter the enchanted ground itself, but give forth a doubtful sound upon the subject of paternalism.
It says in a recent article:
A. T. Stewart shall be able in a generation to amass seeks to prevent bolder men and women from exploring it,
“ * Where, as in this country, the people are the state, the
$100,000,000 by distributing goods, when nineteen-twentieths and in rebuking that perversity that distorts truth rather
king, the government, there is no danger in paternalism.
of the men who manufacture the finest wares he sells, the than acknowledge its inability to analyze or measure it.
In union there is strength—as much so in the prosecution of
Spitalfield weavers, live poor and die in the poorhouse. It
It is not too much to claim that our second-class mediums great national works as in waging a successful war. One
is a melancholy fact, degrading to Christian nations, that know more facts concerning spiritual matters, and are far man cannot span the continent with a railway nor build a
the financier is the Kaiser of their Kaisers; for those who are better acquainted with those sciences that may be termed magnificent cathedral; but a union of many makes these
behind the scenes well know that two of the most important “ spiritual,” than our college professors or our book-learned things possible and they are done. A company of private
wars of this century, the Anglo-French and Russian, and divines. It is with the spiritual development as it was with individuals cannot operate vast lines of telegraph at cost,
the French and Austrian war, were eminently Hebrew finan the Christian in days of yore. The weak things of the but the nation may do it and should doit. Whatever-the
cial wars. And this unjust and miserably degrading state world seem to be selected to confound the mighty, and we people, acting together, can do better than when acting sep
arately, they should not hesitate to undertake.
*
#
*
of affairs must continue until the workers and wealth crea believe also that the stone of Spiritualism at present re
A government that punishes but never helps its citizens will
tors of civilized nations are sufficiently enlightened to do jected of the builders, is bound, in the near future, to be gain neither their gratitude, their love, nor their respect.
their own distributing and their own banking, through their come the head of the corner.
Paternalism is what the country needs.’ ”
respective governments.
•----------------------- --------------------------------------- --Of course we object to the term “paternalism.” The
government is not the father of the people but their servant
STRONG ENOUGH FOR THE “WEEKLY.”
—that is, it should be so. Lest it should forget its place
THE HOLLOW GLOBE; OR THE WORLD’S AGI
From a review of Dr. Clarke’s book on “ Sex in Educa we propose to hold over it, in order to keep it within the
TATOR AND RECONCILER.
tion,” the following extract is taken. There are only two line of duty, the whip of the “ referendum.’” But we have
This is the title of a most wonderful work, presented words in it with which any fault can be found. They are no desire to further limit the power of government, for that
through the organism of M. L. Sherman, M. D., and writ the words “vicious” and “depraved,” which we have which is not potent for ill is also powerless for good. The
ten by Prof. Wm. F. Lyon.
taken the liberty to print in italics. Possibly the author of government should represent and use the power of the peo
It treats upon the physical conformation of the earth and the article Was a very good Christian, and, as such, felt ple ; it does not do so now, because it is bound up with redkindred subjects. Its four hundred and forty*seven pages qualified to condemn many, very many, men and women. tape chains, and also because in if the better half of our

pe literally packed witk original matter which is intensely We neither can nor desire so to do. While belieying that people are not represented,
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If this department of the Weekly, which is devoted, to a
recapitulation of the social horrors which permeate modern
society has been neglected, it has not been for lack of matter
to fill it. In proof of this we present an article of news as
printed in the M. Y. Herald, of Dec. 80, which shows
that the community are going into the wife-beating business
wholesale instead of retail:
“three

wire beaters in court.

“John Heine, John Mathias and William Boff were arraign
ed on a charge of beating their respective and respectable
wives, Catherine Heine, Catherine Mathias and Mary Boff.
Justice FI am in er, after making some remarks on the nature
of the crime and the great prevalence which it is of late ob
taining, imposed a fine of $10 on each. The wives paid the
fines after a short conversation with their husbands, in
which the latter promised ‘ never to do it again.’ ’’
Three at a time before one Justice, and all convicted. The
public will perceive from this item, that, to collect from all
parts of the Union, the accounts of the woman and wife
beatings, and murders that daily occur, would overtax the
space that can be devoted to such reports in the Weekly,
and accept that as an excuse for our seeming neglect.
--------- -----►-i-®-,—.----- :-------

THE FORMATION OF PRIMARY COUNCILS.
Attention is being called to the plan of organization that
was adopted by the late Chicago Convention, and many in
quiries are made as to the method of procedure in the forma
tion of Primary Councils.
Yery many think it a serious task to attempt to organize
under it; but instead of being this, it is so very simple that
children even ought to have no difficulty in working by it.
The chapters having reference to Primary Councils are as
follows:
Chapter II.
ON MEMBERSHIP.

Article 1. Any person eighteen years of age may become
a member of any Primary Council of the Universal Associa
tion of Spiritualists by subscribing to the principles of the
Association, and paying the regular initiatory fee.
Art. 2. Membership shall continue during the pleasure of
the member, unless the name be dropped from the rolls by
the order of a majority of the Council to which the member
belongs, for the non-payment of dues, the member having
first had a month’s notice of such intended action; and no
member shall be expelled from this Association for any
other cause.
Chapter HI.
ON PRIMARY COUNCILS.

Article 1. A Primary Council may consist -of not less

than fifteen regularly initiated members.
Art. 2. Each Primary Council, upon perfecting its organ
ization by choosing a Recording Secretary, a Corresponding
Secretary and Treasurer, and sending the same, with a list
of its members, to the Council of the District in which it is
located, shall be recognized as a regularly organized Council,
and allotted a designation by number.
Art. 3. The Primary Councils shall hold regular weekly
meetings for the discussion of, or lectures upon the princi
pies of the Association; and whenever possible, shall organ
ize, maintain and conduct a Children’s Progressive Lyceum
as a model system of education, in which ultimately to merge
ali other systems of education.
Art. i. The Primary Councils shall make regular quar
terly reports to District Councils, setting forth their prog
ress, condition and prospects, accompanied by the quar
terly dues and fees hereinafter provided.
Art. 5. Primary Councils shall exercise control over all
matters which'specially relate to themselves; always pro
viding that the principles of the Association shall not be
transcended or infringed.
Art. 6. Primary Councils may make propositions to Dis
trict Councils relating to matters concerning the District,
and to the National Councils or Universal Congress upon
subjects of a more general application.
Chapter XI.
Article 1. The President of the American Association of

Spiritualists, by and with the consent of the Board of Trus
tees, shall appoint an Advisatory Council of twenty-five
members, which, together with the Trustees, shall constitute
a Provisional National Council, which shall have the powers
and functions, and perform the duties provided for the Na
tional Councils, and which shall hold their offices until the
regular National Councils shall have been duly organized as
hereinbefore provided.
Art. 2. Until the regular State or District Councils shall
be organized (which they may do whenever there shall be
ten or more Primary Councils within the limits of a State or
District), the Primary Councils shall make their reports, as
herein provided, to the Secretary of the Provisional National
Council.
From this it will be seen that fifteen persons may assemble
anywhere and organize, by choosing officers and reporting
the organization to the Secretary of the Provisional National
Council until the State organization is completed. Mr.
Jamieson, as Secretary, however, requests, since he is con
tinually in the field, that these earlier organizations be for
warded to the President, Yictoria C. Woodhull, Box 3,791,
New York City, who cheerfully proposes to attend to what
ever inquiries may be made in reference to the general or
ganization and to the reception of and action upon the
organized Primary Councils.

For the benefit of those wbo are inquiring, we are happy
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solved to devote himself to the teaching of music. Now, we
in the spirit of Orchestration should take him to our hearts,
make his interest ours, and in every possibly-available way
forward his interests as we would our own. This would be,
in part, my idea of Orchestration; and, in carrying it out, I
hope to make of this rostrum a sort of social and Orchestral
brokerage shop.
A few evenings since, in company with Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, I was called upon to define' Orchestration. Mr. B.
seized at once upon the idea, and said, while cautiously de
clining to commit himself to any. new system of ideas, that
it was the system of Organization to which he had been prac
tically brought in his movement in England; that he, for
some time past, in his political measures at home, had de
pended wholly upon the power of attraction without formal
organization; and as illustrative of the same idea, Mr. Bradlaugh here read from his own paper and organ, the National
Reformer, published in London, an extract from a letter
written by himself, which he then handed over to me, and
which I will now read to you:
Thursday last I attended a reception given to me by Mrs.
Sargent, at which most of the Boston notabilities were pres
ent, and on Saturday, Senator Smith gave me a dinner, at
which the Mayor of Boston, the Governor of the State of
Massachusetts, several of the princip al senators, President
of the Senate, the Honorable Charles Sumner, Ex-Governor
Washburn, William Lloyd Garrison, and other prominent
men were present. Senator Joshua B. Smith, is the great
example of a slave who has become a Senator of his State,
■----------------------- ---------------and who has maintained his position and won the respect of
We respectfully present the compliments of the season to hisfellow-citizens.
our readers in the words of the first of England’s poets,words
November 13, 1873.
which to us, and we trust to them also, will seem almost
Among the various churches and chapels to which I have
prophetic.
paid impartial visits, was the Boston Church of the Disciples,
NEW TEAK BELLS.
the officiating minister to which is J. Freeman Clarke, the
BT ALFRED TENNYSON.
author of a tract against Atheism, which has been widely
Bing out -wild bells to the wild sky,
circulated in England. Mr. Clarke, who professes not. to be
The flying cloud, the frosty light;
called (reverend; is a Liberal Unitarian, and he somewhat
The year is dying in the night;
surprised as well as pleased me, by an invitation to visit his
Bing out, wild bells, and let him die.
Sunday school, lunch with his teachers and address the
children. On Sunday last at one o’clock, I found myself at
Bing out the old, ring in the new,
table with a pleasant company, ministered to by Miss Putnam
Bing, happy bells, across the snow;
The year is going, let him go;
the enthusiastic and ainiable conductress of the school, who,
Bing out the false, ring in the true.
at my request, furnished me with the following written
statement, which may be interesting to some of my readers,
Bing out the grief that saps the mind,
as illustrating a kind of school not very common:
For those that here we see no more;
The Sunday school connected with the Church of the Dis
Bing out the feud of rich and poor,
ciples is in a great measure composed of poor children. They
Bing in redress to all mankind.
come to it from all parts of the city, and entirely of their own
Bing out a slowly dying cause,
accord. Nevertheless, it is neither a mission nor a charity
And ancient forms of party strife;
school. It is simply a free school, open to any child who
Bing in the nobler modes of life.
chooses to come to it, and the children of the parish come
With sweeter manners, purer laws..
with the others.
Bing out the want, the care, the sin,
One of its first superintendents was John A. Andrew, Gov
The faithless coldness of the times;
ernor of Massachusetts during the war. At the beginning it
Bing out, ring out my mournful rhymes,
was a small school, but it grew with marvelous rapidity, un
But ring the fuller minstrel in.
til it numbered over three hundred children, boys and girls
in about equal numbers.
Bing out false pride in place and blood,
That a good many girls should come to us seems natural
The civic slander and the spite;
Bing in the love of truth and right,
enough; but the number of boys who come, boys, too, of an
Bing in the common love of good.
age and of a class to which the least restraint is usually bur
densome, was at first a matter of surprise to us, as well as
Bing out old shapes of foul disease;
pleasure. And yet the explanation is a simple one.
Bing out the narrowing lust of gold;

to inform all, that in Chicago and Boston large councils are
already in full operation, and that they will be followed by
many others in various cities and towns. We would suggest,
however, that the numerous parties who are waiting for
“ somebody else to begin ” should begin themselves at once,
and thus dissolve the inertia that has existed since the
Convention. By active work a large organization can be
formed which will make the next annual meeting such a
convention as was never held before in the world. If the
friends who are in earnest do only one-half their duty, all
this can be; but if their timidity permits them to watch
what others do, remaining themselves in a comatose con
dition, the opportunity will go by and the basis of a future
organization pass into other and worthier hands.
Therefore we say, delay no longer, but at once get to
gether and form Primary Councils wherever there are a suffi
cient number ready for action, and let us see which State
will have the first organization. Where it is proposed to
organize, a few copies of the Proceedings of the Convention
at Chicago should be procured and the General Plan thor
oughly studied. This book, of nearly 275 pages—price 25
cents—together with answers to whatever inquiries may be
made, can be procured on application at this office, instead
of to the Secretary, who is busily engaged in the field,
whete letters often fail to meet him in season to insure
promt replies.

Bing out the thousand wars of old,
Bing in the thousand years of peace.
Bing in the valiant man and free,
The larger heart, the kindlier hand;
Bing out the darkness of the land,
Bing in the Christ that is to he.

NEW CATHOLIC CHURCH.
HE GARMO HALL, CORNER OF FIFTH AVENUE AND FOUR
TEENTH STREET—SCIENTIFIC SERMON BY STEPHEN PEARL
AMDREWS.

Reported by Ghiradini.
. Mr. Andrews pleasantly alluded to a newspaper article in
the Herald of Saturday, January 3d, which he had intended
to read but had forgotten to bring. It gave an account of a
recent meeting of the scientific and literary elite of Boston,
prominent among whom figured R. W. Emerson, Wm. R.
Alger and Prof. Buchanan, and recalled the recollection of
his audience to the presence of several of these distinguished
personages, from time .to time among us. One gentleman
sent his only less distinguished friend to the speaker, to get
his thoughts in a three-hours’ conversation, he would not say
with what success, but to his audience he would say that for
its full presentation and elaboration he should demand not
only close but long and continuous attention. Introducing
a few incidental matters as still further preparatory to the
more immediate presentation of his own peculiar theories,
which, by the aid of proper charts, he hoped to be able to
begin to do on the next Sunday, he would take the opportu
nity to illustrate a little further what he means by orchestra
tion.
Many methods and measures will develop themselves prac
tically under this head as we proceed with the organization
of the Pantarchy; but the aim of all is to cultivate an effi
cient spirit of co-operation and sympathy. This has hitherto
been almost wholly wanting among reformers. They have
been, in fact, very like a bag of crabs, each clawing at the
other. This semi-hostile condition has been, however, per
fectly legitimate, the first steps in reform being always
destructive; but personality being achieved, the time comes
to centralize by a co-operation and sympathy, which shall
become religion on a higher plane. Nor are reformers
wholly at fault in failing to secure this, even after they
aspire to it. They have the spirit and aspiration after truth,
but it requires the investigations of science to ensure
success. To illustrate by example: The young gentleman,
our musician (young Master Benedict), whose pleasant face
and skilled fingers have for a number of weeks shed a
benison upon our morning gatherings, though so young, is
already a highly-gifted musician, trained for and fully re

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Yineland, N. J., Dec. 31, 1873.
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly:

Greeting—May the “ vital spark of heavenly flame,” which
keep thy pages “all aglow,” find in all the year 1874, those
congenial combustibles so important in physical and mental
life that it may be indeed “ A Happy New Year.”
I have just returned from a lecturing tour in Bucks Co.,
Pa. At Carversville, in addition to the great lecture hall of
the Champion Liberal Institute, (Bro. Wm. R. Evans) has
fitted up a neat little hall by his residence, where circles and
conferences are held and lectures given freely to the people.
Bro. Evans’ family and associates are great workers in the
different departments of reform, but more particularly in the
healthful education of body and mind. Bro. Evans is at pres
ent sole proprietor of said institute, but would like to have
it controled by an association of persons, male or female,who
could work together harmoniously for the advancement of
the true welfare of humanity. The building with its various
accompaniments will accomodate about one hundred board
ers, pupils or invalids, besides the resident teachers and
physicians. It is a fine location, in a rich farming country,
about two miles from Bull’s Island Depot, on the Belvidere
Railroad, some thirty miles from Philadelphia, or twenty
miles from Trenton; nearest way from Philadelphia, by
North Pennsylvania Railroad to Doylestown, thence by stage
seven miles.
The reform school was commenced in September last, and
is the outgrowth from an old Presbyterian “ normal,” and
promises to do good service in health and social reform, nn
der the able management of Prof. S. W. Walker, A. M.,
principal; Maud C. Walker, M. D., physician; Geo. P. Betts,
M. D., chemical demonstrator; Mrs. Emma Griswold, musi
cal director. Persons desiring more specific information
should address any one of the parties named.
I am told Jennie Leys is to lecture in Philadelphia during
January. The New York folks offered her $40 a Sunday if
she would not speak on the social question, and she told
them $400 a day would not muzzle her mouth. And Dr.
Child last Sunday, in Philadelphia, said “ their platform was
free; andif it should not be so, will leave it.” How about
selling the R. P. J. and excluding the Woodhull & Claf
lin’s Weekly from the Hall, ana signing the condemnation,
resolution against the Conventions at Yineland and Chicago ?
Surely, the waves of truth do roll on progressing, as through
the nostrils of Fate flows the breath of our God.
Yours truly,
L, N, Uqonlbl
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THE WOODHULL LECTURE.
The happiest moments of my whole life were those in
which I listened to her who is considered the great shining
light of the Woman’s Rights party. In this party there exist
three classes, viz.: those who believe in and preach free love;
those who believe .and practice on the sly, but dare not
preach; and those who neither believe, preach or practice.
The speaker, Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull, believing in the
doctrine of free love, is supposed to occupy the first and
highest sphere, and as those of the lowest sphere become
educated up to the proper standpoint, ’tis expected that they
will all eventually occupy the one and higher sphere. As for
myself, I have always held that a man had a right to love any
woman, or as many as he may please. And I can see no
reason why any woman—except my own—may not love any
man that shall please her.
A few of the lower sphere order of Woman’s Rights who
would be glad to have others take them as the standard of
respectability, asserted that no respectable person would at
tend the lecture of Mrs. Woodhull. But their prediction
proved incorrect, for the audience were highly respectable,
observed the best of order , and the receipts at the door were
very satisfactory. “ Vic.” is a well-built woman and a fluent
speaker, but her looks are not near so fascinating as her lan
guage. ’Tis hoped that the ignorant will yet be educated so
as to comprehend the great truths by her taught.
Simon.
PIG IN THE POT.
.Young Paddy McShane-sure no lad could he bolder—
Coaxed Biddy O’Shea to be sharing his lot;
And Pat had a lively young pig on his shoulder,
And she on her head bore a big iron pot.
Prom the town, just at night-fall, as home they were walking,
. (Through a dark, lonely thicket their winding path lay),
Biddy sat down the pot, stopped her laughing and talking,
Paddy turned round and ax’d her the cause of delay.
' “Och,” said she, “I’m afraid ye’ll be acting uncivil;
I’ll not' go alone through the thicket wid you;
For, Paddy, avick, you’re as wild as the diyil.
You’ll be kissing and squaring me, that’s what you’ll do.”
“ But the pig,” replied Pat, “ that I’ve lugged so securely.
If loose, back to town like the divil he’d trot.”
“ Och, Paddy,” said she, as she looked up demurely,
“ Sure, couldn’t ye put the pig under the pot?”

DECEMBkB 29, 1873.
You invite criticism. Permit me to make suggestions to
your platform:
1. An educational system, constituting schools of life—
teaching and practicing industry, economy, utility, i. e., how
to earn a living and use life—just the opposite of the pres
ent.
2. The abolition of all honorary titles of distinction—relics
of divine authority and governments—as Esq., Hon., Rt.
Hon., Rev., D. D., LLD., Excellency, etc., placing all upon
the same level, and doing away with aristocratic distinc
tions.
3. Opposition to the sovereignty of the servant or agent
over the master, and therefore the graduating of the salaries
of all public servants to the average as determined by the
census of the wages among the masters whom they have the
honor to serve—the average of the master being the mini
mum of the servant; the abolition of class-privileges, per
quisites, sinecures, etc., and with it the corruption in office
and the reformation of politics—that school of vice and in
iquity.
Yours for reform,
D. Jenkins.
Hannibal, Mo.

ERAISrCIS WRIGHT TO VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.
Brave and Noble Sister—Time is precious, and I do not
wish to detain you long or myself either. Yet I accept with
pleasure the present opportunity to express to you my warm
est approbation of your great labors. Go on, and spare not
the free use of the dissecting knife. Plunge it in to the hilt,
that the impurities may have a chance to escape. Angels see
the necessity and so do you, and right bravely are you doing
your work. Your mission is a noble one, though unpleasant
in the extreme, viewed from a personal standpoint. But
angels know the secret throbbings of your heart, and know
t is not self-gratification that prompts your labors, but a
high resolve to elevate the down-trodden and prostituted
ones of earth. ’Tis a gigantic work, for prostitution is every
where. Women prostitute themselves to the shrine of fash
ion ; men to money’s shrine. How degrading to the soul of
true womanhood and true manhood. You have struck at
the root of the evil; keep the wound fresh by constant agi
tation until it becomes purified. You will not want for help.
A host are ready to sustain their standard-bearer, and while
your feet are treading the thorny path of revolution, bearing aloft the banner of equal rights, the angels will weave
for thy brow a garland of immortal beauty, and free love for
thee will prompt the labor.
We are mostly free lovers in spirit life and we wish all
were in earth life. Success shall crown your efforts, and
Victoria will come off victorious. Pear not, for the gates of
heaven are ajar as well as prison gates.
Your sister in love,
Pbancis Weight.

THE BIBLICAL DRAMA,
Wilkes' Spirit of the Times has the following:
“ Salvini’s really excellent drama, “Samson,” founded in
all its incidents upon a Biblical story, suggests the thought
—Is it not possible to draw further from this source for the
stage? Would not the effect of Biblical plays be of incalcu
lable benefit to the stage in attracting to the theatre a class

\

who can only occasionally now be induced to visit it? Would
not such patronage raise the standard of our plays and
players, in giving managers a new and cultivated taste to
which to appeal ? The stage is all-powerful for good or evil,
and it aims naturally to please those who most support it.”
We have often thought of this, and even suggested it in
print. At the time when Sunday circus performances were
forbidden in San Francisco, we proposed that Scriptural
subjects alone should be illustrated in the ring on Sunday.
We proposed the flight of the Egyptians, and pursuit by
Pharoah and his hosts, as a splendid finale to a Sunday cir
cus performance. Then, again, how well the menagerie could
be worked into a piece representing the landing of the Ark
on Mount Ararat, and the issuing forth of the beasts—in fact
this has been done by Barnum. The Bible is full of subjects
which might be successfully treated on the dramatic stage.
Joseph and Potiphar’s wife would be a good enough subject
for a “ society drama,” which would suit the present day as
well as the time in which the parties are supposed to have
lived. Joseph might be objected to as improbable, but a
hideous and comic make-up for Mrs. Potiphar might be suffi
cient to justify him in the eyes of the audience. Elijah as
cending to heaven in a chariot of fire,would be a grand finale
to a spectacular piece. There are, of course, stories in the
Bible which would be improper on the stage. These should
not be meddled with. An operatic version of Solomon’s
Song might, however, be arranged, the most objectionable
passages being cut. The Spirit of the Times being an emi
nently religious paper, we are convinced of the rectitude of
its motives in making this suggestion. We enlarge on the
subject, with the hope that the biblical drama may spring up
in San Francisco, and may receive the support to which it is
entitled from the Y. M. C. A. and other devout Christians.—
San Francisco Figaro.
. MY LOVE.
BY GkEALD MASSEY.

No jeweled .beauty is my love,
Yet in keB earnest face
There’s such a world of tenderness,
She needs no other grace.
Her smiles and voice around my life
In light and music twine,
And dear, oh, very dear to me
Is this sweet love of mine!
Oh joy! to know there’s one fond heart
Beats ever true to me;
It sets mine leaping like a lyre,
In sweetest melody.
My soul upsprings, a deity!
To hear her voice divine,
Ahd dear, oh, very dear to me
Is this sweet love of mine!
If ever I have sighed for wealth,
’Twas all for her I trow;
And if I win Fame’s victor-wreath
I’ll twine it on her brow.
There may be forms more beautiful,
And souls of sunnier shine,
But none, oh, none so dear to me
As this sweet love of mine!

FASHION vs. FREEDOM.
Recognizing the fact that this base of “ Woman’s Free
dom ” is financial independence, the Weekly hails “ Dress
Reform ” as a means to that end. The following testimony,
taken from the columns of the Daily Graphic, proves that
the movement has friends in England as well as here at
home:
“ TEOUSEBS FOB WOMEN—AN ENGLISH GIBL’S VIEWS ON THE
SUBJECT.

“ The Englishwoman's Domestic Magazine is addicted to the
discussion of rather startling subjects. A year or two ago it
devoted its attention to ,the subject of whipping young
ladies, and proved by its disclosures that the practice was
common not only in English families, but in young ladies’
seminaries. More recently, it has published a series of letters
from Englishmen upon the question of trousers. It seems
that a curious yearning for this garment has seized upon
many Englishwomen, who have no sympathy with the1
woman’s rights movement. The desire for trousers is rather
inexplicable, except upon the theory of an extreme attenua
tion, which long trousers can alone be depended upon to
conceal at all times and in all circumstances. Nevertheless,
there is evidently a large number of English girls who are
really anxious to hide the curved lines of beauty with the
hideous perpendicularity of the straight-cut, columnar ‘ pan
taloon.’ The following extract from a letter written to the
magazine in question by ‘ Minnie ’—only fancy so prettily
named a girl in broadcloth trousers—shows the tone of the
discussion. Minnie writes:
“ ‘ Madam—You make but one objection, I am pleased to
find, to the revival of the fashion of long trousers for girls,
and that is. the chance of their being splashed. This does
not appear to have been considered a drawback in the many
years during which they were in fashion. Surely it can
hardly be a greater objection now, when the high heels
would keep the trousers further from the ground than formerly, for shoes and sandals would not be worn in wet
weather. I really do not remember that long trousers were
so glaringly objectionable on this score when in vogue, and I
would suggest that, in their absence, the stockings and boots
receive the splashes, which I take to be equally unpleasant in
every way. I am pleased that “.Mamma ” likes to see girls
somewhat more childishly dressed than they are at present,
and that we agree about the shortness of their skirts. 1 am
not insensible to the beauty of color and form in the limbs of
our children which she mentions, and I should be as sorry
as herself if those little girls who are young enough to have
the legs bare were to hide them by long trousers, for I have
distinctly said I did not think quite young children looked
well in them; and, in fact, there are few girls under nine, or
perhaps ten, to whom they are suitable; it is when they are
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a year or two older that I think them so pretty and becom^ see why they should be regarded as masculine
habiliments; they were certainly not so considered while
they were in fashion, which was also a period when the lady’s
costume had not nearly so many hints of the dress of the
other sex as it has had of late years. A garment cannot be
otherwise than womanly which is made of and trimmed with
such feminine materials. I am sorry, though not surprised,
that “Mamma” does not likegirl’s trousers to be visible. I was
prepared for adverse expressions of opinion, but I think the
adjective “dowdy ” inappropriate, unless, indeed, they were
worn soiled, muddled or limp—a state of things no one
would tolerate; but if they are beautifully fresh, white and
crisp, and stiffly starched, so as not to look creased, mamma
may not think them pretty, but they are certainly neat and
bright and smart. As Mamma speaks of a daughter of seven
teen, she is perhaps old enough to have tworn long trousers
herself when a girl, in which case I doubt if she thought
them masculine, or dowdy, or ugly. I think it probable she
was as satisfied with her own appearance in them as any
young girl of the present time who is nicely dressed in the
fashion of the day. I do not think that girls of twenty or
thirty years ago regarded their style of costume with aver
sion. I believe they were as proud of their trousers and their
shoes and sandals as their daughters are of their striped and
colored stockings, their high-heeled buttoned boots, with the
white stitching, and their slippers with bows and buckles.
Few ladies under thirty can remember, much less can they
have worn, long trousers, for they were rarely seen after
1853, and were, in fact, going out of fashion the previous year,
and I take this to be the reason for Edith Kate’s strong ob
jection to them, for there is always a tendency to speak of
obsolete fashions as ugly, particularly on the part of those
who are too young to have known anything about them;
therefore, as I do not suppose Edith Kate ever saw any girls
dressed in long trousers, she is scarcely qualified to give an
opinion, and I think it probable that the majority of those
who really did wear this costume when the girl’s dress was
generally, and in-this respect in particular, at its prettiest,
viz., from 1848 to 1852, will think as I do; so I hope yet to read
many letters in your columns favoring my views, including
others from Caroline, who is silent this month.’ ”

Anamosa, Iowa, Dec. 30,1873.
Dear WeefeZt/—The following is designed only for a certain
class of men, and when they have read it, they will not need
to inquire of any second person if it means them.
I have a friend, a bright-eyed, intelligent, open-hearted
little woman as there is.in the State. When hut a child, cir
cumstances over which she had no control forced her into
the manufacture of cigars. Later in life the same relent
less hand of destiny forced her into the same channel again.
But having arrived at the years of discretion, and being an
intelligent and conscientious woman, her judgment rebelled
against it. But necessity was pressing, and there seemed no
^yenue of escape. So she reasoned thus: It must be the
least of two evils. Besides, if it is right for good men to
smoke cigars as a means of personal gratification, it must be
right for a good woman to make and sell them as a means of
living. She accepted the situation and went bravely to
work, hoping to do as much good and as little harm as pos
sible. A gentleman (?) of the class of which I am speaking,
hearing of her occupation (which is unusual fora lady in this
part of the country), and that she was a Spiritualist, Woodhullite, Free Lover, etc. (which, I am happy to say, was all
true), called upon her with two sets of jewelry, and asked her
to say which she preferred. Suspecting the situation, she
replied that she thought them both very pretty. But he in
sisted that- she should designate which she liked the best;
whereupon she did so, but added that she did not wish to
purchase. He smilingly and obligingly replied, that she
could have them “ cheap.” “ But,” said she, “ I do not wish
to purchase; in fact, I do not care for jewelry;” and added,
“Ladies nowadays, or a few of them at least, care for other
things more than jewelry.” “ What is it?” he inquired, anx
iously. “Dresses?—bonnets?” “No,” shereplied. “Man
hood!”'with a snap of her black eyes that sent a shock
over him from head to foot, like a wave of electricity, and
would have made him blush had such a thing been possible
to the species. As it was, he merely looked confounded, as
though he did not understand the situation, and passed out.
Now, for the benefit of that class of gentlemen, I want to
explain a little, or whisper a word of advice to them, which
is this: When you hear of a Free Lover, give them a wide
berth. If you understood the term Free Love, you would
know that they are not the kind of women you are in search
of*

A Woman.
[From the Daily Union, Detroit.]

LAURA’S LETTER.
THE MESSAGE “CHRISTMAS BEINGS.

I would fain write something for those to-night who, amid
all the preparations for the approaching Christmas, feel
themselves forgotten and alone. Perhaps it is because I, too,
walk the streets of this busy city, and rarely meet a face that
looks into mine with a smile of friendly recognition, that my
heart goes out to all God’s desolate children, longing to
bring to them a thought that shall soothe or bless. I would en
ter every home that death has made desolate, and say to those
who, in their bitter bereavement, think that the very sun
shine is cruel, and Christmas cheer and revelry a mockery of
their woe, “Be comforted, those for whom you mourn are
not dead, only translated; their emancipated spirits walk
beside the crystal waters of the Jasper Sea, or bask in the
golden sunlight of a day that knows no night.”
To their enraptured gaze is unfolded the realization of
every earthly dream. The student, the poet, the philoso
pher, find there the complement of all that their aspirations
had forshadowed; the oppressed learn that justice is s omething more than a name; the friendless find a home, the exile
a country. There, little children, “ do always behold the
face of the Father,” and when amid these earthly mists mor«
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tals record the advent of the Christmas tide, angels look
down from heavenly places with sympathy for earthly woe,
with compassion for human error, with recognition of
earthly longing, and a tender memory of all the ties of love
and kindred that bound them to us here.
Oh! lonely souls be comforted, make bright your homes,
cheerful jour firesides, for as surely as your crushed and
bleeding hearts lean across the distance that divides the liv
ing from the dead to catch some echo from the voices so long
silent, so surely your solitude is peopled by those who * *
“ hate the unreasoning awe which waves them off from pos
sible communion,” drawing near to us with an all enduring
love.
I should like to bring to every abode of poverty a sense of
Christmas cheer, filling the stockings of the little ones to
whom Santa Claus and Kriss Kringle never come. I should
enjoy giving a dinner and inviting the crowd that wait upon
Mr. Willard every day. All should be made glad, and the old
women should revel in the prohibited tea and sugar’. The
appearance of the guests might create a genuine sensation
among the dwellers on Woodward avenue, but if the New
Testament is not a fiction the man of Galilee would be.there,
1 would gather all the little shivering, half-clad children,
whose wistful faces, as they peer through the windows of the
Alhambra' at the array of toys, and other childish treasures
there displayed, make my heart ache, and give them a feast
without any attendent dragon to molest or make them afraid.
And the boys who shout, Free Press, Post and Sunday Union,
till they are hoarse on frosty mornings, while their drowsy
patrons, oblivious of their efforts, turn over for a prolonged
Sunday nap, should not be forgotten, but receive such enter
tainment as became young gentlemen of their marked enter
prise and varied information. I would like to send Santa
Clause on a special mission to the House of Shelter, and
from some secluded point of observation watch the pleased
surprise that would light up the young Matron’s face to find
that God had put it into some one’s heart to remember those
committed to her care.
I would send Kriss Kringle to the Wayne County poorhouse. if I thought a ray of warmth or happiness could reach
that drear abode. And to every prison should enter some sign
or token for each desolate soul in bondage, recalling a bet
ter time when life was not a burden or their name a reproach.
For one day if no more, the prison walls should disappear in a
mist of tender memories and the promise of t'hat time when
man’s injustice shall be lost in the mercy of God.
Once, not long ago, a young, and dainty maiden, beautiful
with all the graces of culture and richly endowed by nature,
was asked by a benevolent gentlemen of Auburn, if she
would give a reading to the inmates of the State Prison, pro
vided permission could be obtained. This young lady has
afforded infinite pleasure to friends and also to impartial
critics by her readings, and a brilliant future awaits her,
but her heart, unspoiled by present success or anticipated
triumph, seconded the petition of her old friend.
Just at the close of the convict’s dinner-hour, a vision ap
peared to them, unexpected, unheralded; there stood a
young girl of eighteen, dainty and sweet, with tender voice
and flowing hair, tears in her eyes and heavenly compassion
in her heart, her soft cheek flushing and paling, while the
faces of her strange audience looked up wonderingly in hers,
awed by the presence of a being so pure and yet so gifted,
so far removed from the life of horror by which she was sur
rounded, and yet brought so near by reason of divine sym
pathy and love.
As she spoke, imparting to the poet’s touching words the
pathos of a personal appeal, the prisoners were strangely
moved. Many a lip quivered; over faces embittered by
cruelty, and some upon which many a tempest of unre
strained passion had left its trace, surged emotions long sup
pressed. Thus, for a few moments she stood among them,
an embodied gospel; and as they rose to receive her tearful,
pitying farewell, she passed into the outer world.
“ I was so sorry for them, mother,” she said, as all
trembling with excitement she related her experience at the
prison.
Yes, fair Florence; and the memory of your sorrow, your
gentle voice and youthful grace hath left its impress upon
every seared and blighted heart, bringing nearer to each
“ Some pure ideal of a noble life
That once seemed possible.”

I would fain on Christmas Day sanctify its memory to all
those in bonds by such a tender and sacred Scripture as this
young girl uttered in the Auburn State Prison.
To every “outcast’s” darkened life I’d carry a hope that
should revive the expiring spark of self-respect, whispering
to each stricken heart, “ You always may be what you might
have been.”
But, alas! I am powerless to redeem from want, or crime,
or pain a single soul; and on next Christmas Day, as on
every other, the table of Dives will groan beneath the weight
of rare and costly viands, while Lazarus will gnaw his
mouldy crust unpitied and unknown.
Men who have watches already will have costly repeaters
presented to them, and the poor souls whose only method of
ascertaining the flight of time is by an occasional glance at
the tower of the City Hall, will go unwatched. The happy
possessor of a silver-headed cane will have a gold one be
stowed upon him at once, and decrepit age will hobble along
minus a staff.
The children of the rich will over-eat themselves as usual,
while those of the poor will go hungry as of yore; aud all on
Christmas Day, the anniversary of the birth of Him who
was “a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief,” and
during His earthly pilgrimage “ had not where to lay Ms
head.” Yet I will not despair,
“ Since good though only thought has life and breath.”

I will look in my little girl’s blue eyes and seek to learn
some of her simple trust, as she reposes in thq glad belief
that Christmas will come laden with joy for all,
^ Put still my human hands are weak
To hold your iron creeds,

Against the words ye bid me speak,
bwt within.

“ O, brothers! if my faith is vain,
. If hopes like these betray,
Pray for me that my feet may gain
The sure and safer way.
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“ And thou, O Lord! by whom are seen
Thy creatures as they be,
Forgive me if too close I lean
My human heart on Thee.”
WaverLv, N. Y., Dec. 38, 1873.

Editors of the Weekly—I ask a favor of you at this time
to report the proceedings of the Spiritualists of this place.
Not having much faith in the communication of spirits out
of the flesh, which are to me as airy nothings, I cannot ex
pect to receive as warm treatment as I naturally would if I
belonged to them. There is much need of progress if the
immaculates in this place could only see it. There are only
a few radicals, who keep the society alive.
As Nellie L. Davis has been lecturing here this month and
had engaged the hall to give a free lecture last Friday even
ing, the 36th nit., as I understood, on the social question, and
having read some extracts of her lecture at St. Louis in the
Weekly, I thought I would have a rich treat; and being
invited by some of the more radical to go and hear her, I
ventured forth and placed myself among the respectables.
There was a respectable audience present, and at the ap
pointed time the speaker stepped to the front and announced
that she stood upon a free platform and the spiritual society
would not be responsible for the sentiments she would utter.
She stated her subject would be free love. She appeared to
be at home on that question, and told some truths which
have made some of the immaculates squirm, for she couched
her truths in language so plain that they were easily under
stood. Miss Davis is (in my estimation) a reliable person to
lecture on the social as well as the religious questions of the
day.
•
She seemed at home on the marriage question, and showed
it to be a barbarons institution. Why not give its proper
name, and call it legal bondage for woman and legal tyranny
for man?
Any society—that is, liberal society—could not but be well
suited by engaging her to speak on the liberal questions of
the day.
Chas. Diskson.
IN MEMORIAM OF RICHARD McDERMOT.
“ Poor Dick is dead,” I hear the words again
As one hears clods that fall upon the coffin low—
A thud, a muffled sound, and then a sense of pain,
As if the dead were hurt that softly slept below.
He had a weary journey, ending ’mong the blest.
His eyelids drooped in rest and closed in sleep;
White thin hands folded meekly on his breast.
The kingdom gained, why should the living weep.
One more is missing from the fraternal band,
Another gained the blessed shore eterne;
One more that by the great white throne shall stand,
And newer songs and glorious anthems learn.
’Tis true, he had not half life’s story told at best;
But who can tell what glimpses of the future way
Had caught his rifted vision of the heavenly rest,
And bore him forward to the gates of day.
The daisy gathers freshness in its lowly bed,
And new-made graves have sadness in their mold;
But who can mourn the absence of the dead,
Whose gain transcends this dual life of old?
Adieu, old friend! forever done with strife,
No more we meet where oft our steps have been;
And tho’ we miss the presence of thy daily life.
Long in the hearts of all shall he thy memory green.
Helen M. Walton, Brooklyn, 1873.

The Train Ligue, published simultaneously in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Covington and Newport, Kentucky, has again
made its appearance. It comes to us printed in red ink.
Well, red is a handsome color! Its platform is as follows:
1. Free speech, free press, free thought, liberty, freedom
and equal justice to all races of mankind.
3. Free Ireland and Free Cuba.
3. Success to strikers!
4. Success to the Grangers! Down with the monopolies
and combinations!
5. Woman’s suffrage.
6. Prohibition to foreign manufactures.
7. Cotton factories South; woolen factories West.
8. Eight-hour labor co-operation.
9. Ballot to boys of eighteen.
10. Presidential term six years.
11. Capital punishment.
13. No more land grants.
13. Repudiation or Starvation.
14. Reformation or Revolution.
15. Bread or blood for the starving millions.
16. Free trade with all nations.
1/. Defense of labor against undue legislative oppression
for the benefit of capital.
18. A new land system, in which every individual will be
entitled to the free use of a proper proportion of the land.
19. Semi-weekly general newspapers to be published by the
government, and sent free to the head of every poor family
in the United States. This will educate our nation; and we
will not need so many jails, station-houses, prisons and asy
lums.
30. No more imprisonment of American citizens in the
Tombs for quoting the Bible, unless all violators share the
same fate.
21. No more imprisonment of brave American women in
Ludlow-street Jails, for daring to expose the debauchery and
crimes of “revered citizens.”
22. Free banking. Down with monopoly 1
23. Down with taxes!
34. Down with politiciana, and, qp with the people 1

Universal
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No foreign embassadors.
Penal servitude for briber and bribed.
Death to all salary-grabbers by hanging to lamp-posts!
Inland and ocean penny postage.
Compulsory education in public schools, sans Bible.
The religion of Humanity.
Government postal and money-order telegraph.
Abolish electoral colleges.

34. Death to ofiicial thieves through Vigilance committees
35. Let Brigham alone. Admit Utah.
36. Cabinet officer in Congress.
37. Chinese immigration, but not Coolie contracts.
38. Unification of North America, or the Continental Re
public.
39. Taxation of United States securities as other property
is taxed, and the speedy exchange of United States bonds for
United States eurreney, that money may be in the hands o
the people, to whom it belongs.
40. General reform in Church, State, government and soci
ety, and strong advocacy of all reform associations.
41. More sympathy, kind words, courage, and willing
hearts and helping hands to assist back into the world and
society the “fallen” women of our land.
42. No more false God and “reil-tape” business in the
Constitution.
43. The immediate impeachment of U. S. Grant ami all
other salary-grabbers, and in their stead the election of Mr
George Francis Train to the Presidential chair, as the only
person in our land that can get the country out of the dark,
deep and mysterious chasm in which it has been plunged'
and save oar nation from the ruin that it is now so uncon
sciously slumbering upon the very brink of.
An addition might be suggested to the sixth resolution,
viz., a demand for reciprocity; and au alteration is needed
to the forty-first. With these exceptions we rest satisfied
with the platform of the Train Ligue, and heartily wish it
success.
PROTEST FROM PROYIDENCE.
As your readers are aware, the Young Men’s Christian As
sociation of Providence secured the revocation of the license
of the Davenport Brothers by the Board of Aldermen. Sub
sequently, at an informal meeting of the liberal element,
comprehending Spiritualists and free-thinkers, the follow
ing resolutions were adopted as expressive of the opinions of
those present, and as a protest against the unwarranted and
arbitrary proceeding:
Whereas, The Board of Aldermen of the City of Provi
dence, without notice to the parties, has, through ex-parte
sectarian influences, revoked the license of the Davenport
Brothers; therefore,
Resolved, That said act, done at the instance of the Young
Men’s Christian Association, was a violation of the rights of
the Davenports and of the people, subversive of the tradi
tionary and constitutional policy of absolute freedom in all
matters of religious concernment, couched in the trenchant
expression of the founder of Rhode Island, “Soul-liberty,”
and is an evidence of the tyrannous and sectarian character
of the Young Men’s Christian Association.
Resolved, That in view of this and similar acts, notably
the attempt to sectarianize the Constitution of the United
States by incorporating theological dogmas therein, liberals
of all classes are called upon to be vigilant and active in re
sisting the narrow bigotry which animates that body, whose
policy is inimical to free thought and progress.
Resolved, That the members of the Board of Aldermen
who registered the edict of the Young Men’s Christian Asso
ciation, are undeserving the confidence and suffrages of free
men, and if again they are up for public office they should
receive a rebuke at the hands of all those who would con
tinue to hold the state Independent of priestly and ecclesias
tical control.
Resolved, That inasmuch as history shows a most bloody
and tyrannous record in the unchallenged supremacy of
pope, priest of dogmatist, we are warned to be vigilant and
persistent in resisting the encroachments of ecclesiastical
despotism,whether coming from Rome or the bank building
on WCybosset street, the headquarters of the Young Men’s
Christian Association.
We do not propose to rest idle, but shall move on the ene
my’s line this winter, by petitions to the General Assembly
to repeal the law exempting ecclesiastical property from tax
ation. Wherever such obnoxious statutes exist, a movement
should be made for their repeal. Strike at this as well as all
other laws and usages tending to a union of Church and Stated
such as the employment of chaplains in the army and navy
and in Congress. Let ns be aggressive, for the times demand
i<:Providence, Dec. 23,1873.

William Foster, Jr.

Boston, Jan. 4,1874.

Editors Weekly—I suppose it is generally known to your
readers that the hall, recently erected in this city in honor of
Theodore Parker and known as the “ Parker Memorial
Hall,” was lately refused by its owners (the Parker Frater
nity and individuals belonging to it) to Mrs. Woodhull for
a lecture on the labor question. The same parties, who thirty
years ago secured free speech for Mr. Parker, now deny it to
Mrs. Woodhull. They received to-day a fitting rebuke to
their cowardly course from the lips of Rev. O. B. Frothingham, of New York, whom they had invited to preach their
Sunday-morning discourse. He choose as his subject “The
soul of truth,” and treated it under the three heads of truthseeking, truth-speaking and truth-living in a very masterly
manner. He spoke extemporaneouly, as is his wont. Under
the second head (truth-speaking) he spoke substantially as
follows: “A great preacher, perhaps the greatest in the
country, once said ‘ If I should be convinced of the mortality
of the soul, I would shut and seal my mouth forever after.’
Why should he say this? If the doctrine of immortality Is
false in his opinion, why should he not say so ? Utftv does ha
know that abetter faith would not, take its place? 'Why
iteiM fei tools Qtrt tm
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will it fall because of his disbelief in it? If false, will it
stand an hour longer because of his belief in it? Such talk
betrays a lack of faith in the truth. See what it leads to. It
leads to attempts to shut up and conceal the truth, to
smother inquiry, to stifle investigating committees; not only
this, it leads to shutting up the truth-tellers, to denying
them halls, to refusing them audiences.” At this point ap
plause broke out, followed by a loud hiss. Mr. Frothingham
went on: “I apologise to no one. Let the truth out, regard. less of consequences ? Consequences ? On whom do the con
sequences fall ? On the one who cries ‘ Fire ’ or on the one
who kindles it? On the discoverer of evil or on the doer of
it?”
Mr. Frothingham had the courage to rebuke these pseudo
liberals to their face. It was a brave action and one which
the occasion loudly called for. He spoke so eloquently and
manfully that the owners of the hall must, I think, already
be ashamed of their course. If they are not, they soon will
be.

Benj. R. Tucker.

\
Philadelphia, Dec. 29,1873.
Dear Mrs. Woodhull—I hope some one more competent
than I am will give you a report of the Spiritualists’ meeting
at Lincoln Hall last Sunday, the 28th, in which Jennie Leys
and her noble guides launched forth the all-important social
question.
Before commencing her lecture, the President, Dr. Child,
unexpectedly to the large audience, announced that probably
Miss Leys, if it was the wish of the society, would be with
them a part at least of the coming month, and before the
words were fairly out of his mouth the building shook with a
hearty applause. Miss Leys then stepped forward, and in
explanation of what the President had said, stated that she
was engaged to speak for the Association in New York,
but that a day or two ago she had received a letter from
their Secretary to the effect that she could fulfill the engage
ment if she would come under their terms and rules as pub
lished in their card in the Banner of Light, meaning, of
course, that neither she nor her spirit guides must touch
upon the social question. When the speaker told the audi
ence that she had sent the Association a reply that she
should subscribe to no card, rules or creed, and knew no side
issues to eschew, the old hall shook again to the very founda
tion by the cheering.
And when again the President arose and said that when
their platform was no longer a free platform he should leave
it, the house tottered as though wrought upon by a young
earthquake.
Isn’t it funny as well as extremely ridiculous that when
Spiritualists believe and acknowledge that our best speakers
are given words to utter by higher intelligences, that they
should insult them by dictating what they may say and what
they must not say.
Yours, for out with the truth,
S. K. R.

A CORRECTION.
Editors of ihe Weekly—Please allow me space to say that I
was misinformed about a new reform journal issued in New
York, or announced if not issued, with my name as a con
tributor or corresponding editor.
No such paper has been issued I am now told, nor an
nounced, nor will be at present; and had there been, my
name would not have appeared, as my letter was received
declining such arrangement, and my wishes would have been
respected.
Ido dislike and dread being thus drawn before the public
gaze in explanations, or in anything demanding explana
tions, and devoutly hope this may be my last appearance in
any such role; and so I hasten to do this deed of seeming
justice, and to subscribe,
Very truly yours for every good word and work,
Parker Pillsbury.
•----------------------- .---------------------------------------- ■

BUSINESS EDITORIALS.
Cephas B. Lynn, the able young radical, has been notified
that his services are wanted on the Pacific coast. He desires
calls at points on the route. We trust that our radical friends
in Omaha, Lincoln, Denver, Salt Lake and other points, will
invite Cephas to lecture to them. His address is Sturgis,
Mich.

Jan. 11, 18U.

onto, etc.—her name is familiar as household words. We
ADDIE L. BALLOU.
trust, then, that previous success will follow them in the
In response to pressing calls from California, this firm and
future, and that their efforts may be the means of comfort eloquent exponant of Spiritualism and advocate of all re
to many bleeding hearts and doubting souls.
forms, expects to start for the Pacific coast about the last of
this month, and will make arrangements to speak at impojANTI-FASHION CONVENTION.
tant intermediate points—Omaha, Lincoln, Ogden and Salt
In view of the alarming indifference of woman to the press Lake—if the friends desiring will take steps accordingly.
ing demands of the hour, and believing it to be the-result of Parties wishing one, two or more lectures from her, can have
her absorption by fashions of dress which are destructive to them by applying promptly by letter at Terre Haute, Ind.
The Geneva (O.) Journal thus speaks of her lectures in
physical health, mental vigor and moral power; and being
convinced that she cannot make a successful demand for the that city:
,, The lectures of Mrs. Addie L. Ballou, given here last
full equality which Nature bestowed, but man has denied
her, until she accumulates power by the use of that now week, were very largly attended by the citizens of this place,
within reach; and hoping by discussion and concert of ac regardless of religious faiths and beliefs. Mrs. Ballou is a
tion to encourage some in the adoption of a natural system very pleasant speaker, a good elocutionist, and handles her
of dress—one comporting with all the duties of woman—we subjects very ably and clearly, and we may say, exhaustively
invite the lovers of truth to meet in convention in Plum- from her standpoint. More so than any speaker of her faith
street Hall, Vineland, New Jersey, on Tuesday and Wednes we ever heard.”
day, January 20 and 21, 1874.
Send Austin Kent one dollar for his book and pam
As an important aid to the work proposed, we respectfully
urge that every woman who can, come to the convention in phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been sixteen
such costume as will best express her thought of a rational years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is
dress for woman.
poor and needs the money. You may be even more bene
Mary E. Tillotson, Lucinda S. Wilcox, M. D., Susan P. fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
Fowler, Ellen Dickinson, Olivia F. Shepard, A. W. M. Bart est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on
this subject till you have read Mr. Kent. You who are able
lett, M. D.
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,
Friends desiring entertainment will please write either of
Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Box 44.
the above.
Names of speakers will be duly announced.
Warren Chase lectures the four Sundays of January in
Des Moines, Iowa, where he may be addressed during the
MR. MADOX,
month. He will receive subscriptions for the Weekly and
Of the Internationals, tvill hold himself ready to lecture be for our books or pictures.
fore workingmen’s organizations and lyceums throughout
the country; subjects, “ The Political Economy of the Inter
A CARD.
nationals,” “The Suspension of our Industries—the Cause
Applications
having
repeatedly
bon made to us by many
and Remedy,” “ The Currency and Finance.” He will also
organize Sections of the Secret Order of U. O. I. Address, different parties on the subject of securing for them ra
tional amusement for private enloitninments, we beg to
G. W. Madox, Se,c. U. O. I.,42 John st., N. Y. City.
notify the public that we have with us an able elocutionist
who is desirous of giving evening read ings from the poets.
Proceedings oe the Tenth Annual Convention of the We know he has an almost unlimited repertoire of recita
American Association of Spiritualists. 12m, pp. 266. tions (without book), comprising selections from the first
The Elixir of Life; or, Why do we Die? 8vo, pp. 24. An English and American classics, together with translations
Oration delivered before the above-named Convention, from Swedish, Moorish, Spanish, French, German, and even
at Grow’s Opera House, Chicago, by Victoria C. Persian and Turkish authors. Proprietors and proprie
Woodhull, September 18,1873.
tresses of houses of amusement and recreation can arrange
The above “Report of the Proceedings of the Tenth An for evening readings and rec tations by applying to J. F.,
nual Convention of the American Association of Spiritual care of Woodhull & CllFlin’s Weekly, P. O. Box
ists,” is an accurate and impartial account of what was said 3,791, New York.
and done at the above convention. The speeches are pre
sented to the public word for word as they came to us from
PROSPECTUS.
the hands of the able reporter employed by the convention.
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.
The orations of the members, on both sides, discussing the
[The only Paper in the World conducted, absolutely, upon the
question of “Free Love,” or rather “ Personal Sovereignty,”
Principles of a Free Press.']
are worthy of the serious attention not only of all Spiritual
It advocates a new government in which the people will be
ists but of the community at large.
In proof that we have not overstated the merits of the their own legislators, and the officials the executors of their
work, we respectfully submit the generous testimony of will.
It advocates, as parts of the new government—
Judge Edmund S. Holbrook, who so ably defended the posi
1. A new political system in which all persons of adult
tion of the conservative Spiritualists at the above conven
tion :
age will participate.
“I have seen the report you have published of the doings
2. A new land system in which every individual will be en
and sayings of the Chicago Convention, and I take pleasure titled to the free use of a proper proportion of the land.
in saying that, in the publication of such a report, so full, so
3. A new industrial system, in which each individual will
accurate and impartial as it is, you have done a work worthy
remain possessed of all his or her productions.
of high commendation. Some could not be at this conven
4. A new commercial system in which “cost,” instead of
tion, either for want of time or means; but now, such of
them as may choose to read, can ‘almost imagine that they “demand and supply,” will determine the price of every
were there; and though they may not attain whatever there thing and abolish tho system of profit-making.
5. A new financial system, in which the government will
may be in personal presence, in the eye, and the ear, and in
soul-communion, yet whatever of principle has been evolved be the source, custodian and transmitter of all money, and
they may well discover and understand; and also, as I hope, in which usury will have no plade.
6. A new sexual system, in which mutual consent, entirely
they may profit thereby.”
Price of the “Proceedings” and the “Elixir of Life ” 60 free from money or any inducement other than love, shall be
cents; or the “ Elixir of Life ” alone 25 cents. Orders for the governing law, individuals being left to make their own
the same addressed to Woodhull & Claflin, P. O. box 3,791, regulations; and in which society, when the individual shall
fail, shall be responsible for the proper rearing of children.
will be promptly filled.
7. A new educational system, in which all children born shall
have the same advantages of physical, industrial, mental
APPROACHING CONFLICT—
and moral cultuie, and thus be equally prepared at maturity
The irrepressible issues between universal liberty and des to enter upon active, responsible and useful lives.
potism to precipitate a terrible war within five years that
All of which will constitute the various parts of a new so
will terminate in the overthrow of the American Republic cial order, in which all the human rights of the individual
and the establishment of a military dictatorship.
will be associated to form the harmonious organization of the
Church, State and Capital are combined, under the leader peoples into the grand human family, of which every person
ship of the Republican party, to precipitate the conflict that in the world will be a member.
will end in a defeat of their aspirations, and the ultimate
Criticism and objections specially invited.
triumph of industry, socialism and rationalism.
The Weekly is issued every Saturday.
The nation is slumbering upon the brink of ruin as unconSubscription price, $3 per year; $1.50 six months; or 10c.
ciously as the citizens of Pompeii and Herculaneum in that single copy, to be had of any Newsdealer in the world, who
awful moment that preceded the belching forth of Vesu can order it from the following General Agents:
vius.
The American News Co., New York City;
The most astounding foreshadowing of the future destiny
The New York News Co., New York City;
of this nation ever issued from the press.
The National News Co., New York City;
A book of 250 pages will be sent to any address, post-paid,
The New England News Co., Boston, Mass.;
for $1.50. Liberal terms given to agents.
The Central News Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
The Western News Co., Chicago, 111.
Address,
John Willcox,
Sample copies, mailed on application, free.
172 and 174 Clark street, Chicago, 111.
Victoria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin, Ed
itors and Proprietors.
DR. L. K. COONLEY.
Col. J. H. Blood, Managing Editor.
This active, able, zealous and practical reformer intends to
All communications should be addressed
return again to the open field. He will answer calls to speak
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly,
anywhere in the country. No word of ours is needed with
Box 3,791, New York City.
the people in regard to this worker. He hasbeen before the
Spiritualistic public for twenty years, and returns to it now
refreshed and reinvigorated by two years of fruit growing in
A. BRIGGS DAVIS,
Vineland, N. J., at which place he may for the present be Of Fitchburg, Mass., has a new and startling lecture under
addressed.
preparation, and will be open to engagements to deliver the
same on and after the 15th of November proximo. We cheer
Dr. Slade, the eminent Test 'Vie
jnay bp found at his fully add that Mr. D. is an able and earnest advocate ©f the

PHYSICAL MEDIUMS.
There are many physical test mediums in the Spiritualistic
field, but we wish in this article to present one who, accord
ing to reports, gives universal satisfaction, both with Spirit
ualists and skeptics. We refer to Mrs. Annie E. Fay, for
merly of Louisville, Kentucky, assisted by her husband as
director of seances. Recently, as we glean from a corre
spondent from Toronto, Canada, they have been giving
successful seances in that city; also through Michigan and
Indiana. Her dark musical test seances give the greatest
and most universal satisfaction, the company being limited.
Her light seances, where the company is not limited, are
astounding and marvelous to all present. They intend this
winter and spring to make a tour through the principal cities
of the Eastern States, giving their test seances. We speak
for them a cordial welcome from friends and inquirers. In
Louisville, Ky., and Cincinnati her test musical seances have
always been in great demand, seats having to be engaged
weeks in advance. For the private dark seance^ the Louis
ville Courier Journal, the Cincinnati Enquirer and Commer
cial sent their reportorial corps night after night, and the
verdict of this press was always good.
Mrs. F. and her husband intend to visit Harrisburg, Pa.,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, New York, Newark, Bridgeport,
Hartford, New Haven, Springfield and many of our prin
cipal New England and Eastern cities next spring and
summer We have no doubt that they will leave be
hind them a good record of work well done. Mrs. Fay has
already been some years in the field, and in some of our
American as also Canadian cities—St. John’s, Halifax, Tor office, No. 413 Fourth avenue,

principles of the New Dispensation.

WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY
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GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE.

CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION, AND
WARRANTED, FOR $10.

I

It is an outside application. No medicine given.
Send for free circular to
DR. E. WOODRUFF,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

SHORT LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT BY THE OLD ESTABLISHED AND

Popular Route via NIAGARA FALLS SUSPENSION BRIDGE or BUFFALO AND MICHIGAN OEN
TRAL AND GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY LINE to Detroit and Chicago without change of cars, making
close connection with all Railroads leading out of Chicago to all points in the great West.
Through Tickets to all important towns, and general information may be obtained at the Companies
office, 349 Broadway (corner of Leonard street), New York,

-—;----------- ----------------------------- -—I-------------------------------------------------- ;——

Ladies’ Own Magazine.

Condensed Time Table.
WESTWARD FROM NEW YORK,

THE (ONLY FIRST-CLASS LITERARY, HOUSE
HOLD AND FASHIONABLE MAGAZINE IN
THE WEST,
AND

TEE ABLEST, BEST AND MOST POPULABIN
AMERICA.

Via Erie & Mick. Central & Great Western R. R’s.

CHARMING STORIES, INSTRUCTIVE ESSAYS,
BEAUTIFUL POEMS,
STATIONS.

Live Editorials, Superb Engravings.

Express.

OVER TWENTY ABLE WRITERS EN
GAGED UPON IT.

Or-Ceo- newcomer,
THE HEALER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
HURD BLOCK, JACKSON, MICH.
Thirty years’ experience. Examines diseases and
sends preseriptions for one month for $3. Has a spe
cific remedy for CATARRH and THROAT DISEASE.
Sends by mail for $2 for four months, and with direc
tions two months, $1. Pile Remedy, $2. Treatments
at rooms moderate. Warrants relief or no charge.
146
GEO. NEWCOMER, M. D.

soniAi, TOiironw
COMMUNITY

No. 1.
This Institution is situated in Chesterfield County,
Virginia, about nine miles from Richmond. It is
founded on the principles of Social Freedom, as laid
down in the address of Victoria C. Woodhull, in
Steinway Hall, New York, November 20,1871. The
Community owns three hundred and thirty-three
acres of land, half of which is improved—-the balance
is valuable timber. There is a good water-power on
it, and they propose to erect a saw-mill. A few more
congenial persons can be now admitted on probation.
SARAH L. TIBBALS, Pres.
Address, inclosing a sheet of paper and a stamped
envelope,
J. Q. HENCK, Sec.
Box 44 Manchester, Chesterfield Co., Va.
146-8t

Champion Cure
AND

Liberal Institute,

15

Lv 23d Street, N. Y........... . ... 8.30 a. m.
‘‘ Chambers street....................... 8.40 “
“ Jersey City.................................. 9.15 “
Susquehanna............................. 3.40 p. m.
Only $2.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy, ““ Binghampton.............................
4.40 “
AND A
“ Elmira........................................... 6.30 “
“ Hornellsville.........■................ ..
8.30 “
SUPERB ORIGINAL OIL CHROMO, WORTH $5, “ Buffalo.......................................... 12.05 A. m.
Ar Suspension Bridge................. 1.00 “
FREE.
Lv Suspension Bridge................. 1.10 A. M.
STJBSCItIBE AND MAKE UP A CLUB, AND
Ar St. Catherines........................... 1.35 “
“ Hamilton...................................... 2.45 “
SECURE. A HANDSOME PREMIUM.
“ Harrisburg..................................
“ London.......................................
5.35 A. m.
We will send the Ladies’ Own three months on
“ Chatham....................
7.55 “
trial for 50 cents, and allow that to count as the sub
’l Detroit..............................
9.40 “
scription if you renew for the balance of the year. A
Lv Detroit.........................
now volume begins July 1.
Ar Wayne..............................
10.21 “
M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
“ Ypsilanti......................... .. ... 10.45 “
“ Ann Arbor............................
11.00 “
287 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.
“ Jackson........ .........................
12.15 P. M.
“Marshall........... .. ...........
1.15 “
“ Battle Creek................
2.03 “
ANNA M. MEIXSEL,
“ Kalamazoo.........................
2.55 “
“ Niles...................
4.32 p. m.
DAVID S. CADWALLADER,
“ New Buffalo................................ 5 25 “
“ Michigan City........................... 5.45 “
“ Calumet....................................
7.18 “
“ Chicago................................
8.00 “
Ar Milwaukee.....................
1,114 CALLOWH1LL STREET,
Ar Prairie du Chein....................... 8.55 p. m.
Philadblpfia. Ar La Crosse................................... 11.50 p. m.
©muck Hours,
Ar St. Paul...............................
6.15 p. m.
Ar St. Louis..................................
8.15 A. M.
9 to 11 a. m., 4 to 6 p. ai.
Ar Sedalia.............................
5.40 P. M.
“ Denison..................................
8.00 “
“ Galveston .....................
10.45 “
PSYCHOMETRIC EXAMINATION OP DISEASE CORRECTLY
Ar Bismarck....................
11.00 P. M.
MADE PROM A LOCK OP HAIR.
“ Columbus................. ....
5.00 A. M.
“ Little Rock...........................
7.30 p. m.
Ar Burlington....................
8.50 A. m“ Omaha..........................
11.00
P. MOF THE
“ Cheyenne.........................
“ Ogden.......................
“ San Francisco.............
Ar Galesburg.................
6.40 A. M“ Quincy......................................... 11.15 “
One hundred and forty-four propositions proved “ St. Joseph...........................
City...............
10.40 p. M.
affirmatively and negatively from Scripture, without ““ Kansas
Atchison..........................
11.00 “
comment. Mailed for 25 cents. American News Co.,
Leavenworth......................
12.10 “
“ Denver.........................
New York.
7.00 A. M.

MAGNETIC HEALERS,

Express
Mail.
10.45
10.45
11.15
8.12
9.20
12.16
1.50
8.10
10.00
1.35
2.00
2.55
3.53
5.55
8.12
10.00
10.10

Express.

STATIONS.

a. m.

Lv 23d Street, N. Y........
“
“ Chambers street.................
“
“ Jersey City...........................
p. m. “ Susquehanna.......................
“
“ Binghampton...................
A. M.
“
“ Hopnellsville...... ................
“
“ Buffalo................... ................
“
p. m. Lv Suspension Bridge...........
“
Ar St. Catherines.....................
“
“ Hamilton............................. ;
“
“ Harrisburg.......................
“
“
“ Chatham...............................
“
“

ii.25 P. M.
11.43 “
1.00 A. M.

“ Ypsilanti.............................
“ Ann Arbor.............. ..............
“ Jackson ................................

Air
Line.
4.40 a. m.

“ Battle Creek........... ..
“ Kalamazoo ...........................

“
5.45 “
“
7.47 “
“
8.00 “
“
1L50 A. m. Ar
Ar
7.05 A. M. Ar
Ar
Ar

New Buffalo.........................
Michigan City..................
Calumet............................
Chicago...................
Milwaukee...................
Prairie du Chein...............
La Crosse...............................
St. Paul.................
St. Louis................................

“
“
Ar
“
“
Ar

Denison.................................
Galveston............................
Bismarck..........................
Columbus.............................
Little Rock............................
Burlington..................... .

SELF-CONTRADICTIOWIS~

BIBLE.

“
Ar
“
“
“
“

San Francisco......................
Galesburg.............................
Quincey ................................
St. Joseph......................
Kansas City.................
Atchison............................
'• Leavenworth.......................
“Denver.. ..........................

!••••

6.45 p. si.
7!00 “
7.20 “
2.43 a. m.
3.35 ' “
5.35 “
7.40 “
11.45 “
Express.
12.27 P. M.
1.35 “
9.50 p. m.
2.00 “
10.12 “
2.55 “
11.20 “
3.53 ,5.55 “
2.35 a. m.
8.12 “
5.00 “
10.00 “
7.00 “
10.10 “
8.10 4
8.55 “
11.25 “
9.27 “
11.43 “
9.50 “
1.00 A. M. 11.30 “
12.50 p. m
Air
1.25 “
Line.
2.35 “
4.40 A. m.
5.00 “
6.02 “
5.45 “
6.25 “
7.47 “
8.00 “
8.00 “
8.45 “
11.50 A. M.
5.30 a. m.
8.55 p. m.
7.05 a. m.
7.05 a. m.
7.00 A. M.
8.15 p. m.
6.50 a. m.
8.00 “
10.00 “
12.01 p. ji.
6.30 “
.
7.00 p. m.
7.45 a. st.
12.50 P. m.
5.30 “
8.30 “
4.45 p. M.
9.45 “
8.10 A. M.
9.25 “
11.17 “
12.40 noon.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.—

UNITED RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY
DIVTSION, foot of. Desbrosses street and foot of
Will be opened for patients and pupils, Septem Courtlandt street.
her 15, 1873.
9.15 a. M.—Day Express .from Jersey City (daily except Sunday); with Pullman’s Drawing-Room Cars.
Change of hour. Commencing Sunday, Oct. 27,1872.
at SusPension Bridge with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, arriving at Chicago 8 00 m m
The Medical Department is under the charge of Mrs.
For West Philadelphia, 8 and 9;30 a. m., 12:30, 4, 5, thecV:?,nne.
following day in time to take the morning trains from there.
o.uup. m.
Maud C. Walkek, M. D., a regularly-educated phy *6, *8:30 p. m., 12 Night.
sician, of wide experience in hospital- and ordinary
_7.20 p. m—Night Express from Jersey City (daily), with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, runs through to
For Philadelphia via Camden, 7 a. m., 2 p. m.
practice.
Chicago without change arriving there at 8.00 a. m„ giving passengers ample time for breakfast and take
the morning trams to all points West, Northwest and Southwest.
6
She will be assisted by S. M. Sawin, M. D., edu
THROUGH TRAINS.
cated at Concepcion Medical College, Chili, S. A., an
9:00
a.
m.,
Great
Southern
Morning
Express,
for
experienced army-surgeon.
The Academic Department is headed by S. N. Baltimore and Washington; for the West, via West
CONNECTIONS OF ERIE RAILWAY WITH MAIN LINES AND BRANCHES OF
Walker, A. M., a graduate of Vermont University, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and for the South, via Balti
to whom application for circulars should be made.
more,
and
via
Washington,
with
Drawing
Room
Car
146]
&
attached.
9:30 a. m., Western Express for West Philadelphia,
At St. Catharines, with Welland Railway, for Port Colborne.
THE
Pittsburg and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Cars,
At Hamilton, with branch for Toronto and intermediate stations; also with branch to Port Dover.
through from New York to Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and
At Harrisburg, with branch for Galt, Guelph, Southampton and intermediate stations.
Chicago, Columbus, Cincinnati and Louisville, and
At Paris, with G. W. R. branch for Brantford and with Goderich branch Grand Trunk Railway.
with Parlor Cars from New York to Pittsburg.
At London, with branch for Petrolia and Sarnia. Also with Port Stanley Branch for Port Stanley an
1:00 p. m. Express for Baltimore and Washington, daily line of steamers from there to Cleveland.
uley> an
and for the West, via Baltimore, with Drawing Room
At Detroit, with Detroit & Milwaukie Railway for Port Huron, Branch Grand Trunk Railway Also u,
Embraces the most comprehensive system of rem Car attached.
troit, Lansmg & Lake Michigan R. R. to Howard and intermediate stations. Also Detroit & BavCitv R I
*
y "" x
*5:00 p. m. 'Daily Western Express, for Pittsburg Branch Lake S. & M. S. R. R. to Toledo.
edial agencies of any like institution in this country
At Wayne, with Flint & Pere M. R. R. to Plymouth, Holy, ete.
and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Car, through
In addition to the
,, At Ypsilanti, with Detroit, Hillsdale & Eel River R. Rs, for Manchester, Hillsdale, Banker’s Waterlm
from New York tn i ntsburg, Indianapolis, Louisville Columbia
City, N. Manchester, Denver and Indianapolis.
-udiuter s, waterioi
TURKISH,
and St. Louis, to Columbus, Cincinnati and Chicago.
At Jackson, with Grand River Valiev Branch, for Eaton Rapids, Charlotte, Grand Rapids. Nuneia Rem
*7:00 p. m., Daily Western Express, for Pittsburg water, and all intermediate stations. Also, with Air Line for Homer, Nottowa, Three Rivers and Cassonob
RUSSIAN,
and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Cars, for Pitts Also with Jack, Lansing & Saginaw Branch, for Lansing, Owosso, Saginaw, Wenoua, Standish. Crawfor
and intermediate stations. Also with Fort Wayne. Jack & Saginaw R R. for Jonesville Waterloo Fm
burg,
Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
ORIENTAL,
Wayne, and Fort Wayne, Muncie & Cin. R. R. to Cincinnati.
’ vv “enoo, Fo:
*8:80 p. m., Daily Western Express, for West Phil
At Battle Creek, with Peninsular R. R.
.
SULPHURETS,
adelphia. Pittsburg and the West, with Pullman’s Pal
-p AtE&toaz00’ with South Haven Branch, to G. Junction, South Haven, etc. Also with G. Rapids & Inf
ace Cars, through without change, to Pittsburg, Crest R. R. for Clam Lake and intermediate statibns. Also with Branch of L. S. & M. S. R. R,
waB<*lnc
SULPHUROUS VAPOR, line,
Fort Wayne and Chicago.
At Lawton, with Paw Paw R. R. for Paw Paw.
9:00 p. m., Daily Great Southern Evening Express
FUMIGATED,
At Niles, with South Bend Branch.
for Baltimore and Washington, with Reclining Chair .n jssaftta c““so *mchs- * *• <o^s,•
“'s”.
»
MERCURIAL,
Cars, and with Pullman Palace Cars through from
New
York
to
Washington.
c.eoAK!EOH““ City’ ■'vilLlT''!'!l":'!,o:U Petu & CMiago E. K.
AI
bo with Louisville, New Albany & ChiIODINE, ETC., BATHS.
Tickets for sale at Ticket Offices, foot of Desbrosses
At Lake, with Joliet Branch to Joliet.
Treatment by ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM and Corttandt streets, and in Depot, Jersey City; and
At Chicago, with all railroads diverging.
receives special attention.
at New York Transfer Co.’s offices (Dodd’s Express),
No. 944 Broadway, New York, and No. 1 Court street,
These Baths are select, and given singly, and are Brooklyn. Passengers, by leaving suitable notices at
CHIB OPODAL INSTITUTE.
J.
administered in such a way as to healthfully adapt these offices, ean have their baggage called for at resi
Corns,
Bunions, Ingrowing- Nails, Frosted
dence or hotel, and carried through to destination.
themselves to each individual case of either sex.
Dentist,
Tickets for seats in reclining chair cars and com
Feet and Excessive Perspiration,
No. 1 GREAT JONES ST., NEAR BROADWAY
PRICES OF BATHS—From $1.00 to $3.00. partment cars for sale at the Desbrosses street office.
A. J. CASSATT,
F. W. J&CKSON,
NEW YOBK.
WARTS AND OTHER EXCRESCENCES
New York, 1873.
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GenT Manager.
GenT Snpt.
Laughing Gas administered for the Painless Extracu
* Daily.
CURED WITHOUT PAIN BY
tion of Teeth.
Dll. S. M. LANDIS’

Through Sleeping Car Arrangements

Carversville, Bucks Co., Pa.'

Michigan

Central

Or eat Western Railways.

AMERICAN BATH
23 Irving Place,

DR. P.-

Champion Cure and Liberal Institute

Famous Condemned

At Carversville, Bucks County, Pa.,

AND

ILL BE OPENED FOR PATIENr

W

Prohibited Books.

and pupils SEPTEMBER FIFTEENTH, 18
ine Aleciical Department is under the charge of M
Maud G. Walker, M. D., a regularly-educated phy
cian, of wide experience in hospital- and ordim
practice. She will be {insisted by S. M. Sawin, M. ]
an experienced army-surgeon, educated at Concepci
Medical College, CMli, S. A. The Academic Depa
men. is headed by S. N. Walker, A. M., a graduate

Secrets of GJ-eneration (that caused
his imprisonment.) Sold, sealed, $1.
!Proliii"bite(i Lecturre on WoocHinll
and. JBeeclier, analyzing FREE-LOVE, 15c.

KEY TO LOVE, 25 Cents.
Address him at his Medical Institute, No. 13
meventb street, Philadelphia, Pa,
’

I

SSd be mfc

t0 wbow applicsU011 for circulf

DR. W. E. RICE,
208 BBOADWAT, NEW YOBK.
Comer Fulton Street.
BUNIONS, NAILS, ETC., AT MODERATE BATES.

Rice’s Corn, Bunion and Pile Cure sent by mail oa
receipt of 50 cents.
A Certain Cun if wed aaeardinQ to direeUom.

KOONZ,

MRS. M. M. HARDYS

TRANCE

MEDIUM,

4 Oonoos-d Sqfuctre,,

BOSTON.
HOURS FROM 9 A. M. TO 3 ,p„ jg.

Harms (for Private Seanees in Begulm
Hours) ;j$8.0Q»
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WOODHULL & CLAFLIN S WEEKLY.

JAMIESON’S BOOK!

"Yiclc’s 3jToral <Grnixie fox*

“ THB CLERGY A SOURCE OF DANGER TO THE Two hundred pages. Five hundred Engravings and
Colored Plates.
AMERICAN REPUBLIC.”
Published quarterly at 25 cents a year. First num
ber for 1874 just issued.. A German edition at same
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
price..
Address,
'
JAMES VICK,
INFAMY.
Rochester, N. Y.
Full Expose—Second Edition Just Published, A Volume
of 331 Pages.
One of the most startling books ever issued from
the press. Price, bound in muslin, postage paid, $1.75,
Books furnished at Reduced Rates on the Club Plan.

World.

WILL LAST A LIFETIME!

3 5 7o 0 0

DR. JPERKUSTS

The recent test of FireFroof Safes
by the English Government proved
the superiority of Alum Filling. No
other Safes filled with

OF THE CELEBRATED

Ho. 9 FIFTH STREET (South Side),
OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUARE,

DR. J. C. PHILLIPS,

THE RELIGIOUS PRESS IS SILENT I SIGNIF
CANT 1

Clairvoyant and Magnetic Healer,

THE LIBERAL PRESS IS REJOICING.

OMie-O, Wi*.

i
°Pel1-

Closed.

THE CRUSADE FAMILY SHIP,
A New Incomparable

It Is used for wet or dry clothes, in doors or out,
stands firm or .will swing and revolve, opens and
closes like an umbrella; with racks made of lath
added, is a fruit dryer, and trimmed with evergreens,
is a Christmas tree. Send for circular descriptive of
it or for the article itself, at any store, or send to the
Patentee and Manufacturer,
W. LIVINGSTON BROWNE,
Shortsville, Ontario County, N. Y.
P S —Sales Large, and easy. Agents wanted for
he article, or territory. Address the Manufacturer, as
above, '

h/.r?-

Christmas Tree

PSYCHO WE ETRY.

In

Daily

MARirm &

Use.

The best musical talent of the country recommend
these Organs. The nicest and best. More for your
money, and gives better satisfaction than any other
now made. Tl'ey comprise the .

Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail, post-paid to
any address, upon application to

Bn SHOflINCER & Co.,
142

New Haven, Conn.

THE

Western Rural

7

THE GREAT

ON THIRTY HAYS’ TRIAL.
WITH STRENGTH AND CAPACITY EQUAL TO ANY, RE
GARDLESS OF COST.

The Cloth-plate is the size used by a $100 Machine
is of Polished Plated Steel. Attachments of propor
tionate size and quality, while the entire machine has
corresponding finish throughout. Braider, Embroid
erer, Guide, Hemmer, Gatherer, four sizes of Needles,
etc., are given with every Machine.
NO TOILSOME TEEAD OF THE TEEADLE.

Every Machine carefully Tested and fully Warranted.

MISS LIZZIE L. CROSBY,

II. N. F LEWIS, Editor and Proprietor,

business clairvoyant

WITH AN

AND

Able and Practical Editorial Staff,

SPIRIT MEDIUM.

AND AN

EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN

altimore

&

ohio railroad.—

STEEL RAIL! DOUBLE TRACK!
STONE BALLASTED!
Unrivaled for scenery, and the only Line running
the celebrated Pullman Palace Drawing-Room Cars
%-om Philadelphia, Baltimoreand Washington, to Col
umbus, Cincinnati and St. Louis, without change.
Tickets via this popular route can be procured at
the principal Ticket Offices throughout the East, and
at the Company’s offices, 82 and 87 Washington street,
Boston; 229 Broadway, and No. 1 Battery Place, New
York; 700 Chestnut street, Philadelphia; 149 West
Baltimore street, Baltimore, and 485 Pennsylvania
avenue, Washington, D. C.
SIDNEY B. JONES,
L. M. COLE,
GenT Passenger Agent,
GenT Ticket Agent,
Cincinnati, O.
Baltimore, Md.
THOS. KILKENY,
GenT New York Passenger Agent,
229 Broadway.

HARMOflAL ROME,

OTR AGE.

Where for thirteen years every description of Acute, not admit that there are Side Issues.
Chronic and Private Diseases have been, successfully
Can there be sides to a perfect circle or a perfect
treated strictly on fiotanic principles.
sphere? A Religion which will meet Ihe wants of
NO POISON USED
Humanity must be both.
P. O. Drawer, 2,39-1.
Counsex at office Free
Free Press, Free Speech, 1^” and has no love io
sell.
Terms of Subscription, $2.50 per year.

JOSHUA M. HOLT,
Manufacturer and Proprietor

PUBLISHED BY

Dr. Hoyt’s Magnetic Pain Cure,

LOIS WAXSBROOKER,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

AND

Offlo©

CHxerry Street.

Mag'xietie Treatnxexxt.

TARY CONTRIBUTORS.

Dr. .Phillips is faithful, trustworthy and successful
TERMS:
—J. 0. Barrett.
Dr. Phillips, Magnetic Physician, is meeting with $2.50 per Year; $2 in Clubs of Four or More.
sood success.—I?. V. Wilson.
SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.

A Weekly Journal, devoted to Ihe Interests of
88 CANAL ST., UP STAIRS, QRANB
Spiritualism in the broad sense of that term—does
RAPIDS, Mich.,

mmmk & &

Portable Family Sewing machine,

AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY BECKWITH SEWING MACHINE CO.,
JOURNAL OF THE WEST.
862 Broadway, N. Y., near 17th st. aud Union Sq. 142

No. 316 FOURTH AVENUE,
Between 23d and 24th streets,

NEW YORK.
Hours: 10 a.

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.

m.

to 8

p. m.

Terms: $2.00 to $3.00.

MADAME CLIFFORD,

[From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 30, 1871.]
“ One of the most remarkable examples of Chicago
(LATE OF 24 MYRTLE AV.),
pluck and energy is ghsen by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
THE GREATEST LIVING
prietor of the Weslei'n Rural, one of the ablest and
most widely circulated agricultural journals in tho
country. Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
HAS REMOVED TO
lishments in the West, and also his residence and
222 STATE ST., near COURT,
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407
.XSi*oolx lyxi.
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
Examines diseases personally and by hair, and is
terial for his business, and from which point ho has
consulted on all affairs of life and business generally.
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
Western Rural, the same size and in the same form as
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine, Office hours from 9 a. m. till 6 p. m. Life Charts writ
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled
ten out fully.
pages of the Rural that anything uncomfortably warm
or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc
THE
cess to Lewis and his excellent Rural. Chicago ought
to feel proud of it.”

Medical & Business Clairvnyant,

The Largest and Handsomest Paper
Young People."

for

THE

Young Folks9 Rural,
A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OF COUNTRY- AND CITY.

Botanic Physician.

BoW s'Vegetable Mver Tom

M*

721 Chestnut .St., Fhlla.'

Eureka,
Concerto,
Orchestra
and G-rands. S20 The Beckwith $20

Psychometric Readings for persons who send me
TERMS:
1,204 CALLOWHILL ST.,
their handwriting, or who will call on me in person.
$1.50 per Year; $1 in Chibs of Four..or More.
PHILADELPHIA,
Fee $2. Address, 1.114 Callowhill street, Phila
A PAIR OP BEAUTIFUL BEELIN CHEOMOS, MOUNTED
delphia, Pa., by
'
J. MURRAY SPEAR.
Where the Weekly and other reform papers are kept
AND VAENISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A GIFT TO
for sale, and subscriptions received therefor. Where
EVERY YEAELY SUBSCBIBEB.
a
register
is
kept
of
all
who
desire
to
form
Communi
Dr. E. WOODEUFF,
The Young Folks' Rural is a novelty among publi
ties or Unitary Homes, and the. location they desire.
cations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and
Address as above,
G. D. JIUNCJI.
different from any other in style and character. Six
teen pages and sixty-four columns—(fa? largest netospaper in Chicago!
OFFICE AT HIS

ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,

265 Broadway,

go.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.

Examination and Prescription, $2.00.

cLOTHES FRAMES, BARS AND LINES, FRUIT ton, New York, Philadelphia and the Eastern cities,
to all points in the West, Northwest and Southwest.
DRYER AND CHRISTMAS TREE COMBINED.
A GOOD THING, Patented May 24th, 1870.

Alum and Plaster-of-Parfs.

Disease diagnosed at a glance by. Lock of Hair,
letter stating age, sex and residence.

NATIONAL ROUTE.
BThe shortestGREAT
and quickest line from Baltimore and
DRYER, Washington,
and direct and favorite route from Bos

Fruit Dryer.

The Best In -the

Can be consulted as usual'at Ms office,

CLUB KATES:

Clothes Dryer.

PRICE REDUCED.

TWENTY YEARS' PRACTICE.

KANSAS CITY, 3IO.,
Three Copies, expressage or postage paid, . . $4 50
Six
“
“
“
“ ... 8 50 Or by mail, box 1,227, on the various symptoms of Pri
vate Diseases. Tho afflicted will take notice that I am
Ten
“ '
“
“
“ . . . 12 50 the only man on the American continent that can cure
Parlor Edition, gilt, 20 cents per vpl. extra.
you of Spermatorrhoea, Loss of Manhood, etc., caused
by self abuse or disease. I challenge the combined
AGENCIES.
medical faculty to refute the above statement by suer
cessful competition. The symptoms of disease pro
Terms made known on application.
duced by nightly seminal emissions or by excessive
Address all orders to W. F. Jamieson, 139 and 141 sexual indulgence, or by self abuse arc as follows;
Monroe street, Chicago, 111.
Loss of memory, sallow countenance, pains in the
back, weakness of limbs, chronic costivcness of the
bowels,
confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
miAT THE PUESS SAYS :
fidence in approaching strangers, great nervousness,
We consider Mr, Jamieson as having done a most fetid breath, consumption, parched tongiie and fre
useful and needed work in publishing this book. It quently insanity and death, unless combated by scien
oucht to be read by everv one who takes the least in
terest in the Christian Amendment movement, or any tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. "Perkins is
of the allied questions. It is crammed with informa the only man that will guarantee to cure you.or refund
tion of all kinds bearing on the general issues; and
ewnj page burns with intense earnestness.—Free Reli the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also re
member that I am permanently located at No. 9 Fifth
gious Index, Nov. 16,1872.
street. S. S., opposite the public square, Kansas City
A meaty volume, a remarkable book, Mr. Jamieson
writes with earnestness and fervor. We commend the Mo., and I have the largest medical rooms in the city.
book to the widest possible perusal, believing that it Call and see me; a friendly chat costs you nothing,
is singularly calculated to open men’s eyes and do and alf is strictly confidential. Post box, 1,227.
their souls permanent good.—Banner of Light, Oct. 12,
Du. PERKINS,
1872...
Kansas City. Mo.
Interesting, valuable and timely. It abounds with
important facts. No more important volume has been
issued from the press for many years.—Boston Investi
gator, Oct.H, 1872.

CLOTHES

Music has Charms!

WHAT “THEY SAY.”

“Silver Tongue”
GROANS,
MANUFACTURED BY

E. P. le dham & Son,
143, 145 & 147 EAST 23d ST., K. Y.

ESTABLISHEH

IN 1846.

Responsible parties applying for agencies in sec
tions still unsupplied wil receive prompt attention
and liberal inducements.. Parties residing at a dis
tance from our authorised agents may order from our
factory. Send for illustrated price list.
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FREDERICK KURTZ’S

[From the Chicago Evening Post!]
“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of
that admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is publish
ing a monthly rural and literary journal, under the title
of the Young Folks' Rural. *
*
* Mr. Lewir 23 New St. and 60 Broadway
is just the man to make it a 1 big thing.’ ”
76 balden Lane.4k, I Liberty St,
[From the Letter of a Western Mother.]
“ The Young Folks' Rural is just what our dear
AND
children need.' Altogether it is a noble enterprise, and
will do an untold amount of good. It is the ‘ parents’,
Cor.
Stfo
ave.
& !90tlhi st.
assistaut,’and all thinking parents will join me in
thanking you.”
[From a School Teacher.]
“ I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit
Mr. Kurtz invites to his large and comfortably fur
and amusement of mv pupils. Eyes are brighter and
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Rural nished dining apartments the down-town public, as
makes its appearance.
suring them that they will always find there the
SPECIMEN NUMBERS SENT FREE.
choicest viands, Beryed in the most elegant style,
Address,
H. N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,
most carefu]ly-?elected brands of wines and liquor
Chicagp, 111.
prompt Sentioa by accomplished
Bo$s Yf&tm Rural and Ymng Folkf Ruf^ fairnisjied as well as t3^

DINING

,......

'

ROOMS,

